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NOTE ON THE CONTENT OF THIS DOCUMENT

This document contains emergency information as well as emergency funding opportunities for scholars and students, artists and cultural workers, journalists, lawyers, and human rights activists at risk.

Understandably, most available funding opportunities focus on the vast number of Ukrainian people who are affected by the war. The document includes more opportunities for students and academics than for cultural workers from other domains. However, we make sure to also include emergency opportunities for people at risk from outside academia. In addition, we include emergency information and opportunities for people from Belarus and Russia who risk or face political persecution. Under each entry, you will find information on who is eligible to apply.

The document contains separate categories for specific risk groups. In the interactive index, you can click on an entry which immediately forwards you to the right section in the document. The titles of all entries include a hyperlink which forwards you to the website of the funding opportunity.

Before applying, please visit the website of the opportunity you are interested in as information on deadlines or application procedures might have changed.

If you see additional opportunities that we could add to the document or any mistakes, feel free to contact us at universityofneweurope@protonmail.com and we will add/correct the information as soon as possible.
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Database for Ukrainian refugees

- This database gives an overview of organizations which offer medical support, support for veterans and internally displaced persons, support for religious and ethnic minorities, support for LGBTQIA+ and children. It is regularly updated.

Emergency Contacts for Ukrainians

- This homepage offers information to Ukrainians on transport to and from the borders, safety as well as information on local help and hosting offered by different European countries.

Emergency Contacts for Women

- You can find here an overview of contacts in Europe for women in emergency situations.

European Union – Information for people fleeing the war in Ukraine (with EU and country-specific information)

- If you are fleeing the war in Ukraine and coming to the European Union, you will find key information on this website about your regards to crossing the border into an EU country, eligibility for temporary protection and applying for international protection, as well as the rights of travel inside the European Union. The website is available in English, Ukrainian and Russian.

- The Government of Poland has published information for Ukrainians seeking to cross the border into Poland. The website contains practical information on crossing the border as well as staying in Poland. The website is also available in Ukrainian.

- This website offers information on the above-mentioned topics for Ukrainians refugees in the Netherlands. The website of the Immigration and Naturalisation Service also offers information on how to apply for visa / asylum in the Netherlands.
These facebook groups offer relevant information and contacts for Ukrainian refugees in Belgium: Українці Бельгії; Українська молодь в Бельгії; Association of Ukrainians in Belgium – ТУБ; OUB - Об'єднання Українок Бельгії.

Mit-Ost e.V. offers individual support incl. accommodation support for the most vulnerable groups escaping from war, including LGBTIQ+, disabled persons, psychological support for ukrainian and russian speaking queer people. Contact here.

In Latvia you can find support including legal advice, help in settling and other needs with Riga Biennial; Contact: hello@rigabiennial.com or call/message via WhatsApp or Telegram +37129147722 (Inese - LV, ENG, RU) or +37128932505 (Anastasia - ENG, RU).

Useful information on your arrival in Finland from the Ukrainian Association in Finland.

Free accommodation for Ukrainian refugees

- This website offers an overview of available free accommodation for Ukrainian refugees, with a focus on Poland, Germany and Switzerland.
- The Bulgarian Academy of Science offers free accommodation in Sofia and Varna to Ukrainian Scientists and their families.

Help for Ukrainian refugees inside and outside Ukraine

- This website offers information on medical support, transport and flight routes and local help centers for Ukrainian refugees who can apply for help on the website. The website is available in Ukrainian, Russian and Polish. It also offers help on the above-mentioned topics for Ukrainian refugees outside Ukraine, with contact details for support in neighboring countries (Russia, Poland, Moldova).

Help Ukrainians – Job offers in Europe

- This platform offers an overview of job offers for Ukrainian refugees in several European countries.

Homes for Ukraine – Useful Sites

- This document contains an overview of websites which provide information on housing, visa applications, travel within the EU, banking, learning and teaching resources (such as remote school opportunities). The focus is on help within the UK, but the document also contains information on other EU countries.
In Solidarity With Ukraine – Transportation, Accommodation, Support, and Residencies for Ukrainian Refugees

- This document contains information on transportation, border crossing, accommodation and other support for Ukrainian refugees in Ukraine, Sweden, Bulgaria, Poland, Moldova, Romania, Estonia and the Netherlands.

Job aid for Ukrainian refugees

- Job aid for Ukrainian refugees supports people who had to leave their country and look for integration into the European labor market. You can see available job offers on this platform under “I am looking for help”.

Job-Portal New-Start.Media

- Here you can find a job searching platform for jobs in media, culture and related fields in Germany.

Overview of available crisis support for Ukrainians

- This document offers an overview of available crisis support for Ukrainians, such as housing and shelter opportunities, help with visa applications, traveling through the EU, help with setting up bank accounts for refugees and free remote schooling opportunities.

RemoteUkraine

- This platform connects international businesses with Ukrainian professionals working remotely. You can register here as a job candidate.

Resources for Ukrainian Refugees and Supporters

- In this document, you can find the most important up to date information and resources for Ukrainian refugees and supporters. It includes resources for people fleeing Ukraine, remaining in Ukraine, displaced into a neighboring country, or relocating to countries around the world. Please see the table of contents to find the topic or country specific section that is most relevant to your needs.
In this document you can find resources on Ukraine, and useful information regarding the current situation, like on who to contact, official numbers etc.

**Telegram channel for Ukrainains with information about children found and children who are lost**
- Click [here](#) to access this telegram channel.

**Transportation offerings in/out of Ukraine and other countries**
- [Document](#) with transportation offers in/out of Ukraine and other countries (however, last updated on 1 March!)

**UA Talents – Job opportunities**
- UA Talents is an [employment platform](#) for Ukrainians who have been forced to leave their homes and move to other cities in Ukraine or abroad. You can filter job offers by city, company and requirements.

**Ukraine Crisis Scholar Support Group**
- A member-based [Facebook group](#) for Ukrainian scholars at risk.

**Ukrainian Evacuation Help Center**
- [Here](#) you can ask for help with leaving Ukraine or organizing your evacuation. The site is available in [Ukrainian and English](#).
- Limited amount of free flights from Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania for Ukrainians with [WizzAir](#)

**Ukraine Now – Help within Ukraine**
- This website offers help within Ukraine. You can fill out this [form](#) for transportation possibilities, but also offer transportation yourself if you are available. You can also contact the platform for [other support](#).
Ukraine Take Shelter

- This platform offers an overview of available shelter opportunities for Ukrainian refugees. It provides you with an overview of available guest families / living space per city.

You Have a Friend In Me – Polish mentor offer to refugees arriving from Ukraine

- On this [website](#) Polish students offer mentorship to newly arrived refugees from Ukraine. The website can be accessed in English and Polish.
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Emergency information and contacts for leaving the Russian Federation

This website gives an overview of emergency information and contacts for people leaving the Russian Federation. It is frequently updated.

Emergency information for leaving the Russian Federation by land

- Через Ивангород-Нарву: при наличии гражданства ЕС, российского паспорта с ЕС ВНЖ, российского паспорта с ЕС визой (что уже редкость, но вдруг), сертификата о вакцинации, включая Спутник, или негативного теста. Эстония, кстати, визы даёт и продолжает давать и отнимать не грозится (говорят, уже не даёт, надо проверять). Внимание: для россиян с визами проблема не со въездом в Эстонию, а с выездом из России, Россия в режиме старомодной уже пандемии не разрешает выезд без оснований. Основанием может быть лечение (покупается пакет на два дня на лечение в санатории Эстонии и выезжается) и ещё пара оснований. Но лечение – самый лёгкий и уже народом отработанный.

- По поводу выезда граждан других государств – сегодня в автобусе СПб-Таллин были в основном люди с европейскими паспортами, был и американский один. Все прошли, никто не остался. Ехать можно или автобусом Luxexpress до Таллина или автобусом, маршрутками, электричкой и такси до Ивангорода и там пешком через мост в Нарву и дальше поездом или автобусом до Таллина. В Ивангороде от автовокзала до КП идти недалеко и под горку.

- Ажиотажа на границе нет, все спокойно и штатно. В ФБ есть очень полезная группа «Граница Нарва-Ивангород», там все знают и все подскажут. Там же в группе по поиску можно найти телефоны Ивангородской пограничной службы и задать вопрос, можно ли выйти в том или ином случае. Они работают и спокойно и информировано отвечают. В группе же есть расписание маршруток, контакты такси, подсказки про лечение как повод выехать и много всего другого.

- Также можно выехать на Аллегро в Финляндию, но только гражданам Финляндии и РФ (но как с ВНЖ, так и с визами!). Российская сторона, как я поняла, выпускает, финской стороне нужен
сертификат о вакцинации признанными в Европе вакцинами ИЛИ гуманитарное основание для выезда. Насколько оно достаточное, решает пограничник. Если недостаточное, человека высаживают на ближайшей станции, и он едет обратно в СПБ. Есть группа в телеграме (Граница Россия-Финляндия), где можно все найти и все мониторят. При этом на Аллегро сейчас проблема с билетами. А эстонская граница, если надо оперативно, на данный момент работает хорошо.

**Honest University for Belarusian Academics and Students**

- If you have worked or studied at universities or state-run scientific institutions in Belarus and are or have been affected by repression, you can register here, for receiving up-to-date information.
- Click here for Legal assistance

**Russian Anti-War Committee – Support group for immigrants who left Russia as a result of the war against Ukraine**

- This initiative supports immigrants who left Russia as a result of the war against Ukraine. You can contact the platform if you need help with:
  - Accommodation for the initial period abroad
  - Consultation on obtaining documents for residence, opening bank accounts and visas.
  - Consultation on legal questions
  - Connections to other immigrants
  - Psychological help
  - For vacancies, internships, scholarships and other opportunities, click here (Telegram channel).

**Telegram channel with emergency information and contacts for leaving the Russian Federation**

- In this Telegram channel information is shared on how to leave the Russian Federation. Download Telegram and subscribe to this channel using the link further above.
III LEGAL, MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE AT RISK

Legal help for Ukrainians in the USA

- The TPS Pro Bono Project for Ukraine will provide pro bono legal assistance for Ukrainian nationals to file their I-821s and apply for Temporary Protected Status. If you are a Ukrainian national in the United States who would like help completing an application for Temporary Protected Status, you can request assistance through the client screening form on this website. You can complete this in English, Ukrainian or Russian.

Medical and psychological help for Ukrainian refugees in Berlin

- On this website Ukrainian refugees in Berlin can apply for free medical and psychological help. There is an overview of medical centers that can be contacted on the website with addresses and contact details.
- Contact: General information at ukraine@kvberlin.de

Mental health and psychosocial Support – Humanitarian Response in Ukraine and neighboring countries

- This website gives an overview of mental health and psychological support key resources in several languages (among them English, Ukrainian, Russian) in response to the humanitarian crisis in Ukraine.

Psychological help for activists, journalists and lawyers from Ukraine, Belarus and Russia

- This service is opening psychological assistance points for activists, employees of public organizations, lawyers and journalists who had to flee their homes as a result of the war in Ukraine. The assistance points are set up in Tbilisi, Yerevan, Vilnius, Warsaw, Istanbul and Prague. It will be possible to come for a personal consultation. Specialists conduct initial testing, conduct online and personal consultations, and organize group classes.
● To get in touch with this service, you fill out this form (in Russian), which tests symptoms of anxiety. Depending on the outcome of this assessment, you will be put in touch with a specialist.

**Psychological help for school children and their parents in Lviv**

● A team of professional psychologists from the NGO ReHab provides psychological assistance to students and their parents in Lviv. Psychological assistance for students and their parents will be provided both individually and in groups. To contact the team, please fill out this form.

**Russian Anti-War Committee – Support group for immigrants who left Russia as a result of the war against Ukraine**

● This initiative supports immigrants who left Russia as a result of the war against Ukraine. You can contact the platform if you need help with:
  ○ Accommodation for the initial period abroad
  ○ Consultation on obtaining documents for residence, opening bank accounts and visas.
  ○ Consultation on legal questions
  ○ Connections to other immigrants
  ○ Psychological help
  ○ For vacancies, internships, scholarships and other opportunities, click here (Telegram channel).

**Telehelp Ukraine – medical and legal assistance for Ukrainians**

● Telehelp Ukraine connects Ukrainians in need of medical care to doctors in the United States and around the world. A large cohort of doctors from the United States and around the world who specialize in various diseases provide free medical advice to Ukrainian patients. You can connect with a doctor or schedule a video visit on the website. The website also provides a database for Ukrainians affected by the war with links to various resources as well as free legal assistance to vulnerable groups in Ukraine.
IV ACCOMMODATION OFFERS

Free accommodation for Ukrainian refugees

- This [website](#) offers an overview of available free accommodation for Ukrainian refugees, with a focus on Poland, Germany and Switzerland.
- The [Bulgarian Academy of Science](#) offers free accommodation in Sofia and Varna to Ukrainian Scientists and their families.

Homes for Ukraine – Useful Sites

- This [document](#) contains an overview of websites which provide information on housing, visa applications, travel within the EU, banking, learning and teaching resources (such as remote school opportunities). The focus is on help within the UK, but the document also contains information on other EU countries.

KONE Foundation – Emergency residencies for Ukrainian artists and art professionals in Finland

- **Deadline:** Open for requests as long as there are available places in the two residencies. The priority is to respond to the urgent need for accommodation for artists and art professionals.
- **Eligibility:** For artists and art professionals who are fleeing from or have been displaced due to the war in Ukraine. Both short and long stays in Finland are provided for individuals and families.
- **Funding:** The residency covers the travel and living costs of the residents. The family residency can be extended to four people. More information can be found on the [website](#).
- **Duration:** 1 week up to 3 months.
- **How to apply?** For information about the available options, please contact the foundation at [ukraineaid@hiap.fi](mailto:ukraineaid@hiap.fi)
SAV – Slovenian Academy of Science Emergency Housing and Funding

- Slovakian Academy of Sciences offers free accommodation capacities in Bratislava, Smolenice and Stará Lesná for newly arriving Ukrainian academics and PhD students, as well as for their family members.
- The Academy will provide financial support to doctoral students and young researchers who will be able to continue their studies and research in Slovakia.
- Contact: ukrajina@savba.sk

The Estonian Academy of Arts – Study and accommodation opportunities

- The Estonian Academy of Arts offers Ukrainian students free study opportunities at their four faculties of Fine Arts, Design, Architecture, and Art Culture. Free accommodation is available until June 2022.

UA – USA Summer Internship Program 2022

- Ukrainian student studying in the US? Need housing or income during the summer? Fill out this form to get connected paid internship/housing opportunities.

University of Bucharest – Accommodation for students/professors from Ukraine

- The University of Bucharest has at least 40 rooms available for refugees and colleagues from Ukraine (students and professors) who need temporary or long-term accommodation in Bucharest, transport from the border to Bucharest, translating documents, continuation of studies in Bucharest. Please contact mpe@unibus.ro
Vytautas Magnus University – Accommodation for Ukrainian Teachers and Students

- Vytautas Magnus University in Kaunas, Lithuania, is ready to accommodate 50 teachers and 500 students from Ukraine in its dormitories and guest houses.
  Contact: milda.alisauskiene@vdu.lt
V OVERVIEW OF DATABASES WITH ACADEMIA-RELATED RESOURCES

Academia-related resources

- [Here](#) you find a collection of resources on German Universities (GER only) for refugees
- [Euraxess](#) offers information on studying in Germany as a refugee

Akademia Młodych Uczonych PAN

- [Here](#) you find resources and information on entering the Polish job market, finding a job in (polish) academia and studying in Poland

ASEEES Resources for Helping Displaced Scholars from Ukraine

- Together with the newly created International Task Force for Displaced Scholars (ITFDS), ASEEES has published an [overview of resources for Helping Displaced Scholars from Ukraine](#). Contact information: [lypark@pitt.edu](mailto:lypark@pitt.edu)

Association of German Art Historians

- The Association of German Art Historians has prepared [this list](#) naming institutes that are ready to host Ukrainian scholars

Center for Urban History of East Central Europe (Центр міської історії)

- The Center for Urban History offers an [overview of fellowship and sabbatical opportunities](#) listed per country.

Chance for Science

- [Platform](#) for fled scientists in Germany and German research institutions.
DAAD – National Academic Contact Point Ukraine

- The National Academic Contact Point Ukraine from DAAD offers Ukrainian students and academics a first orientation in the German higher education and research system. You will also find an overview of different help offers in academia. Information is offered on:
  - Accommodation and residency in Germany
  - Studying in Germany
  - Research and teaching in Germany
  - Other support offers

Deutsch-Ukrainische Akademische Gesellschaft – The Ukraine Network

- The Ukraine Network offers an overview of funding opportunities on the website. Information on the deadlines, eligibility, duration, funding and application can be found here.

ELIA – Resources for Ukrainian students, scholars and artists

- The European Network of Higher Arts Education provides an overview of opportunities for exchange, research and collaboration for Ukrainian students, scholars and artists in several European countries (Austria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, UK)

ERC for Ukraine – Job offers in ERC funded research teams

- This website offers an overview of job offers in current ERC-funded research teams in all disciplines.

EURAXESS – Support for Ukrainian Researchers in the EU

- This website provides Ukrainian researchers with support by providing them with an overview of all existing actions at European and national levels. This includes information on academic job offers and recognition of diplomas, but also on general assistance, housing, humanitarian aid and civil protection per EU-country as well as on EU level.
GWZO – Help and Opportunities in and from academia

- This [list](#) contains links to funding, scholarships etc. for hosting and supporting refugee scholars. It is provided in cooperation with the Leipniz Institute for the History and Culture of Eastern Europe (GWZO). It lists opportunities within German research associations and institutes, regional funds in German federal states as well as opportunities in Europe (listed per country).

Jobs for Ukraine

- This [database](#) contains academic, scientific, arts, professional and freelance opportunities that are currently available for people fleeing war. Start looking for jobs by simply searching within a specific country or by switching between academic and industry opportunities.

List of universities helping Ukrainian students

- This [list](#) shows universities worldwide that are helping Ukrainian students and educators. The type of help these universities are offering is mainly academic support, counseling services, free tuition, meals, and more. You can browse the list per country.

Overview of Academic Organizations which support Ukrainian Students and Researchers

- This [database](#) (in Ukrainian) contains information on academic organizations listed per country that support Ukrainian students and researchers.

Overview of Labs and Departments which support Ukrainian scholars

- In this [spreadsheet](#), you can find an extensive list of laboratories and departments which are willing to support Ukrainians scholars. Under “Contact for Whatsapp”, there is a phone number which can be contacted.
- In this [spreadsheet](#), you can find an overview of mostly academic labs which are willing to employ Ukrainian scholars.
Resources for Ukrainian Institutions

- University of Alberta, Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies offers free digital storage to Ukrainian scholars and institutions (incl. archives, libraries) under threat. Contact: ufpdf@ualberta.ca

Resources for scholars in danger

- This database contains information on fellowship opportunities for scholars in danger, both from Ukraine and Russia.

Russian Opposition Scholars-at-Risk

- This database collects links to emergency funding opportunities that may be helpful to Russian scholars who are fleeing Russia. Some of the initiatives overlap with this list. Belarusian scholars at risk should also take a look at this page.

Science in Exile

- Science in Exile offers a list of resources, opportunities, organizations and programmes for at-risk, displaced and refugee scientists which can be filtered by category. You can contact the platform at displacedscientists@twas.org

Science For Ukraine

- This website offers the most extensive database on funding and job offers that provide immediate help to Ukrainian scholars. The offers include accommodation and office/lab space. The website offers information for researchers and students and shows opportunities for accommodation and funding.

Swedish Research Council – Support initiatives for researchers from Ukraine

- This website offers an overview of different types of support that are offered to researchers and doctoral students from Ukraine at Swedish higher education institutions and research funding bodies. The page is regularly updated.
Ukrainian Global University

- Ukrainian Global University is a vast network of educational institutions that join efforts to rebuild Ukraine by supporting Ukrainian high school and university students, scholars and tutors by providing them with scholarships, fellowships and postgraduate programs. Go to the [website](#) to find study and job opportunities and help with applying.

Ukrainian Scholar Placement Database

- This [database](#) offers an extensive overview of emergency placements for Ukrainian scholars at risk from all disciplines. Entries are listed per country as well as globally.

Ukraine residences and further resources

- This [database](#) offers an overview of residences and fellowship opportunities for scholars and artists at risk per country. It is regularly updated and expanded.
VI SEMINARS ON CAREER & JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCHOLARS AT RISK

ASEEES – How to host displaced scholars on your campus

- **When:** Recorded webinar with subtitles
- **What:** This recorded webinar discusses ways to host displaced scholars from Ukraine on your campus (US).
- **How to sign up?** You can access the recorded webinar [here](#).

ASEEES – Resources for helping displaced scholars from Ukraine

- **When:** Recorded webinar with subtitles
- **What:** This webinar discusses the new Ukrainian Global University initiative, HURI-IWM non-residential fellowships for Ukrainian scholars, fundraising success story at a US public university and the UC Davis Article 26 Backpack.
- **How to sign up?** You can access the recorded webinar [here](#).

Ukrainian Leaders Development Program

- **When:** The schedule of virtual workshops will run between late July and August. The workshop facilitators will visit the Ukrainian teachers’ virtual classes in September and October.
- **What:** Alumni of the U.S Department of State’s English Language Fellows Program will be hosting a series of ten virtual teacher training workshops for Ukrainian teachers on a range of topics such as, Cultivating Conversation & Cultural Curiosity; Academic Writing Strategies; The Five Parts of a Story: Valuing student experience; and more. The Ukrainian Leaders Development Program will bring together teachers from the U.S. and Ukraine to share ideas, resources, activities, and insights on teaching and learning English. With the goal of fostering mutual cultural exchange, building teacher rapport, and providing Ukrainian students chances to practice speaking English with native speakers, the workshop facilitators will also participate in virtual classes with the Ukrainian teachers and their students. For more information on the participation and completion of the programme, click [here](#).
-How to apply? If you’re interested in participating in the Ukrainian Leaders Development Program, please fill out this form by 23 June 2022.
VII TRANSLATION SERVICES FOR SCHOLARS AND STUDENTS AT RISK

Relocate Your Career

- If you have recently had to leave the country you were living in and need to seek opportunities abroad, then we are happy to provide feedback on your application materials. We are a group of university writing center professionals who do this regularly for students and colleagues, and we are eager to help. We do not discriminate based on nationality and will help anyone who has been displaced. If you are interested, please fill out this Google form to let us know about your situation, what languages you speak, and what kind of service you are looking for. We can provide asynchronous feedback on materials submitted through the form, but we can also offer the opportunity to schedule a 30-minute chat with a volunteer.

Respond Crisis Translation

- We translate any documentation that is necessary or helpful, including but not limited to asylum applications. You can find an overview of languages in which support is offered here (Ukrainian and Russian are included). Translations of the following documents are possible:
  - Pieces of evidence such as ID card information, hospital forms, and other personal identifying documents and information
  - Supporting documents for clients to present to court
  - Informational documents to help clients understand legal processes
  - Credible fear interview transcripts
  - Declarations to stop deportation
  - Blogs and testimonies about successful asylum cases to help other asylum seekers identify resources
- To contact the service, fill out this form.
VIII FUNDING FOR INSTITUTIONS TO SUPPORT SCHOLARS AT RISK

Academy of Finland – Call for inviting researchers from Ukraine to Finland

- **Deadline:** The call closes when the funding (500,000 EUR) has been fully allocated. The earliest start date is 2 June 2022
- **Eligibility:** The funding can be applied for to invite a researcher from Ukraine to Finland. The researcher to be invited may still be in Ukraine or may have fled Ukraine because of the Russian invasion. The applicant has to be a researcher from Finland.
- **Funding:** Indicative size of funding: 43,500 EUR per year for an individual researcher, 57,000 EUR a year for a researcher with family.
- **How to apply?** Before you fill in your application in the online services (SARA), carefully read the call text and the funding terms and conditions. The application consists of a form completed in the online services and its PDF appendices. Applicants may submit the application in English, Finnish or Swedish. For information on the content of the application, visit the website and click on the section “Application parts and guidelines”.
- **Contact:** For questions you can contact:
  - Ulla Ellmén, Science Adviser, tel. +358 295 335 011
  - Siru Oksa, Senior Science Adviser, tel. +358 295 335 125
  - Our email addresses are in the format firstname.lastname@aka.fi

European Fund for displaced scientists

- **Deadline:** 1 July 2022 (first round)
- **Eligibility:** The application is open to academic institutions (“the host institution”), including universities, academies, and other research-performing organizations that are based in a Council of Europe member state, and that plan to host researchers who have been displaced by the war in Ukraine (“the beneficiaries”).
- **Funding:** monthly stipend. The maximum amount per hosting arrangement should not exceed 25,000 EUR per beneficiary.
- **Duration:** up to 1 year
● **How to apply?** Applications must be submitted according to the principle “one beneficiary, one application.” Host institutions can apply for up to one-year of funding to set up new or maintain existing positions for researchers who have fled Ukraine. Applications must be submitted by the host institution and should be co-signed by the beneficiary. There is no limit to the number of beneficiaries that a host institution can apply funding for. Institutions dedicated to military research are not eligible for funding. To submit an application, download the application form and send it by email to efds@allea.org with the subject line “EFDS Application, Funding Line 1”

---

**Ernst von Siemens Kunststiftung and Hermann Reemtsma**

**Stiftung – Ukraine Funding Line**

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** Only public museums and collections (not individual scholars/restorers) can apply to cover staff costs for the employment of refugee scholars and restorers from Ukraine, or for Russian scholars and restorers who had to leave Russia due to their opposition to the Ukraine war.
- **Funding:** The funding guidelines of the Ernst von Siemens Kunststiftung can be accessed here.
- **How to apply?** Applications should be submitted in a single PDF file to hoernes.evs-kunststiftung@siemens.com
  - Project activity: Which activity within which project will be carried out by the scholar/restorer, max. 3 pages
  - Salary level, gross cost
  - CV of the scholar/restorer, outline of his/her education, professional degrees, and previous employment in museums or comparable institutions
  - Statement outlining the particular urgency of the application
- **Contact:** hoernes.evs-kunststiftung@siemens.com

**Hestia – Impulse for Refugees in Science**

- **Deadline:** 27 September 2022
- **Eligibility:** NWO introduced the ‘Hestia – Impulse for Refugees in Science’ pilot call to give academics, who had to flee their homeland due to war or another threatening situation, the chance to join ongoing Dutch research projects so they can expand their network and increase
their knowledge and skills. It is also an opportunity for them to actively share knowledge and expertise, to get to know the Dutch science system, with the ultimate aim of enabling them to continue their careers/lines of research in their homeland. These academics will also enrich Dutch science and society with their expertise. Project leaders and main applicants of a research project already funded by NWO or ZonMw can use this programme to apply for funding to enable a refugee to join their project. The refugees must have an academic background (a master or PhD degree) and be appointed for a maximum of 18 months on a full-time or no more than 24 months on a part-time basis. Here is an overview of projects that are open for candidates.

- **How to apply?** You can access the interest form for specific groups here:
  - Interest form project leaders
  - Interest form refugee academic

### Host scholarships for the Ukrainian and Russian student community – Québec

- **Deadline:** at all times
- **Eligibility:** This program is intended for Ukrainian (in priority) and Russian students who wish to undertake a graduate program or a research internship at a university or college located in Quebec. The FRQ, in collaboration with the host educational institution, will offer merit scholarships to students whose files have been previously selected by their host educational institution. The host institutions will be responsible for validating the eligibility of individuals for this program. To be eligible, a candidate must:
  - Hold a valid Ukrainian or Russian passport on the date of submission of the application;
  - Hold (or have applied for) a residence permit (refugee application or visa);
  - Justify it’s request (e.g. without this scholarship, the security of the person could be compromised by a forced return to Ukraine or Russia);
  - Have not already started the training program;
  - Plan to work on a research project or do an internship in one of the research fields covered by the FRQ;
  - Have confirmation that the director of the research or the internship supervisor accepts the student in his or her team;
  - Plan for a continuous physical presence in Quebec for the duration of the funding, excluding the periods of release provided for in the university calendar. Candidates
who continue their training under joint supervision are also subject to this rule. In their case, a study stay in the country targeted by the cotutelle is not permitted;

○ Submit a complete file (see sections “Selection by universities” and “Creation of a file in the electronic Portfolio”);

○ Be selected by a Quebec university or college.

● **Funding:** The scholarship amount differs for MA programmes, Doctorates and Postdoctorates. For specifics, visit section 5 “Scholarship amount” on the [website](#).

● **Duration:** from 6 months to 3 years, depending on the training program or internship

● **How to apply?** Upon receipt of the applications chosen by the universities, the FRQ will invite the recipients to create a file in the system and will take charge of the management of the funded files. To create a folder in FRQnet, it is essential to create a user account. Once the user account has been created, candidates will be able to find the application form in their Electronic Portfolio, under Available competitions/Grants and training courses. The documents that will be requested from the candidate and his or her superior for the constitution of the file are listed below.

○ Applicants can access the electronic application form [here](#). They should include a
  ■ Copy of Ukrainian or Russian passport;
  ■ Residence permit or proof that an application has been made (email, acknowledgment of receipt etc.);
  ■ Letter of presentation/motivation, including the proof requested in the eligibility conditions section (see “Eligibility” further above).

○ Directors/Supervisors of the research can access the electronic form [here](#).

● **Contact:** Contact details can be found on the website under section 8 “Contact”

### Human Frontier Science Program – Help for scientists affected by the war

● **Deadline:** The initiative will remain open until further notice or as long as resources remain available.

● **Eligibility:** To help scientists suffering from the current conflict, HFPSO is launching an initiative by “scientists for scientists”. The initiative encourages and calls upon the global HFSP research community, through its currently supported frontier research grants and postdoctoral fellowships, to propose initiatives to help affected scientists. These initiatives should be connected to the scientific activities of their respective HFSP Research Grant or Fellowship.
How to apply? HFSPO welcomes brief proposals. For further details about the application process, please contact the HFSPO Secretariat at info@hfspo.org.

Irish Research Council – Ukrainian Researchers Scheme

- **Deadline:** This call opens on 20 June 2022 and adopts a rolling deadline. Applications can be submitted at any point and will be reviewed in real time. The call will remain open for the foreseeable future subject to review of the evolving situation in Ukraine.

- **Eligibility:** The Irish Research Council has made a provision to assist Ukrainian researchers supported by the government under the Temporary Protection Directive (TPD). Irish Research Council-funded principal investigators (PIs) on current or forthcoming PI-level awards will be able to apply to the IRC for funding to add an eligible individual to the project where the individual’s research interests are aligned with those of the project. Eligible IRC-funded PIs can apply to add displaced researchers and research-related technical staff across the research career framework, including those that were conducting research master’s or PhD-level training, postdoctoral fellows and more experienced investigators, to their awards.

- **Funding:** The budget requested and the award duration must reflect the scale and nature of the proposed research. Activities funded should relate, and add value to, the original award objectives. Funding must be associated with clearly identified individuals and activities. Eligible costs include:
  - Salaries, stipends and student fees
  - Materials and consumables up to a total of €2,000 per researcher
  - A contribution of €1,000 towards the purchase of a computer
  - Overheads at 25% of total direct costs (excludes student fees and equipment costs)

- **Duration:** Max. duration of 12 months

- **How to apply?** All applications must be submitted by the research office of the host institution via email to ukrainianresearchers@research.ie. For an overview of application guidelines, click [here](#). The application form (Word) can be downloaded on the website (on the top right under “call documentation”).

- **Contact:** If you do not find the answer to your query in the call documentation, you should contact the research office in your proposed institution which will provide information and clarification on the call. Research offices can send any queries they are unable to clarify to ukrainianresearchers@research.ie
Office of Science – Department of Energy (Washington)

- **Deadline:** Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis with rapid response.
- **Eligibility:** The Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Science (SC) encourages scholars to host a student or scientist impacted by the war to advance your SC-funded research. DOE can provide a safe and supportive environment for students, post-doctoral researchers and scientists to continue their in mission-relevant disciplines.
- **Funding:** Supplemental funds can be requested to host or collaborate with students and scientists who have been impacted by the conflict and who are located at US institutions or at European institutions (remote support). DOE will work with other U.S. government agencies to coordinate logistical details, such as visas, as needed.
- **How to apply?** Requests can be made through [Grants.gov](https://www.grants.gov) in response to the currently available [SC Open Call](https://www.energy.gov/science). For more details, click [here](https://www.energy.gov/science). Contact: For questions, please contact [SC.DCL@science.doe.gov](mailto:SC.DCL@science.doe.gov)

Scholars at Risk Network – Host a scholar

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** SAR invites member institutions to welcome threatened scholars temporarily to campus as professors, researchers, lecturers, visiting scholars, post-docs, graduate fellows or students. Scholar candidates are nominated to SAR by member institutions or partners, or apply directly. Materials for qualifying candidates are circulated to Network members via private mailing lists, and members are encouraged to contact SAR for additional information, review this information, and consider hosting a visitor whenever a suitable candidate is identified. Network members always retain final selection authority over whether to invite any candidate and over which candidates to consider. Network members are also encouraged to identify candidates themselves through their faculty and other links by nominating cases to SAR.
- **Funding:** Each visit is arranged on a case-by-case basis, with the exact terms of the visit adjusted according to the needs and abilities of the scholar and of the inviting institution. SAR asks host institutions, wherever possible, to identify funding to support the visit. Funding sources include central administration, departments, teaching funds, scholarships, private donors, community groups and foundations. SAR will assist interested hosts in identifying potential funding sources.
● **Duration:** Visits range from 3 months to 2 years, with the average visit lasting for one academic year (9-12 months). During the visits, scholars may teach, research, lecture or study depending on the needs of the host institution and the terms established for the visit.

● **How to apply?** If you would like to refer a scholar to SAR for our review, please write: hostingatSAR@nyu.edu.  
  ○ SAR’s [How to Host handbook](#) provides details about the hosting process, best practices and other helpful resources.

---

### Scholars at Risk Network – Remote Fellowships

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** Universities within the Scholars at Risk (SAR) network have historically created positions of temporary academic refuge on campus for SAR scholars, creating over 1200 positions to date and allowing scholars to leave the country in which they face risk. However, not all SAR scholars are able to leave their country and travel for a position due to government or other restrictions. For example, starting in 2016 the Turkish government cancelled the validity or revoked the passports of thousands of scholars in the country, preventing them from leaving after they were dismissed from their academic positions. After learning about the travel restrictions faced by scholars from Turkey, several universities within our network mobilized to provide opportunities for those SAR scholars who cannot travel (many times in addition to hosting scholars on campus).

- **Funding:** Remote fellowships can be paid or unpaid. The universities created remote fellowships through which a SAR scholar can:
  - receive a university email address;
  - access library and database resources through this email address/university affiliation;
  - publish work using the university’s affiliation;
  - in some instances, connect with mentors or teach remote classes at the host university; and
  - re-engage with academia after being pushed outside the university space, sometimes for years.

- **How to apply?** Any universities interested in learning more about remote opportunities for SAR scholars are invited to contact scholarsatrisk@nyu.edu
The British Academy – Researchers at Risk Fellowships

- **Deadline**: The call will remain open on a rolling basis with monthly deadlines for applications until all funding has been utilized. The first deadline for applications is 4 May 2022, 5:00pm (BST). Subsequent deadlines will be 1 June, 29 June and 20 July 2022.
- **Eligibility**: Applications must be made by UK institutions. For a summary of the requirements that will be needed to complete an application, click [here](#). All elements must be submitted to be considered within the submission window.
- **Funding**: The total amount available is 37,000 GBP (74,000 GBP over two years). There is the potential for the Selection Panel to recommend an increase or decrease in award value in response to individual circumstances such as large families or subsidized accommodation arrangements. Eligible expenditure to cost into the application include a contribution to living expenses and a contribution to research expenses. UK host institution costs are not eligible.
- **Duration**: The awards are expected to run up to 2 years each from a starting date to be agreed with the British Academy.
- **How to apply?** All applications must be submitted online using the British Academy’s Grant Management System (GMS), [Flexi-Grant](#).
- **Contact**: researchersatrisk@thebritishacademy.ac.uk

The Knowledge Foundation Sweden – Funding for visiting academic scholars from Ukraine

- **Deadline**: Submitted applications are reviewed within 14 days from the submission of the proposal.
- **Eligibility**: The purpose of this call is to support academics from Ukraine to find professional refuge at a Swedish university college or new university. Sweden’s university colleges and new universities may apply. Applications are welcomed in all subject areas. When the application concerns an artistic field of research, the concept scientific is replaced by artistic in the call.
- **Funding**: Funding should be used to cover salary and premises costs for the visiting scholar. Funds can only be used to cover research and/or teaching at an advanced level. The form of employment is to be decided by the hosting Swedish university. All types of employment options are allowed, both temporary and permanent positions. The employment must correspond to the qualifications laid out in the employment guidelines of the applying Swedish university. More information can be found [here](#).
● **Duration:** From a minimum of 3 months to 3 years in total.

● **How to apply?** The application must meet the requirements outlined [here](#) (“Formal requirements”, p. 5). Evaluation criteria can be found [here](#) (“Evaluation”, p. 6). Applications can be written in Swedish or English.

● **Contact:** You can contact Yvonne Fors, PhD, Programme manager, at [yvonne.fors@kks.se](mailto:yvonne.fors@kks.se)

---

**The São Paulo Research Foundation – Collaborative call for proposals**

- **Deadline:** 30 August 2022 (proposals will be reviewed as they are received until the total fund offered is exhausted).

- **Eligibility:** This Call for Proposals is intended to assist research institutions in the state of São Paulo to receive researchers from countries involved in the conflict in Ukraine and other war-affected countries. The grant should allow research institutions to host researchers interested in conducting research in the state of São Paulo, Brazil. The purpose of this Call is to promote collaboration between researchers for the development of research projects which are either already in progress or about to be started at the Host Institution. More details on requirements for host institutions can be found [here](#).

- **Funding and duration:** The total amount offered in this Call for Proposals is R$20 million. The funding is available for two of FAPESP’s Support Opportunities:
  - Visiting Researcher Award (PV), granted initially for up to 12 months, which might be extended at FAPESP’s own discretion, under exceptional circumstances. Guidelines for the submission and selection of PV proposals are available [here](#).
  - Post-Doctoral Fellowship lasting up to 24 months, which may be extended. Guidelines for the submission and selection of Post-Doctoral Fellowships are available [here](#).

Each research proposal may request one Visiting Researcher Award and one Post-Doctoral Fellowship.

- **How to apply?** Proposals must be submitted exclusively through the [SAGe System](#), attaching the documentation indicated in the guidelines of each support opportunity (see item “2 – Funding and Duration” on the [website](#)).

- **Contact:** Questions can be directed to [pesquisadoresemrisco@fapesp.br](mailto:pesquisadoresemrisco@fapesp.br)
Uppsala University – Scholarships for researchers from Ukraine

- **Deadline:** Applications and decisions are made as they are received. Applications can be submitted for as long as the Temporary Protection Directive is in force and scholarship funds are available.

- **Eligibility:** A scholarship can only be awarded to a researcher covered by the Temporary Protection Directive who holds a doctorate (Degree of Doctor) at the time of application. In order to be eligible for a scholarship, an undertaking from the head of department or equivalent to host the scholarship holder is also required, which means that the department will bear the indirect expenses incurred such as for a room, workplace, computer, etc. The undertaking also means that the department is able to provide human resources who can support the researcher in various matters.

- **Funding:** 20 scholarships are awarded of SEK 150,000 each.

- **Duration:** 5 months

- **How to apply?** The application form can be found [here](#) (in Swedish). Receiving heads of department (or equivalent) can send their applications to IFSS at [ifss@uadm.uu.se](mailto:ifss@uadm.uu.se). Ukrainian researchers who are interested in applying for the scholarship can also contact ISFF at [ifss@uadm.uu.se](mailto:ifss@uadm.uu.se)
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Aalto University – Support for scholars from Ukraine

- **Deadline:** 30 December 2022
- **Eligibility:** Aalto University offers scholars fleeing from Ukraine a possibility to continue their academic work at Aalto University during the war in Ukraine. Aalto accepts applications for temporary visiting scholar positions in Aalto’s research fields from researchers working in Ukraine based universities whose work has been interrupted by the war, and who are fleeing from Ukraine.
- **How to apply?** Please submit your CV and letter presenting your current research work in English through our recruitment system by using the link. Our scientific research, artistic activities and teaching are carried out at Aalto’s six schools and their departments and units. Take a closer look at our schools and departments, and their research. In the recruitment system, please choose 1 to 2 most suitable departments for you to continue your research. The website offers more information on the schools and departments.
- **Contact:** For questions, you can contact Minna Tuusa (HR specialist) at minna.tuusa@aalto.fi

AcademicsNLForUkraine – Overview of workplaces and facilities for Ukrainian scholars in the Netherlands

- This platform gives an overview of available workplaces and facilities (paid and unpaid positions) from Dutch academic institutions for Ukrainian academics, researchers and scientists.

Academy in Exile

- **Eligibility:** Scholars who are threatened in their home countries because of their academic or civic engagement for human rights, peace and democracy are offered the opportunity to resume their research abroad.
● **Duration:** Academy in Exile establishes multidisciplinary cohorts of scholars around a unified theme. Long-term fellowships last from 12 to 24 months, short-term emergency stipends last up to 3 months.

● **How to apply?** For inquiries and applications for the current Call for Applications, please exclusively contact [academyinexile@uni-due.de](mailto:academyinexile@uni-due.de)

**Austrian Academy of Science – JESH Ukraine**

● **Deadline:** Applications are replied to immediately

● **Eligibility:** Fellowships are granted by the Austrian Academy of Science to Ukrainian citizens who have completed their doctorate/PhD studies, and are affiliated as scientists or scholars with a university or non-university research institution in Ukraine.

● **Duration:** Up to 4 months with possibility of extension

● **Funding:** 2.700€ per month

● **How to apply?** [Online Form](#)

**BASEES Support for UK-based Postgraduates from Ukraine**

● **Deadline:** no deadline

● **Eligibility:**
  ○ Ukrainian Postgraduate Students based in UK who are unable to return, and must be registered at an institution of higher education for the academic year 2021/2022 in the UK

● **How to apply?** Fill in the [application form](#)

● **Basees newsletter with further information**

**Bibliotheca Hertziana – Max Planck Institute for Art History –**

**Art History Fellowships**

● **Deadline:** now.

● **Eligibility:** Art historians from Ukraine. Junior and senior researchers, museum curators and art critics are invited to apply for a fellowship.

● **Duration:** up to 1 year. Due to the emergency and the circumstances, the Institute will deal with the administrative framework in the course of the open call.

● **How to apply?** Upload the documents which you have at hand [here](#)
Bocconi Lab for European Studies – Fellowships for Ukrainian Scholars and Postdocs in EU Studies

- **Deadline:** 30 June 2022
- **Eligibility:** BLEST, the Bocconi Lab for European Studies, welcomes applications for postdoctoral fellowships from post-doctoral candidates at any stage of their career who are affected by the war in Ukraine. We consider applications from candidates of any nationality who live in Ukraine, have been displaced or cannot return to Ukraine because of the war, or who are directly affected for other reasons that can be specified in the application. The applicant should work in the fields covered by the BLEST – Ukraine focus programme and should carry out a project focusing on the impact of the Ukraine war on the EU or on the relationship between Ukraine and the EU. Eligible fields are Law (including, but not limited to, European constitutional law, European human rights law, international human rights and international law) and the social sciences broadly construed (including but not limited to political sciences and economics). The fellow will participate actively to the activities of BLEST and of the department of affiliation. To access further information about the call click [here](#).
- **Duration:** up to 3 years
- **How to apply?** Applications should be sent to recruiting-ricerca@unibocconi.it and include:
  - Personal and professional details of the candidate
  - Scanned copy of the passport and for non-Ukrainian citizens, her/his permit of stay in Ukraine. Alternatively, the candidate can produce a statement indicating the reasons why such documents cannot be submitted.
  - A personal statement detailing the current circumstances of the candidate and how the war affects them.
  - CV and brief research profile of the candidate.
  - Description of the research project that the candidate intends to carry out during the Fellowship. The research project must focus on the impact of the Ukraine war on the EU or on the relationship between Ukraine and the EU.
  - Indication of the Department which would best suit the research interests of the candidate, and if possible the names of colleagues with whom the candidate could collaborate.
- **Contact:** recruiting-ricerca@unibocconi.it
Bridging Fellowships for Scholars at Risk from Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia – Freie Universität Berlin

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** Refugee scholars from Ukraine as well as scholars who are at risk due to the domestic political situation in Russia and Belarus and who have to leave the country. The fellowships enable the applicants to work out an application for funding in a program for Scholars at Risk or a project proposal in the context of externally funded research in a protected space. Formal requirements are:
  - The sponsored person comes from Ukraine, Belarus or Russia;
  - The sponsored person has previously worked as a (junior) researcher in one of these countries;
  - There is a connection to a research area at the Institute for East European Studies;
  - For applicants from Belarus and Russia: there is a risk situation.
- **Duration:** 3 to 6 months
- **Funding:** For docs the scholarships are 1200 EUR per month, for postdocs 1500 EUR per month.
- **How to apply?** The application is submitted by the head of the relevant department of the Institute for East European Studies who supports the fellowship (click [here](#)). An application for a fellowship should include:
  - a curriculum vitae
  - a list of the most important publications (max. 15 titles)
  - information on the expected research topic
  - a certificate of the degree or doctorate
  - for applicants from Belarus and Russia: a brief description of the applicant's own vulnerability.
- **Contact:** For questions about the program, you can contact the Institute Secretariat Anja Locascio at Anja.Locascio@fu-berlin.de or contact one of the working areas of the Osteuropa-Institute at [https://www.oei.fu-berlin.de](https://www.oei.fu-berlin.de)

CARA (Council for At-Risk Academics)

- **Deadline:** application can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: CARA supports academics from any country in the world who are forced to flee by the risk of imminent imprisonment, injury or death, and works with them to find them temporary refuge in universities and research institutions until they can one day return home to help rebuild better, safer societies. Both junior and senior researchers are eligible to apply.

- **Duration**: 2 to 3 year awards (as standard)

- **Funding**:
  - CARA checks the background, qualifications and references of applicants;
  - helps to negotiate the placement of researchers;
  - allocates any additional funding needed from its own resources;
  - helps with the visa process and other practical arrangements, both for the applicants and any family members accompanying them.
  - More information in the [funding directory](#)

- **Application information**

**Czech Academy of Sciences – Researchers at Risk Fellowships**

- **Deadline**: 30 September 2022

- **Eligibility**: Eligible are researchers from all research fields, including scientists and PhD students, i.e., students in PhD programme or its equivalent as well as postdoctoral fellows who have already completed a PhD programme or its equivalent.
  - This year, the fellowship will focus on applicants from Ukraine, after which the programme will consider applications from other countries where scientists are threatened by war or persecution.

- **Duration**: up to December 2023

- **Funding**: maximum 60 000 CZK per month

- **How to apply?** The proposal is exclusively submitted by individual CAS institutes which incorporate the applicant into their research team or a department. Applicants cannot directly apply for this programme. Applicant is required to contact the respective CAS Institute to make an application, either directly or indirectly, via (Ms Markéta Říhová at rihova@kav.cas.cz)
  - **Checklist for the applicants**:
    - Check the information about the programme ([ENG / CZE](#))
    - Contact the respective CAS Institute, either
    - Directly – [list of the CAS Institutes](#)
    - Indirectly – via Ms Markéta Říhová (rihova@kav.cas.cz), contact person who shall assist with the selection of the appropriate CAS institute
Cooperate with the CAS institute on the application

- **Contact:** rihova@kav.cas.cz or list of the CAS Institutes

---

**DAAD Research Stays for University Academics and Scientists**

- **Deadline:** 30 June 2022
- **Eligibility:** University teachers and established academics and scientists who have usually completed a doctoral degree and work at a university or research institute in their home country.
- **Duration:** 1 to 3 months. The length of the grant is decided by a selection committee and depends on the project in question and the applicant’s schedule
- **Funding:**
  - Research stays at state or state-recognized institutions of higher education or non-university research institutes in Germany. A research stay can also take place at several host institutions.
  - Monthly payments of 2000 EUR for assistant teachers, assistant professors and lecturers; 2150 EUR for professors
  - Travel allowance (unless covered by the home country / another source of funding)
  - In case of a disability or chronic illness: subsidy for additional costs which are not covered by other funding providers
  - Funding may only be claimed once within three years. Lecture tours or visits to congresses are not funded.

---

**Application requirements**

- **Application procedure**

---

**DFG Supplemental proposals/integration in current funding programmes (for GER institutions)**

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:**
  - project leaders and higher education institutions can submit supplemental proposals to integrate qualified refugees – prospective or doctoral researchers – in DFG projects that already receive funding.
The proposals can be justified based on the fact that individuals are now available for the further development of a project whose involvement can be expected to provide additional stimuli for the research programme in question.

- **Funding:** can be geared towards any type of funding that enables refugees to be integrated in a project, in particular guest funds, staff positions and the Mercator module.

- **How to apply?**
  - Proposals may be submitted informally at any time and should not exceed five pages (not including CV and bibliography).
  - Proposals must include information on the individuals to be incorporated in a project and justify the added value provided by their involvement.
  - Legal arrangements for the integration of refugee researchers are the responsibility of the project leaders and the HEIs or non-HEI research institutions.

- **Contact:** see contact persons under entry DFG Walter Benjamin (below)

### DFG Supplemental funding as part of Research Training Groups, Collaborative Research Centers and other DFG-funded joint projects (for institutions)

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **How to apply?**
  - No supplemental proposal needed
  - Can be financed from funds that have already been approved; e.g. refugees who hold a bachelor’s degree or comparable qualification can receive a qualification fellowship to pursue a doctorate as part of a Research Training Group at a later stage or else join the RTG directly.
  - Legal arrangements for the integration of refugee researchers are the responsibility of the project leaders and the HEIs or non-HEI research institutions.
- **Contact:** see above

### DFG Walter Benjamin Programme (for refugee researchers)

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:**
  - Individual agreement with research personality/hosting institution in advance is required
o no restrictions regarding the career phase
o not eligible if you have received earlier funding as a refugee scholar (e.g. with Philipp-Schwartz-Initiative).
 o you have not been outside your home country for more than three years at the time of application and
 o you have residential status in connection with an asylum procedure within the EU and are recognised as being at risk, or
 o you are able to present credible third-party evidence of being at risk no more than 12 months prior to proposal submission, e.g. documentation provided by the Schol-ars at Risk Network (SAR) or Council for At-Risk Academics (CARA)
 o In acute crisis situations, proposals can be submitted without proof of the respective status after consultation with the DFG.

● Funding:
 o regular employment contract according to German employment standards for a research project of max 2 years duration in Germany
 o plus 250,00€/ month allowance for additional project related costs (e.g. travel costs, publishing …)

● How to apply? Guidelines for proposal submission; Guidelines for proposal preparation; submit proposal here

● Contact persons:
 o For Research Training Groups, Graduate Schools and qualification fellowships:
   ■ Sascha Klein
   Tel. +49 228 885-2873
   Link: Sascha.Klein@dfg.de
 o For Collaborative Research Centres, Research Centres and Clusters of Excellence:
   ■ Dr. Heike Bock
   Tel. +49 228 885-2713
   Link: Heike.Bock@dfg.de
 o For all other funding procedures:
   ■ Michael Sommerhof
   Tel. +49 228 885-2017
   ■ Link: Michael.Sommerhof@dfg.de
EDUFI Fellowship for doctoral students

- **Deadline:** applications are evaluated on a rolling basis. The processing time is approximately 2 weeks.
- **Eligibility:** EDUFI Fellowship for doctoral students from Ukraine provides doctoral level students from Ukraine the opportunity to continue their academic work in Finland and supports the academic community and the reconstruction of the higher education system in Ukraine. The scholarship can be granted to:
  - Doctoral students who have fled Ukraine due to the Russian attack to Ukraine after 24 February 2022 and who have a host university in Finland (incl. both Ukrainian citizens and international students who cannot return to their home country)
  - Ukrainian doctoral students already in Finland
  - The candidate should have a completed MA degree. During the fellowship in Finland the students complete doctoral level studies either to Finland or to Ukraine.
  - All academic fields and all Finnish universities are eligible.
- **Funding:** 1500 EUR per month. In addition, the following needs-based grants are available:
  - 2000 EUR settlement allowance, in case the scholarship holder has arrived to Finland after 24 February 2022
  - 300 EUR/month additional family allowance for scholarship holders with minor children
- **Duration:** not mentioned.
- **How to apply?** The following documents should be attached to the application:
  - Motivation letter from the host university, confirming the willingness to commit to hosting and supervising the scholarship candidate
  - CV of the candidate
  - short research plan
  - Send applications to Sini Piippo at sini.piippo@oph.fi
- **Contact:** Sini Piippo at sini.piippo@oph.fi

Einstein Guest Researchers and Einstein Junior Scholars

- **Deadline:** An overview of the deadlines can be found [here](#).
- **Eligibility:** The Einstein Foundation is committed to fostering academic freedom and international collaboration. The two programmes are offered on a temporary basis in order to enable international researchers and scientists who are experiencing constraints in their work to come to Berlin to pursue their research without undue restrictions or threats.
The programmes are first and foremost directed at researchers and scientists from regions of conflict.

They are also directed at researchers and scientists from regions that experience subtle or direct restrictions of research and who look for opportunities to return, migrate or cooperate with countries offering a work environment free of constraints.

Applicants who are at an early stage of their career (doctorate gained no longer than 4 or 5 years ago at the time of application) and whose productive stay outside of their home country does not exceed 4 years (times of fleeing not included) can be funded as Einstein Junior Scholars.

Scientists or researchers further advanced in their career path (doctorate gained at least more than 4 to 5 years ago at the time of application) and whose productive stay outside of their home country does not exceed 4 years (times of fleeing not included) can be funded as Einstein Guest Researchers.

- **Duration:** max. 2 years
- **Funding:** Funding can be requested in the form of a scholarship, with a maximum of 2100 EUR per month without financing of additional costs. For more detailed information on funding, please consult the homepage.
- **How to apply?** Guidelines for the application as well as an extensive FAQ can be found here. You can also find two contacts under this link.

**ELF Research Fellowships 2022 for Ukrainian Researchers**

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** European Liberal Forum (ELF) is the official think tank and political foundation of the European Liberal Party, the ALDE Party. ELF offers a research fellowship which is exclusively open for Ukrainian nationals who either reside in Ukraine or recently moved to a different country. For a detailed job description click here. These are the job requirements:
  - Master’s degree in political science, social sciences, economics, law, sociology, or related disciplines; PhD or PhD candidacy is a plus, but not required;
  - Work or research experience of up to 2 years highly desired;
  - Organised with proven ability to meet deadlines and manage own workload;
  - Proactive self-starter, able to work both independently and in a team;
  - Fluent written and spoken English with excellent communication skills;
  - Proven writing skills, ideally journalistic or academic experience
- **Funding:**
  - Work contract conditions under Belgian law
Contract is fixed for one year
- Competitive salary package and benefits
- International and dynamic team

- **Duration:** 1 year
- **How to apply?** Fill out this application [form](#) and upload your CV/Resume and a cover letter.

---

**Faculty Fund of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Science | University of Basel**

- Contact the faculty for information regarding your individual situation and how they could help [ukraine-philhist@unibas.ch](mailto:ukraine-philhist@unibas.ch)
- If you get in touch the first time, please include information on your person (CV), your current situation and needs as well as your academic record and current research.

---

**Fedor Stepun-Fellows at Ruhr University Bochum**

- **Deadline:** on rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian citizenship, Postgraduate or PhD student of any scientific field
- **Duration:** 3-4 months
- **Funding:** workplace, access to library, support with accommodation, visa etc.
- **How to apply:** Send to [osteuropa-kolleg@rub.de](mailto:osteuropa-kolleg@rub.de)
  - short description of research field and topic of interest
  - CV and publication list
  - PhD certificate or Master certificate
  - short statement about the risk situation
  - Providing one academic contact from European Universities (if applicable)
  - Signed data protection form

---

**Forum Transregionale Studien – Coordinator position for the research project “Ukraïna: Science Communication and Networks”**

- **Deadline:** 26 June 2022
Eligibility: The Forum Transregionale Studien (Forum) is a platform for the international cooperation between scholars of different expertise and perspectives on global issues. The Forum provides scope for exchange on questions of science policy, epistemology and ethics, and develops infrastructures and formats that allow transregional research ideas and projects to be tested, implemented and communicated. The Forum is committed to strengthening regional studies and to the principle of non-hierarchical research. It appoints scholars from around the world as fellows and engages in joint research programs and initiatives with partners from universities and research institutions in and outside of Berlin. The Forum is funded by the Berlin Senate Department for Higher Education and Research, Health, Long-Term Care and Gender Equality. The project Prisma Ukraïna: Science Communication and Networks aims at testing a new model of science-related, participatory and multilingual science communication that enables academic exchange, communicates research questions and results and identifies and sets its own topics. For an overview of the job requirements and tasks click here.

Funding: part-time, 50% TV-L E13, fixed-term contract

Duration: until max. 31 October 2023

How to apply? Please send your application, including a motivation letter (max. two pages), a curriculum vitae (max. two pages plus a list of publications if applicable) and proof of the last academic degree obtained, in German or English, in one PDF file via email to bewerbung@trafo-berlin.de. The contact person for this position is Georges Khalil, Managing Director of the Forum.

Contact: The contact person for this position is Georges Khalil, Managing Director of the Forum at bewerbung@trafo-berlin.de

Forum Transregionale Studien – Project assistant position for the research project “Ukraïna: Science Communication and Networks”

Deadline: 26 June 2022

Eligibility: The project Prisma Ukraïna: War, Migration and Memory, headed by Prof. Dr. Viktoriya Sereda, seeks to establish an interdisciplinary research group that examines the transformative effects of war, displacement and flight on history, memory, relationships, belonging and questions of cohesion in plural societies. The project plans postdoc fellowships for scholars from Ukraine who fled the war and are currently in Berlin, or those in Ukraine or
in its neighboring countries. The position is primarily aimed at researchers who fled to Germany because of the Russian war in Ukraine. The requirements for the position can be found here.

- **Funding:** part-time, 75% TV-L E9b, fixed contract
- **Duration:** until max. 31 December 2023
- **How to apply?** Please send your application, including a motivation letter (max. two pages), a Curriculum Vitae (max. two pages plus a list of publications if applicable) and proof of the last academic degree obtained, in German or English, in one PDF file via email to bewerbung@trafo-berlin.de. The contact person for this position is Georges Khalil, Managing Director of the Forum.
- **Contact:** The contact person for this position is Georges Khalil, Managing Director of the Forum at bewerbung@trafo-berlin.de

---

**Finnish Society of Sciences and Letters – Emergency Grants for Ukrainian Scholars**

- **Deadline:** Applications can be submitted as long as the war continues. The board of the Society will decide at a later point when this grant program will end.
- **Eligibility:** Grants can be awarded to Ukrainian citizens in Finland or Finnish researchers for inviting Ukrainian citizens to carry out research work in Finland.
- **Funding:** The taxfree grants can be used for travel costs and costs for living up to 2040 EUR per month.
- **How to apply?** The applications should include a research plan, a schedule, a CV and budget and should be sent to societas@scientiarum.fi
- **Contact:** Contact the Permanent Secretary of the Society, professor Mats Gyllenberg at secretarius@scientiarum.fi

---

**Foundation for Polish Science – Polish-Ukrainian Cooperation**

- **Deadline:** The deadline for the first competition round has passed on 29 April (4:00 PM CET), second competition round on 30 September 2022 (4:00 PM CET)
- **Eligibility:** The programme aims to broaden the cooperation between Polish and Ukrainian scientific communities and to deepen the knowledge on issues connected with the development of civil society, democracy, European integration and security. Projects must concern matters important to both countries.
Scientists with at least a doctoral degree (and all equivalent degrees) who regardless of their nationality on the date of aggression against Ukraine were working at institutions conducting scientific research in Ukraine and scientists employed at institutions conducting scientific research in Poland can apply.

- **Funding:** The programme is implemented through two competitions, in which a total of 6 projects are expected to be awarded, realised jointly by both scientists from Poland and Ukraine. The budget of one project is PLN 268 800. It includes funds to cover salary as well as research-related costs.

- **Duration:** 12-month period

- **How to apply?** The competition is conducted through a call for proposals. The application should indicate two scientists, one from Ukraine and one employed in Poland. It should be submitted on behalf of both researchers by the person working in Poland, jointly with the institution conducting scientific research in Poland at which the project will be implemented (hosting institution). Applications should be submitted in **English** in electronic form via the [online database](#). For more information about the application submission, see the Instruction (in Files to download). The application should include:
  - the applicants’, their home institutions’ and the hosting institution’s data
  - both applicants’ CVs (up to two A4 pages each)
  - a list of up to three major publications of each applicant, with electronic versions of their full or partial contents in the original languages
  - a description of the planned scientific research, indicating its relevance to the FNP programme’s theme and the objective(s) to be achieved through the project (up to four A4 pages)
  - information on the division of tasks to be implemented by the applicants with the specification of planned project results (e.g. publication, screenplay, exhibition, lecture, workshop, training, website, application, etc.; up to two A4 pages)
  - information on the planned dissemination activities of the project results (up to one A4 page)
  - information on the hosting institution’s contribution to the project funding (if applicable).
  - Three statements signed by the scientist from Ukraine, the scientist from Poland and the hosting institution representative

- **Contact:** Joanna Jachimczuk-Lora at [jachimczuk@fnp.org.pl](mailto:jachimczuk@fnp.org.pl) or +48 223118430.
FSO Bremen | Hans Koschnick Sonderstipendien for Ukrainian academics

- **Deadline:** any time
- **Eligibility:** PhD candidates, post-doctoral researchers and senior researchers.
- **Funding:** 1.000 EUR per month (with family: 1.500 EUR).
- **Duration:** 1 month
- **How to apply?** Fill out the application in the application form in English or German and send it to fsov@uni-bremen.de

FWF Austrian Science Fund

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:**
  - Researchers, including technical personnel who are refugees with Ukrainian citizenship or Ukrainian citizens who have resided in Austria for a maximum of 2 years
- **Duration:** 12 months
- **How to apply?**
  - Free-form explanation of research content, including a description of the tasks within the project
  - Requested costs as per FWF standard rates
  - Free-form CV(s) of the person(s) to be employed
  - Passport copy (copies)
  - Confirmation by the research institution that the person(s) can be employed (copy of a blue residence care „Ausweis für Vertriebene“ or a valid residence title)
  - via application portal

Georg Forster Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every February, June, and October
- **Eligibility:** highly-qualified experienced researchers from a developing or transition country. Doctorate or comparable academic degree (Ph.D., C.Sc. or equivalent) completed less than 12
years prior to the date of application and the research profile can be documented by a comprehensive list of academic publications reviewed according to international standards and printed in journals and/or by publishing houses.

- **Duration**: 6 to 18 months
- **Funding**: The fellowship is worth 3,170 EUR per month. This amount includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health- and liability insurances.

- **Additional benefits:**
  - travel allowance
  - language grant
  - allowances for accompanying family members
  - standard allowance for single parents with children accompanying them
  - option to additionally extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
  - subsidy towards research costs to be paid to the hosts
  - Europe allowance
  - extensive alumni sponsorship

- [Application requirements](#)

---

**Georg Forster Research Fellowship for Postdocs**

- **Deadline**: applications are possible at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every February, June, and October
- **Eligibility**: young, early-career scientists and scholars from [developing or transition countries](#) with outstanding qualifications.
- **Duration**: 6 to 24 months
- **Funding**: The fellowship is worth 2,670 EUR per month. The amount includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health- and liability insurances.
- **Additional benefits:**
  - travel allowance
  - language grant
  - allowance for accompanying family members
  - standard allowance for single parents with children accompanying them
  - option to additionally extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
  - subsidy towards research costs to be paid to the hosts
  - Europe allowance
● extensive alumni sponsorship

Gerda Henkel In-House Scholarship

● **Deadline:** no deadline
● **Eligibility:**
  ○ past and current grant holders
  ○ individual scholarships for scholars at risk and scholars forced to flee
● **Contact:** Dr. Birte Ruhardt, Gerda Henkel Foundation, Head of the Office of the Executive Board, E-Mail: ruhardt@gerda-henkel-stiftung.de

German Historical Institute Paris – Mobility scholarships

● **Deadline:** 31 December 2022
● **Eligibility:** The German Historical Institute in Paris offers mobility scholarships for history postgraduates and researchers from Ukraine for a research visit. Postgraduate students (advanced master’s and doctoral) and postdoctoral researchers whose research projects are in the field of European, African or digital history can apply. Applicants should have a sufficiently good command of German, French or English to collaborate with colleagues from the Institute.
● **Funding:**
  ○ For holders of a Doctor of Science (or equivalent): 2.500 EUR per month
  ○ For postdoctoral researchers: 2.000 EUR per month
  ○ For doctoral students: 1.500 EUR per month
  ○ For master’s students: 1.200 EUR per month
  ○ An additional monthly family allowance payment may be awarded to Ukrainian research students on presentation of their child’s birth certificate. The applicant will be entitled to this benefit until the child reaches the age of 18.
    ■ For one child: 160 EUR
    ■ For 2 children: 260 EUR
    ■ For 3 or more children: 360 EUR
● **Duration:** up to 3 months (with the possibility to extend for a further 3 months). For master’s students, scholarships are for a max. of 1 to 3 months.
● **How to apply?** Applications may be submitted in German, French or English and should be sent to foerderung@dhi-paris.fr
Mobility scholarships for research master’s students: Applications for a mobility scholarship as part of a research master should not exceed 10,000 characters (including spaces and bibliography). A letter of recommendation from the applicant’s academic supervisor and a current transcript of records are desirable but not essential.

Mobility scholarships for doctoral students, postdoctoral students and holders of a Doctor of Science (or equivalent): To be eligible for this scholarship the applicant must have successfully completed their undergraduate degree. The application must not exceed 15,000 characters (including spaces and bibliography). A letter of recommendation from the applicant’s supervisor is desirable but not essential.

Contact: For further information or questions, please contact Niels F. May at NMay@dhi-paris.fr

Hebrew University Emergency Aid for Researchers from Ukraine

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian Academic staff, Master and Ph.D. students
- **Duration:** up to 4 months
- **Funding:**
  - Academic staff: 2,500.00 USD/month (individuals) and 2,800.00 USD/month (families); accommodation will be provided
  - Master and Ph.D: students: 2,00.00 USD/month scholarship plus free accommodation
- **How to apply?** send your CV and a short cover letter in English with a description of your field of research or study and contact information to the International Office, Ms. Ayala Feinmesser-Mizrahi, Program Coordinator, Email: ayalafm@savion.huji.ac.il

Heinrich-Heine Universität Düsseldorf

- **Deadline:** on rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** 12 emergency scholarships for Ukrainian PhD researchers, Post-Docs and Professors at any HHU Institute
- **Duration:** 6 months
- **Funding:** 1200,00 €/month for PhD researchers, 2500,00€/month for researchers with PhD degree
- **How to apply?** Please email the requested documents to Ms Wegener-Feldbrügge wegenerf@hhu.de (Letter of recommendation from a HHU institute, CV, list of publication, one-page project description, pass)
Helmholtz Association

- All Helmholtz Research Centers offer support and funding for Ukrainian researchers. For further details, please get in touch with the responsible coordinator of each Center. If you scroll down, you will find the contact list here.

Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf

- **Deadline:** on a rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** Students, PhD researchers and Post-Docs in the fields of energy, health, matter
- **How to apply?** Fill in the form (in GER)

Hestia – Impulse for Refugees in Science

- **Deadline:** 27 September 2022
- **Eligibility:** NWO introduced the ‘Hestia – Impulse for Refugees in Science’ pilot call to give academics, who had to flee their homeland due to war or another threatening situation, the chance to join ongoing Dutch research projects so they can expand their network and increase their knowledge and skills. It is also an opportunity for them to actively share knowledge and expertise, to get to know the Dutch science system, with the ultimate aim of enabling them to continue their careers/lines of research in their homeland. These academics will also enrich Dutch science and society with their expertise. Project leaders and main applicants of a research project already funded by NWO or ZonMw can use this programme to apply for funding to enable a refugee to join their project. The refugees must have an academic background (a master or PhD degree) and be appointed for a maximum of 18 months on a full-time or no more than 24 months on a part-time basis. [Here](#) is an overview of projects that are open for candidates.

- **How to apply?** You can access the interest form for specific groups here:
  - Interest form project leaders
  - Interest form refugee academic

Humboldt Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every March, July, and November
• **Eligibility**: highly qualified international scientists and scholars from all disciplines who completed their doctorates less than 12 years ago and wish to spend extended periods of research in Germany are invited to apply.

• **Duration**: 6 to 18 months

• **Funding**: The fellowship is worth 3,170 EUR per month. The amount includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health and liability insurances.

• **Additional benefits**:
  - travel allowance
  - language grant
  - allowance for accompanying family members
  - for single-parent fellows: fixed allowance for accompanying children
  - option to extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
  - research cost allowance
  - Europe allowance
  - extensive alumni sponsorship

• [Application requirements](#)

### Humboldt Research Fellowship for Postdoctoral Researchers

• **Deadline**: applications are possible at any time; the Selection Committee responsible for reviewing applications to this programme meets every March, July, and November

• **Eligibility**: academics from abroad with above average qualifications, at the beginning of their academic career, with a doctorate awarded no more than 4 years earlier

• **Duration**: 6 to 24 months

• **What can be funded**: The fellowship is worth 2,670 EUR a month. It also includes a mobility lump sum and payments towards health- and liability insurances.

• **Additional benefits**:
  - travel allowance
  - language grant
  - allowance for accompanying family members
  - standard allowance for single parents with children accompanying them
  - option to additionally extend the research grant, if the fellow is accompanied by children under the age of 12
  - research cost allowance
  - Europe allowance
IIE Scholar Rescue Fund

- **Deadline:** No deadline, applications are assessed on a quarterly basis
- **Eligibility:**
  - professors, researchers and public intellectuals from any country/any discipline who face threats
  - hold a Ph.D. or highest degree in their field and have significant teaching and/or research experience at a university, college, or other institution of higher learning;
  - have an established record of published research;
  - demonstrate superior academic accomplishment or promise;
  - are facing or have recently fled from immediate, targeted threats to their lives and/or careers in their home countries or countries of residence;
  - will benefit their home and/or host academic communities.
- **Funding:** 25,000€
- **Duration:** 1-year at any institution of higher education
- **How to apply?**
  - Application Form, CV, academic statement, personal statement, reference letters, copy of Ph.D. degree, sample of most recent research publications for details see [here](#)
  - Apply via the [application form](#)
- **Contact:** srf@iie.org
- **Application requirements**

InSPIREurope – Supporting Researchers at Risk

- **Eligibility:** InSPIREurope is a Europe-wide initiative to support researchers who are at risk due to discrimination, persecution, suffering or violence. The initiative is hosted at Maynooth University in Ireland and coordinated by [Scholars at Risk Europe](#). The project runs from 1 September 2019 until 31 August 2022.
- **Project website and contact information**
ISPP International Society of Political Psychology

- ISPP’s Scholars Under Threat cannot accept applications to the emergency fund until further notice. However, it is possible to request funds for immediate emergency support for personal living needs (capped at 1000 USD). More information on the homepage.

Israeli Inter-University Academic Partnership in Russian and East European Studies

- **Eligibility:**
  - active researchers from Ukrainian universities
  - Fellows will be directed to the following universities: Tel Aviv University, Haifa University, Bar-Ilan University, Ben-Gurion University of the Negrev, or the Open University in Israel
- **Duration:** flexible start between March 2022 and November 2022
- **How to apply?** please send personal details and one-page description of your project to iuap@tauex.tau.ac.il

Kent State University – Ukrainian support fund

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** The support fund helps Ukrainian scientists, scholars and students access higher education opportunities in the US.
- **Funding:** The support fund covers an international visitor stipend, travel costs and the necessary support upon arrival to the US. Visa applications will be expedited, whenever possible, with separate support from Kent State University’s College of Arts and Sciences.
- **How to apply?** Please directly contact Dr. Torsten Hegmann at thegmann@kent.edu or Dr. John West at jlwest@kent.edu

King’s College London – Support for Ukrainian academics and students

- The King’s college sanctuary program offers several initiatives to help Ukrainian academics and students, such as the “Homes for Ukraine University Sponsorship Model”, “Support for forced migrant students” and “Sanctuary scholarships”.
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KU Leuven – Temporary positions for Ukrainian scientists and professionals at risk

- The jobsite of the KU Leuven University in Belgium offers an overview of temporary positions for fleeing Ukrainian scientists and professionals in research groups at the university. For each position, a contact person is indicated. You can contact this person about the application procedure. Positions are offered in various fields (among them medicine, natural sciences, social sciences, etc.)

Leipzig-Institut für Geschichte und Kultur des östlichen Europas
– Scholarship program for refugee academics from Ukraine, Russia and Belarus

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** PhD students, postdocs and senior academics in the humanities and social sciences who do research on the history and culture of Eastern Europe from the Early Middle Ages up to the present. Academics from Ukraine (independent of their nationality) as well as from Belarus and Russia (if they distance themselves from the regime) can apply.
- **Funding:** 1,500 EUR per month. Additional subsidies (for families or materials) are possible.
- **Duration:** up to 6 months
- **How to apply?** Send a project description of 2,500 to 5,000 characters (including spaces and bibliography) and information for your motivation and reasons to apply to foerderung@leipniz-gwzo.de The application can be sent in German, English, Russian, Polish or Ukraine.

Leibniz Institute for Educational Media – Fellowships

- The Leibniz Institute for Educational Media | Georg Eckert Institute provides fellowships and research stipends to both young and established academics, as well as authors of textbooks. The institute offers quick and unbureaucratic support to researchers from Ukraine and to persecuted Russian researchers. You can send a request to Katharina Baier at baier@gei.de / +49 (0)53159099226.
**Linguistics for Ukraine**

- This [website](#) offers an overview of resources for Ukrainian linguists (both students and experienced researchers) affected by the war within German academia. You will find information about scholarships and temporary positions in Germany for linguists and students of linguistics from Ukraine, offers for teachers and students from Ukraine as well as support for networking activities and participation in conferences.

**LMU Munich – Opportunities for Ukrainian Scholars in the Social Sciences**

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian scholars at risk in the historical sciences are offered to spend up to 6 months at the Department of History at LMU Munich.
- **Funding:** The fellowship will provide funding to support researchers and their families in Munich.
- **How to apply?** Applications are informal and require only a CV, a brief description of the project and of the personal status.
  - To submit an application or to request further information on the application procedure, please email Lena Lopatschow (in Ukrainian, Russian, German or English) at Lena.Lopatschow@lrz.uni-muenchen.de. Or by telephone: +49-89-2180-3056
  - If you are in an emergency situation and currently unable to submit an actual application, please contact Dr. Iryna Klymenko at Iryna.Klymenko@lrz.uni-muenchen.de

**LSE Scholars at Risk Scheme**

- **Deadline:** n.a.
- **Eligibility:** LSE Scholars at Risk is a centrally funded initiative to support scholars at risk by enabling them to be hosted at LSE in a visiting fellow or senior visiting fellow status. For the purpose of the scheme, a “scholar at risk” is a scholar who faces or has recently fled from an immediate, targeted threat to their life and/or career in their home country or country of residence. The School is open to hosting candidates with a strong academic or research core at various stages of their career. In order to be granted a place as a hosted scholar at LSE, a
person would need to satisfy the usual criteria of academic merit applied to all LSE visiting fellows/senior fellows.

- **Funding:** The visitor status comes without an employment contract, but the School is open to financially assisting hosted fellows through arrangements with external partners.
- **Duration:** max. period of 2 years
- **How to apply?** Contact directorate.sar@lse.ac.uk for application details.

**Mitacs Globalink Research Awards – Internships**

- **Deadline:** Ongoing
- **Eligibility:** Mitacs Globalink (Canada) has partnered with the Ministry of Science and Education of Ukraine to offer internships for students and postdocs from Ukraine. Eligible institutions are all universities in Ukraine, themes are open to all disciplines. Full-time senior undergraduates, master’s and PhD students, or postdoctoral fellows can apply.
- **Funding:** 6,000 CAD
- **Duration:** 12-24 weeks
- **How to apply?** If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Aishwarya Mohan at amohan@mitacs.ca

**PAUSE – Solidarity with Ukraine**

- **Deadline:** anytime
- **Eligibility:** special call for emergency assistance to Ukrainian researchers in danger, to get included in the National French Program. For detailed requirements look here.
- **Duration:** 3 months
- **Funding:** Fellowship covers costs and will be paid as a lump sum depending on number of family members
- **How to apply?** Application requirements can be found here. The application form can be found here.

**Polish Academy of Sciences – Funding for Ukrainian Researchers**

- **Deadline:** ongoing until further notice
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian researchers
- **Duration:** up to 3 months, with possibility of extension of necessary
- **Funding:** Expenses related to travel and stay of the Ukrainian scientists in the units of PAS will be covered by PAS.
  - Living expenses: 5000 PLN monthly
  - Travel costs from Ukraine to Poland: up to 1500 PLN
- **How to apply?** Fill out the application form on the website. Contact bwz@pan.pl or the acting director of the PAS representation center in Kyiv Mateusz Bialas (Mateusz.Bialas@pan.pl)

### Polish Academy of Sciences – Institute of Literary Research

- **Deadline:** ongoing until further notice. The website offers information in Polish, English and Ukrainian.
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian researchers from (but not limited to) the areas literary studies and cultural studies, digital humanities, digital scholarly editions and monographs, bibliographical studies, metadata in the humanities and cultural heritage, digital and media history of the Cold War, scholarly communication and meta-research in digital humanities
- **Funding:** Expenses related to travel and stay of Ukrainian academics in the units of the PAS will be covered by the PAS (for details, see the entry above this one). Details on funding are provided here.
- **How to apply?** Fill out the application form on the website.

### Purdue University

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** individuals directly impacted by the war with faculty positions at Ukrainian universities and who are engaged in academic research have the opportunity to resume their academic pursuits at Purdue, or those enrolled in doctoral programs at Ukrainian universities who are at the dissertation research stage of their degree program
- **Funding:** J-1 Visa, mentorship
- **Duration:** one calendar year, a monthly stipend, plus financial assistance for dependents (spouse or child under age 21). Purdue would cover visa expenses and round-trip transportation costs, and scholars also would be offered health insurance through Purdue’s benefits program.
- **Contact:** Mike Brzezinski, mbrzezinski@purdue.edu, 765-494-9399
Scholars at Risk (SAR)

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**:
  - SAR can assist threatened scholars who are seeking short-term positions of refuge or assistance in resuming their academic careers.
  - SAR is the most successful in finding temporary research-based and teaching positions for threatened scholars with PhD degrees and significant teaching and/or research experience at a higher education institution;
  - the positions within SAR-Network are funded by the hosting university in most cases
  - SAR typically does not offer fellowship or research funding
  - due to our focus on offering assistance to threatened scholars (generally professors or academic researchers with academic publications), SAR is not able to offer scholarship support or arrange study opportunities for students
- **Funding**: SAR arranges short-term, temporary research and teaching positions for threatened scholars. It also provides advisory, referral, and career support services for scholars. The positions within the SAR-Network are funded by the hosting university in most cases. SAR typically does not offer fellowship or research funding.

- Application submission
- Support and funding opportunities offered by the [SAR Switzerland Section](#)

Slovak Academy of Sciences – Assistance to Ukrainian Students and Scientists

- **Deadline**: n.a.
- **Forms of support**:
  - SAS will offer free accommodation capacities in Bratislava, Smolenice and Stará Lesná for newly arriving Ukrainian colleagues, as well as for their family members. It will also provide free accommodation capacities for family members of current employees and doctoral students
  - the Academy will provide financial support to doctoral students and young researchers who will be able to continue their studies and research in Slovakia
  - the Academy wants to allow Ukrainian doctoral students who complete their studies at the SAS to remain working in their field at the SAS
the Academy will provide a significant reduction of fees for accommodation for Ukrainian employees and doctoral students of the SAS currently accommodated in its facilities

- **How to apply:** Applicants for assistance can contact SAS at ukrajina@savba.sk or ukraine@savba.sk or via the official website of the SAS on the social network Facebook by clicking on the “Send email” button.

### SSF individual grants for Ukrainian scientists

- **Deadline:** Throughout 2022
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian refugees who hold a PhD arriving in Sweden throughout 2022. Must work in either Natural Sciences, Engineering, or Medicine. Must be connected to a Swedish university, but this position can be anything from Guest Professor to more permanent positions.
- **Duration:** Up to 3 years
- **How to apply?** Click here for application: [http://apply.strategiska.se](http://apply.strategiska.se) Included should be
  - Research plan, research challenge, composition of present and of planned collaborators, description of state of the art
  - Strategic relevance
  - Letter of intent from host organisation
  - Applicant’s CV and selected publications
  - Budget.
  - Write the application in English

### State Education Development Agency Republic of Latvia

- **Deadline:** n.a.
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian students and researchers who fled to Latvia because of the Russian invasion
- **Duration:** until August 31, 2022
- **How to apply:** Applications for state support mechanisms for the Civilians of Ukraine should be submitted through Latvian higher education and scientific institutions. Individual applications will not be accepted.
State of Sao Paulo

- **Deadline**: 30 August 2022 (proposals will be reviewed as they are received until the total fund offered is exhausted)
- **Eligibility**:  
  - Visiting Researcher Award: see guidelines here  
  - Post-Doctoral Fellow: see guidelines here  
- **Duration**: Visiting Researcher 12 months, Post-Doc up to 24 months
- **How to apply**:  
  - As an Expedited Implementation initiative, proposals will be reviewed as they are received until either the resources offered are exhausted or the above mentioned deadline is met.  
  - Proposals must be submitted exclusively through the SAGe System (www.fapesp.br/sage), attaching the documentation indicated in the guidelines of each support opportunity

Taiwan Scholarships for Ukrainian Scholars

- **Deadline**: no deadline
- **Eligibility**:  
  - with PhD: 15 places for Ukrainian citizens currently based in the Republic of Poland, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Hungary and the Slovak Republic working in the fields of Humanities and Social Sciences, Mathematics and Physical Sciences, Life Sciences  
- **Duration**: 3 months with possibility of extension
- **Funding**:  
  - Scholars with PhD: Flight tickets (round trip), (2) Accommodation and (3) Living expenses (at least NT$66,950/month)  
- **How to apply?** via application form

TEI Consortium in collaboration with Archives online and JinnTec small grants program

- **Deadline**: n.a.
• **Eligibility:** The grants program is open for any scholar who had to leave Ukraine or relocate within Ukraine territory because of the war and is working on sources broadly conceived as textual cultural heritage and plans to make data and results openly available.

• **Funding:** Initial funding ranging between 500 and 2000 EUR to support the continuation of research work on materials related to cultural heritage available in TEI.

• **How to apply?** Send a brief description of the project and its current state to info@e-editiones.org. Applications will be reviewed on an ongoing basis. The application must include a description of your personal situation and why you should be eligible.

• **Contact:** For questions about the program, please contact info@e-editiones.org

**Texas Tech University – Shelter offer for scholars at risk**

• **Eligibility:** Texas Tech University (USA) will shelter Ukrainians, Russians, Belarusians from all disciplines (STEM, History, Sociology, Anthropology, etc.) who are in danger in Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus. Please spread this information. If you need such help, please send a CV to dr.volchenkov@gmail.com

• **How to apply?** Texas Tech University will support scholars via the Scholars Rescue Fund initiative. To apply, look at the IIE criteria on the website. You can state that you are interested in coming to Texas Tech University.

**The Israel Academy of Science and Humanities**

• **Deadline:** n.n.

• **Duration:** 3 months (plus 2)

• **Eligibility:**
  - candidates of Ukrainian Nationality who reside in the Ukraine at the time of their application or who left the Ukraine after the start of the invasion by the Russian
  - open to candidates from all academic disciplines.
○ The candidates must hold a PhD degree.
○ The candidates should be researchers affiliated with a Ukrainian university or research institute, or members of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.
○ Candidates are required to have been accepted as visiting researchers at one of the following Israeli universities (in alphabetical order): Ariel University, Bar-Ilan University, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Open University of Israel, Reichman University, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Tel Aviv University, University of Haifa, Weizmann Institute of Science.
○ The fellowships will be awarded based on academic excellence, without regard to religion, gender, age or ethnicity.

● **Funding:** travel costs plus living costs up to 7,600.00 USD for a three month period
● **How to apply?**
  ○ material should be submitted by the rector of the host institute, in English, in a single PDF file per candidate, in the following order:
    ■ 1. Letter of commitment on formal letterhead to host the candidate for up to 3 months.
    ■ 2. CV and List of Publications.
    ■ 3. One page description of the candidate’s proposed research.
  ○ The submission file should be sent to Mrs. Batsheva Shor, The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, at the following address: Ukrainians@academy.ac.il with the subject “Application Material for Dr./Prof. NAME OF CANDIDATE”.

**The Royal Swedish Academy of Science**

● **Deadline:** Applications are processed continuously in the order they are received
● **Eligibility:**
  ○ Ukrainian citizenship
  ○ research will be conducted at a Swedish University or an institute of the Scientific Academy
● **Funding:** up to 20,000 SEK/month
● **How to apply?**
  ○ include a short description of ongoing research (maximum 2 pages), CV, budget, and an expected timeline for the visit to Sweden
  ○ a letter from an authorized representative of the Swedish host department confirming that they will offer space. Please also include name and contact details to a contact person at the host department.
○ All material shall preferably be submitted as a single PDF file.
○ Applications are sent by email to scholarship@kva.se – labeling the subject line “Ukraine”.

TÜBITAK – The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey

● **Deadline:** Applications are accepted on a rolling basis.
● **Eligibility:**
  o Fellowships are intended for international researchers/scientists who would like to give workshops/conferences/lectures, or conduct R&D activities in Turkey in the fields of Natural Sciences, Engineering and Technological Sciences, Medical Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities.
  o Three types of visits:
    ▪ Visiting Scientists on Short term (up to 1 month)
    ▪ Visiting Scientists on Long term (up to 12 months)
    ▪ Scientists/researchers on Sabbatical leave (from 3 to 12 months)
● **Application requirements:**
  o Fellows can be citizens of any country
  o Fellows should have a PhD degree (or equivalent) or have at least 5 years of research experience
  o Fellows should be invited by a hosting institution in Turkey, which can be universities, research institutions, or industrial companies with a R&D unit
  o Fellows on Sabbatical leave should be invited for duration of at least 3 months
● **Funding:** Details for each type of visit are listed [here](#).
● **How to apply?** All applications should be submitted by the host scientist/institution. All applications must be submitted electronically via this [portal](#). All required documents must be uploaded electronically.

TUM-IAS Fellowships for Researchers from Ukraine

● **Deadline:** Applications are responded to immediately, meaning the sooner the better
● **Duration:** 6 months
● **Eligibility:** Fellowships are intended for Ukrainian researchers from Ukrainian universities and research institutions, typically on assistant professor level and up. Fellows are welcome to bring dependent family members (e.g. children) with them.
• **Funding:** 25,000€ as a lump sum, meaning the receiver can decide how to spend the money

• **How to apply?** Candidates must be nominated by a TUM professor who will serve as host to the Fellow, which includes granting them access to their office space and laboratories. **Contact** information is provided on the web-page.

### ULB Bruxelles – assistance to UA, RU, BE academic community

- ULB offers diverse forms of emergency assistance to members of the academic community and administrative staff members of UA universities fleeing Ukraine and being of Ukrainian nationality or benefiting from international protection, as well as to Russian and Belarusian opponents of the war who are in danger.

- **Eligibility:** This emergency help is offered to students, (post)doctoral students, academics or administrative staff of the universities who have no country of origin in which to take refuge and who can no longer study or work in their country of origin because of the war in Ukraine.

- **ULB offers:**
  - Housing
  - French language classes
  - Study programs for students at risk
  - Jobs for scholars and administrative staff members at risk


### Università del Piemonte Orientale – Visiting researchers

- **Deadline:** 30 November 2022

- **Eligibility:** Researchers and professors from Ukrainian academic institutions may spend a period of 6 months at the University, in presence, to carry out teaching and/or research activities at a Department, which must ensure the availability of an individual workstation dedicated solely to the guest. The mobility period must begin within the deadline established by the Italian Government for the current state of humanitarian emergency, set at 31 December 2022.

- **Funding:** The contributions are intended for the remuneration of visiting researchers and visiting professors and/or to cover their travel expenses, food and/or accommodation, and will be determined based on the actual period of stay. In particular, contributions are foreseen for a monthly amount of 2,000 EUR gross of the costs that shall be borne by the university, including the travel expenses and the accommodation.

- **Duration:** up to 6 months
- **How to apply?** Interested parties must submit their applications by email to progetti.didattica@uniupo.it and attach the following documentation (in English or Italian):
  - study, research and/or teaching project to be carried out at the university, drafted by the interested party;
  - detailed CV;
  - Indication of the researcher/professor at the university who will be the scientific referee of the candidate.

**Università di Bologna – Fellowships for students and researchers**

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** The University of Bologna offers a range of opportunities for Ukrainian PhD students, post-docs, researchers and professors, refugees in Ukraine or holders of a permanent residence in Ukraine. The following fellowships are offered:
  - Visiting PhD in different research areas.
  - Research fellowships for graduates and post-docs in different research areas.
  - Visiting researcher for graduates, PhD students, post-docs and researchers/professors in different research areas.
- **Funding:** For the position “Visiting PhD”, no funding is offered (the guest must have third-party financing). The research fellowships and visiting researcher positions are funded.
- **How to apply?** For submitting an application, choose 1) the fellowship you are interested in and 2) the research area. The calls for application are not available yet, but you can contact the person listed per research area.
- **Contact:** Click on the type of fellowship and the research area you are interested in and you will find a contact person / email address listed in the information.

**Università Degli Studi di Padova: Visiting scholars**

- The Unipd Scholars Rescue Fund offers research fellowships for Ukrainian scholars and other nationalities who are entitled to international protection.
- **Duration:** 3 – 12 months
- **How to apply:** The application must be submitted by the Department of the University of Padova which invites the Visiting Scholar or students to carry out their study or research activities. The application must be submitted by filling out this [online form](#) and attaching the following documents in PDF format:
  - Letter of acceptance from the Visiting Scholar;
○ Self-certification by Ukrainian scholars (sample attached on this page) or documentation relating to refugee status;
○ Curriculum Vitae of the Visiting Scholar;
○ Description of the research activities and duration in months of the period of stay;
○ Resolution of the Council or Decree of the director of the department / Center of the host University, with which the candidacy is approved and the budget made available is determined; in the case of several applications, it is requested to indicate the priority and to confirm the commitment to disburse 50% of the amount of each scholarship.

● Contact: Elisa Gamba, unipd.rescuefund@unipd.it; telephone number: (+39) 049.8276206

University of Basel – Faculty Fund for Ukrainian Researchers at Risk

● Deadline: n.n.

● Eligibility: The Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences of the University of Basel is raising a “Faculty Fund for Ukrainian Researchers at Risk” to provide qualified individuals who have fled Ukraine (Status S) with the opportunity to continue their academic activities and research projects at the Faculty on an interim basis. More information on the University of Basel, disciplines within the faculty, and psychological support for victims of the war in Ukraine can be found on the website.

● Funding: Depending on the needs of the applicants and the possibilities of the Faculty Fund, the support can be in the form of scholarships, temporary positions, teaching positions, a workplace at the respective seminar/department, infrastructure and IT support, scientific supervision or other.

● How to apply? When contacting us for the first time, please add some information about your person (CV), your current situation and needs as well as your academic record and current research. You can contact the Faculty Fund at ukraine-philhist@unibas.ch

University of Haifa – Special Visiting Program

● Deadline: Applications can be submitted now, no deadline.

● Eligibility: Graduate students (Master and PhD), postdoctoral researchers and visiting scholars and faculty affected by the war in Ukraine can apply for the Special Visiting Program.
University of Latvia – Internships for Ukrainian researchers and PhD researchers

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** The Institute of Literature, Folklore and Art of the University of Latvia welcomes Ukrainian researchers and PhD candidates from the fields of folklore and heritage studies, ethnomusicology, cultural heritage archives, comparative literature, musicology, theater studies, environmental humanities, digital humanities. Currently, we offer funded internships within the state support programme.
- **Funding:** Funded internship of 900 EUR per month. Our welcoming staff will also assist you to find housing, sort out other issues and get to know the Latvian research community.
- **Duration:** The internships run until the end of August 2022.
- **How to apply?** Contact Ieva Tihovska at iewa.tihovska@lulfmi.lv
- **Contact:** Ieva Tihovska at iewa.tihovska@lulfmi.lv Communication languages are English, Russian, and we will do our best to answer also in Ukrainian.

University of Luxembourg – Fellowships for PhD/Postdoc/other researchers

- **Deadline:** Not mentioned. Fellowships are assigned on a first-come, first-served basis.
- **Eligibility:** The Faculty of Humanities, Education and Social Sciences at the University of Luxembourg offers 25 fellowships to PhD candidates, Postdocs or other researchers who have fled Ukraine due to the war.
- **Funding:**
  - Funding for accommodation
  - Funding for costs of living
- Status as Visiting researchers/Visiting PhD candidate at the University of Luxembourg
- Access to the central services of the university
- Integration into an existing research team, and, for PhD candidates, supervision by one of the supervisors of the Faculty
- Support in finding accommodation

- **Duration:** 6 months (with the possibility to extend)
- **How to apply?** Fill in the application form on the [website](#). Application requirements are outlined there as well.
- **Contact:** ukraine.fhse@uni.lu

### University of Münster – Funding for Ukrainian Historians

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:** The Department of History at the University of Münster offers scholarships for Ukrainian historians who are forced to leave their country. We welcome applications from scholars specializing in medieval, early modern, modern and contemporary history. Research proposals may relate to the following topics:
  - Contesting Truths
  - Migration and Diversity
  - The Cold War
  - Imperial History
  - Nation and Nationalism in the 19th and 20th centuries
  - Change of Leadership in Eastern and East Central Europe (1450-1850)
  - Region and Regionalism within the Tsarist Empire, 17th to 20th Centuries
  - Comparative History of Cities, esp. in Early Modern History
  - Farm management, labour and consumption in rural areas, 16th to 19th centuries
  - Scholars working on other topics are also encouraged to apply if their proposal matches existing research fields of the Department of History.
- **Funding:** The scholarships consist of 2000,- € per month each for PostDocs and 1350,- € per month each for PhD students (plus family allowance).
- **Duration:** 6 months
- **How to apply?** There is no formal application, though we would appreciate a list of publications, if possible a copy of relevant documents and a short abstract about the topic of research. Please send your application in English or German as pdf to blaschko@uni-muenster.de
University of Oslo – Postdoctoral Research Fellow within Ukrainian Studies

- **Deadline:** 1 September 2022
- **Eligibility:** A Postdoctoral Research Fellowship is available at the Department of Literature, Area Studies and European Languages. The University of Oslo does not currently have a permanent position linked to Ukraine but offers classes on Ukrainian language, literature, and history/politics. It is expected that the successful candidate should work with the section for East European and Slavic studies in order to develop the curriculum. We seek a candidate who is passionate about teaching as well as research. In order to apply for the position, the candidate must present a project description and explain how their profile fits into the main profile of the department. Only projects that thematically are linked to the department’s portfolio (language/literature/area studies) will be taken into consideration. It is required that the applicant as a minimum can read Ukrainian. Research projects pertaining to modern or contemporary aspects of Ukrainian civilization, literature, or language may be given priority. For an overview of the qualification requirements, click here.

- **Funding:** We offer:
  - salary NOK 544 400 – 626 300 per annum depending on qualifications in position as Postdoctoral Research Fellow
  - a professionally stimulation working environment
  - Membership in the Norwegian Public Service Pension Fund
  - Attractive welfare benefits

- **Duration:** The position is available for a period of 4 years. There is a 25% component of the position which is devoted to teaching and administrative duties. These duties include obtaining basic teaching qualifications.

- **How to apply:** Please note that all documents must be in English or a Scandinavian language.
The application with attachments must be delivered in our electronic recruiting system, [jobbnorge.no](http://jobbnorge.no). Applicants with education from a foreign university must attach an explanation of their university’s grading system. The short-listed candidates will be invited for an interview. The application must include:

- Application letter describing the applicant’s qualifications and motivation for the position
- Curriculum Vitae with grades listed (with a list of education, positions, teaching experience, administrative experience and other qualifying activities)
- List of publications
- Project description (approx. 3 – 5 pages, maximum 14,000 characters. See [Template for project descriptions](#)). The project description must present a feasible progress plan. It is expected that the applicant will be able to complete the project during the period of appointment
- Diplomas, certificates, doctoral thesis and other academic works may be requested later. Please note that all documents must be in English or a Scandinavian language.

**Contact:**

- Head of Department, professor Christine Meklenborg Nilsen at [c.m.nilsen@ilos.uio.no](mailto:c.m.nilsen@ilos.uio.no)
- Head of Administration Karina Kleiva at [karina.kleiva@ilos.uio.no](mailto:karina.kleiva@ilos.uio.no)
- HR Adviser Evian Nordstrand at [evian.nordstrand@hf.uio.no](mailto:evian.nordstrand@hf.uio.no)

**University of South Carolina – Displaced scholar inquiry form**

**Deadline:** n.n.

**Eligibility:** To support graduate students and scholars who have been impacted by the war in Ukraine and who wish to continue their studies or academic work in the US, the University of South Carolina has implemented a process to admit students into a select number of graduate or professional programs and/or to support the work of visiting scholars in a research or teaching capacity.

**How to apply?** If you are a displaced scholar or student in search of a new academic home, please fill out this [form](#) to initiate the process. Scholars for whom there appears to be a good fit with available programs will be invited to complete a more formal application.

**Contact:** In case of questions, please contact the Office of the Provost at [provost@mailbox.sc.edu](mailto:provost@mailbox.sc.edu)
University of Texas – Opportunities for Displaced Scholars from Ukraine

- The University of Texas at Austin invites applicants for a one-year visiting scholar appointment that entails research and/or teaching for displaced scholars from Ukraine working in a range of fields in the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, engineering, or business.
- **Deadline:** N/A
- **Duration:** 1 year
- **Funding:** Visa and travel support, office space, standard benefits, assistance with securing housing, and a cost of living stipend will be provided.
- **Eligibility:** Candidates should hold a PhD in any relevant discipline, with a preference for the following unit(s) or area(s) of study, broadly defined:
  - Policy Studies (US, Europe, Eurasia)
  - Global Disinformation
  - Jewish Studies
  - Czech Studies
  - College of Natural Sciences
  - McCombs School of Business
  - Cockrell College of Engineering
- **How to apply:** If interested, please fill out the required form: [https://utexas.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9EPWhgeI3mV6Mcu](https://utexas.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9EPWhgeI3mV6Mcu)
- **Contact:** If you have questions, please contact Dr. Mary Neuburger, Chair of UT's Department of Slavic and Eurasian Studies.

University of Tübingen – postdocs and senior researchers

- **Deadline:** any time.
- **Eligibility:** Researchers (postdoc and beyond) from Ukraine. All fields of research. In exceptional cases, PhD candidates can also apply for a bridging fellowship.
- **Funding:**
  - PhD fellowship: 1.468 EUR per month
  - Postdoc fellowship: 2.350 EUR per month
  - W2 fellowships: 2.650 EUR per month
W3 fellowships: 3.150 EUR per month Also included are travel expenses (up to 1.500 EUR) and monthly child benefits.

- **Duration**: up to 12 months
- **How to apply?** For an overview of the application requirements look [here](#). Applications should be sent to this address: `international.research@uni-tuebingen.de`

**Visegrad Scholarship at the Open Society Archives**

- **Deadline:**
  - 25 July 2022
  - 15 November 2022
- **Eligibility:** The current call is part of a reflexive-research program at OSA interested in connecting past issues related to oppressive regimes, censorship, violence and information manipulation to current phenomena. We would like to assess the potential of a genealogical project linking the contemporary epistemic and political crisis of democracy to past modes of inquiry and activism.

  In the context of the current invasion of Ukraine and the ongoing tragic war, many analysts have claimed that we face the real end of (or the confirmation) of the Cold War and its dichotomies. What we witness would be the outright confrontation between civic liberalism and autocracy, or the “West” and the “East”. According to Stephen Kotkin, even if post-communist societies have changed, a military-police dictatorship in some former satellite countries is still fighting a “West” seen as an enemy, and this has the reverse consolidating effect on the West which re-emerged and stood up against Putin.

  We invite historians, researchers, political scientists, sociologists, and socially engaged artists to reflect on the Lessons from the Cold War by taking cues from the Blinken OSA collections.

- **How to apply?**
  - We seek to promote exchanges among people with backgrounds in the arts, humanities and social sciences in the way they think through and about archives while being concerned with current problems. From this point of view, the invitation is not only addressed to scholars working specifically on Cold War topics, but to all those interested in theories of knowledge, who would use OSA documents as props for larger reflections and activist concerns.
  - The twenty grants of 2.700 euro each are designed to provide access to the archives for scholars, artists, and journalists, and to cover travel to and from Budapest, a modest subsistence, and accommodation for a research period of eight weeks. Stipends for shorter periods are pro-rated.
○ Applicants, preferably but not exclusively, from a V4 country, may be researchers, students after their second degree carrying out research, or artists, journalists, academics, or both.
○ Scholars at risk from war zones as well as refugees of conscience (scholars fleeing authoritarian regimes) are especially invited to apply.

- The Application letter, C.V., the Research description/plan, the copy of a language exam certification and the Referees’ contact information should be sent by email to Katalin Gadoros at gadoros@ceu.edu.

**Volkswagen Stiftung – Gastforschungsprogramm für geflohene ukrainische Wissenschaftler*innen**

- **Deadline:** any time
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian academics who were forced to flee from their country to Germany or will arrive in Germany in the next couple of weeks. The host institution will be a university or research institution in Germany.
- **Duration:** 6 to 12 months
- **Funding:** monthly stipend of 1.500 EUR for PhD candidates / 2.100 EUR for researchers with a PhD doctorate. For additional information please consult the following document [here](#).
- **How to apply?** The application details and requirements are outlined in the following [document](#). Applications have to be submitted on this [platform](#).

**WWU Münster – 5 fellowships for academics fleeing Ukraine, Belarus or Russia**

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** Five fellowships are offered within the Cluster of Excellence “Religion and Politics: Dynamics of Tradition and Innovation” to academics fleeing Ukraine, Belarus or Russia. More information on the Cluster can be found [here](#).
- **Funding:** Financial support to 2.100 EUR per month will be provided to help academics fulfill their research tasks and cover living expenses. The Cluster will organize accommodation and use its funds to cover costs incurred for travel to Münster. In addition, fellows will be provided with a workspace in the Cluster of Excellence, as well as access to its infrastructure.
- **Duration:** up to 6 months
• **How to apply?** To apply, please submit the following documents:
  ○ an application for a fellowship (addressed to the Executive Board of the Cluster of Excellence)
  ○ A brief description of your research interests and their relevance to the research questions of the Cluster of Excellence “Religion and Politics”
  ○ A CV
  ○ References

• **Contact:** if you have any questions, you can contact Ms Judith Grubel (+49 251 83 23307) at judith.grubel@uni-muenster.de
X INDIVIDUAL EMERGENCY OPPORTUNITIES FOR UKRAINIAN SCHOLARS (LIMITED PLACES)

Aleksanteri Institute Fellows Programme

- **Eligibility:** The fellowship is intended for scholars who carry out research in a field relevant to the Aleksanteri Institute’s multidisciplinary research profile on Russia, Eastern Europe, and Eurasia, and whose place of residence is outside Finland. Applicants can be at any career stage but must hold a PhD degree. Grant-holders are required to have an excellent command of English.

- **Duration:** 2 to 3 consecutive months at the Aleksanteri Institute, the Finnish Centre for Russian and Eastern European Studies

- **Funding:** Monthly grant of 3400 EUR to cover expenses related to the stay in Helsinki (not subject to Finnish taxation). Fellows should arrange for their own medical and travel insurance and provide proof of a valid insurance policy when beginning their fellowship term.

- Calls for proposals are published on the homepage.

Austrian National Library

- **Eligibility:** librarians (or a person with relevant professional experience in this area)

- **Duration:** Limited full-time position for 6 months (38,5 h/ week)

- **Funding:** Gross annual payment is 28.000,00€

- **Required qualifications:**
  - Completed librarian education or relevant professional experience
  - Excellent in Ukrainian language
  - Good language skills in German and/or English
  - Experience with Microsoft Office applications Systematic and structured way of working

- **How to apply?**
  - Please send your application to bewerbung@onb.ac.at
  - Required documents: CV, Letter of Motivation, blue residence care
Czech Academy of Sciences – Institute of Experimental Botany

- **Eligibility:** The Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic plans to help Ukraine by supporting fellowships for university students, postdoctoral fellows and scientists working in the territory of the invaded Ukraine. This Institute joins this action and is ready to host Ukrainian colleagues and support them from their own funds.
- **How to apply?** Please contact vagner@ueb.cas.cz

Dubnow Institute, Leipzig

- short-term fellowships for Ukrainian researchers (PhD students and Post-Docs) of Jewish Studies/History for up to 3 months
- **Contact:** Margarita Lerman (lerman@dubnow.de)

DHI Warschau (German Historical Institute)

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:**
  - hold research qualification in history or related fields
- **Duration:** available from April 1st, 3 months stay in Warsaw, with option on long-term cooperation
- **Funding:** 1600,00 € monthly stipend, plus funding for childcare if needed
- **How to apply?**
  - send your application in Polish, German or English to the Institute's Director Milos Reznik reznik@dhi.waw.pl
  - include information on your requested period of stay, CV, publication list and a one-page description of your proposed research project
- **Contact:** for questions Ruth Leiserowitz: leiserowitz@dhi.waw.pl

ETH Zürich, Center for Advanced Studies in Architecture

- **Deadline:** Fellowship starts on 1st October 2022, Apply a.s.a.p.
- **Eligibility:**
  - postdoctoral level researchers in history & theory of architecture, architecture & technology, preservation,
- or candidates with professional experience in design, architecture & art, urbanism, landscape architecture and related areas

- **Funding:** corresponding to the salary of an average postdoctoral position; travel costs and accommodation are paid by the fellows. Working space is provided

- **How to apply?** Applicants should contact research@arch.ethz.ch

**ETH Zürich, Institute for the History and Theory of Architecture**

- **What is offered?**
  - 1 doctoral position
  - 1 postdoc position

- **Contact:** tom.avermaete@gta.arch.ethz.ch

**European University Institute – Six Postdoctoral and Mid-career Fellowships**

- **Deadline:** apply as soon as possible; applications reviewed on a rolling basis

- **Eligibility:** EUI offers three Jean Monnet Postdoctoral Fellowships (JMPF) in the Social Sciences and Humanities and three Policy Leader Fellowships (PLF) for mid-career academics affected by the war in Ukraine.

- **Duration:** The fellowships can start immediately and by 1 September 2022 at the latest. The JMPF will last till 31 August 2023. The PLF will last for a maximum of 10 months ending on 30 June 2023 at the latest.

- **Contact and how to apply:** see the respective procedures under the individual opportunities here.

**FWF Project “Exploring values-based modes of production and consumption in the corporate food regime”**

- If you are interested, please contact christina.plank@boku.ac.at

- **Duration:** max. 12 months
Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main – Stipends for Five Ukrainian Historians

- **Deadline:** Applications can be sent now. There is no formal deadline. For inquiries, contact emich@em.uni-frankfurt.de
- **Eligibility:** Stipends for five Ukrainian post-doctoral historians in the field of medieval or early modern history with a special interest in religious plurality.
- **Funding:** Monthly stipend of 3000 EUR.
- **Duration:** 4 months
- **How to apply?** There is no formal application procedure. Please contact Prof. Dr. Birgit Emich at emich@em.uni-frankfurt.de. For more information also look here.

HCGES – Haifa Center for German & European Studies

- **Deadline:** any time.
- **Eligibility:** The Ukraine Emergency Fellowship is offered to one scientist in Ukraine with a background in Humanities, Social Sciences or Law (with a doctorate). The fellowship holder should work on aspects of modern European history and have a conversational command of English. There is flexibility concerning the scope and area of studies (Europe in its wider dimensions). Preference is given to female scientists who had to flee the country with their children.
- **Duration:** one year
- **Funding:** 30,000 USD for the year and travel costs for the flight.
- **How to apply?** Contact HCGES at hcges@univ.haifa.ac.il

Humboldt-University Berlin

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** ERC Starting Grant SOCMED „Socialist Medicine: an Alternative Global Health History” for a displaced or at-risk scholar academics working on socialist or post-socialist health contexts, broadly construed, in the humanities or social sciences including history, sociology, economy and anthropology and social medicine
- **Duration:** 6 months
- **Funding:** funding to support researchers and their families. If necessary, we can assist with developing applications for additional funding to extend the fellowship period.
• **How to apply?:** send CV, a brief description of the project and of the personal situation in English language to Prof. Dora Vargha dora.vargha@hu-berlin.de

**IEG Leibniz-Institut für Europäische Geschichte (Mainz)**

- **Deadline:** 31 March 2022 (no cut-off date)
- **Eligibility:** doctoral and postdoctoral researchers from Ukraine the field of European history or modern religious history
- **Duration:** 2 to 6 months stay in Mainz
- **Funding:** 1350,00€ monthly stipend (doctoral researchers), 1800,00€ (Post-Docs) plus family allowance if needed,

  • **How to apply?**
    - send a letter of motivation, CV, publication list (if available), project description (max. 5 pages), copy of university certificates and language competency proof to application@ieg-mainz.de
    - letter of reference has to be sent by the academic supervisor to fellowship@ieg-mainz.de
- **Contact:** Joke Kabbert fellowship@ieg-mainz.de

**IFL Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde**

- **Eligibility:** researchers in the fields of migration and mobility, border studies, history of geography, urban and spatial development and geovisualization can be supported
- **Contact:** info@leipniz.ifl.de

**IWM – Institute of Human Science Vienna**

- **Deadline:** on rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** Scholars in Humanities and Social Science, cultural figures and public intellectuals, fellowship is residential, non-residential or hybrid according to fellows needs
- **Duration:** lasting from six months, depending on the project
- **How to apply?:** Send a CV and a one-page project description to ukraine@iwm.at

**Kosciouszowska Foundation**

- **Deadline:** The Foundation accepts applications from candidates continuously.
Eligibility: The program is addressed to scientists from Ukraine who have Ukrainian citizenship and hold at least a doctoral degree (PhD). The condition for receiving the grant is to be an employee or research associate of a Ukrainian university or other research unit and to submit the required documents.

Grant amount: 10 000 PLN

How to apply: The applications submitted through this link must include:
- attached CV of the candidate;
- description of the candidate's scientific activity;
- description of the research project to be implemented in Poland;
- a scan of a letter or e-mail from a research supervisor or associate from a Polish university or research institution confirming the readiness to cooperate in the implementation of the project.

Applications should be completed in Polish or English.

Contact: More information can be obtained at this email address: warsaw@thekf.org (Polish or English).

Leiden University Centre for the Arts in Society – 5 visiting researcher places for PhD students and scholars from Ukraine

Deadline: This call will stay open for as long as there are available places.

Eligibility: The Leiden University Centre for the Arts in Society offers five visiting researcher places to refugee PhD students and scholars from Ukraine who are currently located in the Netherlands. They provide applicants with a bridging opportunity to continue existing research that was interrupted due to the war, to work out an application for an externally funded research or job opportunity or to pursue a related CV-building project. The places are available with immediate effect.

- Applicants can be PhD students, early career researchers or experienced researchers in the humanities working in fields such as literary history and theory, film and media studies, and art, architectural and book history. More information on the LUCAS research agenda can be found here. Applicants should have a sufficient command of English.

Funding: We offer to integrate applicants in LUCAS’ research community by matching them with a mentor who can help coordinate their next steps. We also offer
working space in our office facilities, computing facilities and access to the university library so that applicants can continue their research.

- **Duration**: up to 6 months (180 days)
- **How to apply**: If you are interested in joining us, please contact us via this e-mail address (also below). No formal application is necessary. It suffices to send us a short explanation of how your work fits in with LUCAS so we can assess how we can best help you. If you have a CV at hand, you can send it to us as well.
- **Contact**: For applications and questions please contact us at im-lucas@hum.leidenuniv.nl

**Max Planck Institute – Visiting Fellowships for Social Scientists**

- **Deadline**: no deadline
- **Place**: Göttingen, Germany
- **Eligibility**: Social scientists who have been displaced by the war in Ukraine. Selection preference will be given to scientists whose work is germane to the Institute’s.
- **Duration**: three months
- **How to apply**: To apply, please send a cover letter explaining your situation and work, and attach a CV if possible. Send this to fellowship@mmg.mpg.de.
- **Contact**: For questions, contact Prof. Dr. Karen Schönwälder at schoenwaelder@mmg.mpg.de.

**Politecnico di Torino – Help for Ukrainian students, PhDs, researchers and professors**

- **Deadline**: n.n.
- **Eligibility**: Politecnico di Torino is committed to implementing initiatives for the reception of Ukrainian students, PhD students, researchers and professors who wish to temporarily continue studying or carrying out research activities at the university.
- **How to apply**: Please complete the survey to apply for hospitality at the Politecnico di Torino.
  - For Bachelor’s and Master’s degree students, click here.
  - For PhD students, click here.
  - For researchers/professors, click here.
Polska Akademia Nauk | Instytut Psychologii

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:** 1 research position for a Ukrainian psychologist
- **Duration:** 6 months (plus extension)
- **How to apply?**
  - Send the following documents: proof of holding at least MA degree in psychology, a short (500 words) description of your research interests; scientific CV in English, any materials showing an active status as a researcher in Ukrainian scientific institutions/universities to Instytut Psychologii PAN, ul. Jaracza 1, 00-378 Warszawa or via email to: sekretariat@psych.pan.pl

PRIGO Open Research Research Institute

- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian researchers at any level of their research career who are interested mainly in Economics or related fields of social science. Subcategories of Prigo interest:
  - Political economics, political cycle, public choice.
  - Taxation, tax policy, economic experiments (lab, field, or natural experiments methodology).
  - Gender aspects of economic policy decisions.
  - Corporate social responsibility.
  - Criminal liability of legal persons.
  - Economic crime.
  - Life meaning and life satisfaction in the helping professions.
  - Burnout syndrome, psychological stress.
  - Palliative care.
- **Deadline:** N.a.
- **How to apply?** Applications should contain CV, cover letter, contacts of references, and any other material the candidate considers relevant. Please, send them to the following email address.
- **Contact:** Martina Pavlorková, martina.pavlorkova@prigo.cz

Programme in Support of Polish-Ukrainian Cooperation

- **Deadline (second call):** 29 september 2022, 4 P.M. CET.
- **Eligibility:** As a reaction to the war in Ukraine, the foundation for Polish Science (FNP) has launched the Polish-Ukrainian Cooperation Programme. The FNP plans to finance up to six scientific projects in the field of social sciences and humanities carried out jointly by a pair of scientists from Poland and Ukraine. More information about the programme can be found on the programme website.

- **Accessible for all** scientists with a doctoral degree, who regardless of nationality, on the day the war in Ukraine began, namely February 24, 2022, worked at institutions conducting scientific research in Ukraine (as well as in the temporarily occupied territories) and together with a partner working in Poland will propose a research project in social sciences or humanities.

- **Funding:** The budget of one project for a 12-month period is PLN 268 800 (± 57486 euros). It includes funds to cover salary as well as research-related costs.

- **Duration:** up to 12 months.

- **How to apply?** The application should indicate two scientists, one from Ukraine and one employed in Poland. It should be submitted on behalf of both researches by the person working in Poland, jointly with the institution conducting scientific research in Poland at which the project will be implemented (hosting institution).

Applications should be submitted in English in electronic form via the online database and should include:

- The applicants’, their home institutions’ and the hosting institution’s data
- Both applicants CV’s (up to two A4 pages each)
- A list of up to three major publications of each applicant, with electronic versions of their full or partial contents in the original languages
- A description of the planned scientific research, indicating its relevance to the FNP programme’s theme and the objective(s) to be achieved through the project (up to four A4 pages)
- Information on the division of tasks to be implemented by the applicants with the specification of planned project results (e.g. publication, screenplay, exhibition, lecture, workshop, training, website, application, etc.; up to two A4 pages)
- Information on the planned dissemination activities of the project results (up to one A4 page)
- Information on the hosting institution’s contribution to the project funding (if applicable)
- Three statements signed by the scientist from Ukraine, the scientist from Poland and the hosting institution representative.
Contact: For questions about the programme, you can contact the programme officer Joanna Jachimczuk-Lora at jachimczuk@fnp.org.pl or the programme assistant Larysa Myrgorodska, PhD at myrgorodska@fnp.org.pl

Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship (NED)

- **Deadline:** next application will be open Summer 2022
- **Eligibility:**
  - demonstrate proficiency in the English language;
  - propose a project focusing on the political, social, economic, legal or cultural aspects of democratic development;
  - be available to work in residence at the International Forum for Democratic Studies in Washington, D.C. during the 5-month fellowship period (October 1–February 28 or March 1–July 31)
  - possess a doctorate at the time of application
  - have a proven record of publications in your own field
  - have developed a detailed research outline for your fellowship project
- **Duration:** 5 months
- **Funding:**
  - Each fellow receives a monthly stipend for living expenses, plus basic health insurance and roundtrip travel to and from Washington, D.C., at the beginning and end of the fellowship period.
  - Fellowship payments are calculated to cover the cost of a short-term, furnished rental apartment, plus “cost of living” for food, local transportation, and other necessities.
  - Fellows are provided with a fully equipped office, plus a limited budget for long-distance phone calls and professional travel within the United States.
  - Please note that fellows who wish to bring family members with them to Washington, D.C., will be expected to cover the costs of their dependents’ roundtrip travel and stay within the United States.
- **How to apply?** in order to apply first create an account through the online portal. Click on the link for detailed instructions. Once you have set up an account, submit following documents in English:
  - Applicant information
  - Project proposal
  - Letter of recommendation
  - Resume/CV and Biography
Stanford | Taube Center for Jewish Studies

- **Deadline:** as soon as possible
- **Eligibility:**
  - current graduate student pursuing PhD in Jewish Studies at any Ukrainian University
  - good command of English
- **Duration:** One-year visiting student research fellowship
- **Funding:** Travel to Stanford, students fees, health insurance, stipend 50,000 USD to cover living expenses
- **How to apply?** Send a CV and 1-page Letter of Interest to Shaina Hammerman sjhammer@stanford.edu

The Goldyne Savad Institute of Gene and Cell Therapy – Opportunities for Ukrainian PhD students/Postdocs

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** Postgraduate students, in particular PhD students or postdocs working in the field of liver disease and whose investigations stopped as a result of the war in Ukraine. The team is investigating liver inflammation and cancer, including regulatory roles of microRNAs in these processes. A good grasp of the English language is preferable for communication purposes.
- **Funding:** The team is prepared to offer a stipend, cover travel expenses and whatever is needed to continue studying.
- **How to apply?** please contact Prof. Eithan Galun at eithang@hadassah.org.il

Universidad Carlos III de Madrid | 41 positions for PHD holders or visiting professors

- **Deadline:** 31 July 2022
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian nationals residing in Ukraine who have been displaced since 24 February 2022, and their objective is to invite Ukrainian professors and researchers (from a range of different fields) to carry out a visit with research groups, university institutes and departments.
Funding: accommodation and living expenses at the University, and in some cases transportation costs.

Duration: Limited period of time (unspecified), which could be extended.

How to apply: To apply send a message and your cv to helpukrainians@uc3m.es

Contact: helpukrainians@uc3m.es

University of Hradec Kralove, Faculty of informatics and management

Deadline: N.a.

University of Hradec Kralove, Faculty of informatics and management offers academic & research positions for Ukrainian colleagues escaping from war for the following areas: Statistics & Math, Database systems, SW engineering, AI Programming, Principles and architecture of computers, Recreology and Tourism management, Geography, Management, Economics and Finance

Eligibility: Suitable for scholars who are fluent in English, have completed doctoral study, and have demonstrable relevant publishing activity

Contact: Mgr. Katerina Barina Vyletalova (HR manager), katerina.vyletalova@uhk.cz, phone: +420 774 566 527. Faculty website

University of Sydney

Deadline: n.n.

Eligibility: 2-3 Stipends for each Programm “Scholars at Risk” Ukrainian Visiting Fellowship and “Scholars at Risk” Ukrainian Visiting PhD Scholarship

Duration: 3-6 month for visiting Fellows and up to 12 month for PhD students

Funding: Fellowship is valued at up to $45,000 and consists of:
- Stipend (fixed rate) for up to 6 months: up to $35,000
- Travel (flights): $5,000
- Ancillary costs including administrative and operational costs (for example, migration agent, travel, laboratory materials, samples and equipment): $5,000

Contact: research.support@sydney.edu.au

University of St. Gallen | Institute of Political Science

Deadline: Applications are accepted on a rolling basis until position is filled
Eligibility:
- Master's degree in political science or in a related social science discipline
- Motivation to pursue an academic career and interest in theory-driven empirical research
- Solid training in quantitative research methods and statistical packages
- Fluency in English, German and/or French

Duration: 3 years

Funding: 42,000 CHF in the first year

How to apply?
- Include a motivation letter, a CV, one significant writing sample (e.g., MA/term paper), documentation (university degree), and the contact details of two academic references
- Interviews via the phone or online if the circumstances permit are planned
- Send your application and questions you may have to ipw@unisg.ch

University of Vienna – Visiting fellowships for Ukrainian refugee philosophers, historians of science or sociologists of knowledge

Deadline: n.n. Fellowships are available immediately.

Eligibility: Applicants must be PhD students or professional philosophers.

Duration: 3 to 6 months

Funding: The monthly salary is 2000 EUR brutto, about 1700 EUR netto (regardless of qualifications). This is enough to rent a room or small flat, and cover the basic costs of living. You will also have access to shared office facilities, to the library, and to computing facilities. And we give you support in integrating into life here. Unfortunately, we do not have the funds for relocation (but at the moment Ukrainian refugees can take trains for free in Germany and Austria.) Under special circumstances (if you come with children, e.g.) the salary can be increased. But this would have to be negotiated ahead of time.

How to apply?
- Some documentation that you are a recent refugee from Ukraine
- Some documentation of academic degrees
- A CV with list of publications (PhD students need not have the latter)
- A 1-page sketch of a project to be undertaken during the time here.
- Please send these materials to: martin.kusch@univie.ac.at
Universität Wien | Two Ukrainian Academics at Risk Fellowships

- **Eligibility**: For Ukrainian scholars at risk with expertise in non-territorial autonomy or similar topics. Universität Wien, the NTAutonomy project, offers two visiting fellowships.
- **Deadline**: As soon as possible – applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis.
- **Funding**: 2000 EUR per month
- **Duration**: now to February 2023. Successful applicants may start immediately.
- **How to apply**: Please send your CV, a one-page research statement and a cover letter to ntautonomy.iog@univie.ac.at.
- **Contact**: ntautonomy.iog@univie.ac.at

Weizmann Institute of Science | Feinberg Graduate School

- **Deadline**: no deadline
- **Eligibility**: advanced undergraduate, graduate students, and postdoctoral researchers from Life Sciences, Mathematics & Computer Science, Chemistry, Physics, and Science Teaching
- **Application requirements**:
  - CV: Your CV should include information about prior experience with experimental or theoretical research, where relevant.
  - Copy of your passport (i.e., copy of the page that displays your details and photo).
  - Transcript (with your university's logo): You should submit an official transcript signed by the appropriate authority at your university.
  - Up to one page of a personal note about yourself and your academic aspirations and scientific interests.
  - plus an extra table from the website
- **Funding**: monthly support of 5000 NIS for up to six months + accommodations + airfare.

Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin

- **Deadline**: no deadline
- **Eligibility**:
  - Both senior and junior academics and scientists can apply. Junior candidates should hold a PhD and have published one monograph at the minimum (in the Humanities) or several articles in renowned journals (in the Social Sciences and Natural Sciences)
  - Good passive knowledge of the English language
Candidates should be prepared to live and work in residency (Campus des Wissenschaftskolleges im Grunewald).

- **Application requirements:**
  - CV, including a list of publications
  - 1 or 2 recent articles (in German, English or French)
  - Project description (3 to 5 pages)

- Application platform


XI NON-RESIDENTIAL OR REMOTE SUPPORT FOR SCHOLARS IN UKRAINE

AAJR Fordham Fellowship in Jewish Studies

- **Deadline:** reviews begin on 14 April 2022 and continue as long as funding is available
- **Eligibility:** scholars in Jewish Studies from any area of research
- **Funding:** $5000.00 USD, remote access to resources and networking opportunities
- **How to apply?** via the [application form](#)

E-editions and the TEI Consortium in collaboration with Archives Online and Jinntec

- **Deadline:** Applications will be reviewed on an ongoing basis
- **Eligibility:** Any scholar who had to leave Ukraine or relocate within Ukrainian territory because of the war and is working on sources broadly conceived as textual cultural heritage and plans to make data and results openly available.
- **Funding:** Initial funding ranging between 500 and 2000 EUR to support the continuation of research work on materials related to cultural heritage available in TEI
- **How to apply?** send a brief description of the project and its current state to [info@e-editiones.org](mailto:info@e-editiones.org)

Ernest Emergency Fund – Virtual Mobility Grants

- **Deadline:** n.n. The end of the project is 31 October 2022
- **Eligibility:** ERNEST Cost action offers virtual mobility grants to researchers residing in Ukraine and affiliated with any legal entity (schools, universities, research centers, governmental institutions, private companies) in order to support collaborations with institutions participating in ERNEST COST Action on topics relevant to the network in a virtual setting. Examples include:
  - Online lectures
  - Workshops
Webinars
○ Podcasts
○ Research-related activities (computational, modeling)

● Funding: Virtual Mobility Grants offer support up to 1500 EUR.

● How to apply? Send your expression of interest (short email) to ernest.gac@lists.uni-marburg.de and you will receive assistance throughout the process.
  ○ Create a profile here.
  ○ Go to this website and click on “Apply for grant”. Select “Virtual Mobility Grant”.
    Fill in and submit the form.

● Contact: ernest.gac@lists.uni-marburg.de

Indiana University Bloomington – Non-Residential Scholars from Ukraine

● Deadline: 1 August 2022

● Eligibility: Indiana University Bloomington offers 20 non-residential fellowships to humanities and social sciences scholars who are in or from Ukraine. Scholars in and from Ukraine who are currently enrolled in a postgraduate program, or hold a kandidat, doctorate or Ph.D. in any discipline within the social sciences and humanities, are eligible for this program. Proficiency in English is a plus but not a requirement for eligibility.

● Funding: Successful applicants will receive a $5,000 grant to support their research, writing and/or teaching, and will have a one-year appointment as visiting scholars with an IU computing account, including access to the digital resources and virtual borrowing privileges of IU Libraries, Media Collections Online, Kanopy and IU ScholarWorks.

● Duration: 1 year

● How to apply? The application is now available in both English and Ukrainian. The form outlines the information and documents that are needed to apply.

● Contact: Inquires about the application process and the program should be sent to reei@indiana.edu with the subject line “IU-Ukraine Non-Resident Scholars Program”

Lviv University – Collaboration with international researchers

● Eligibility: Ukrainian scientists remaining in the UA (Lviv University) are willing to start participating in scientific research with all researchers around the world. They are open to discussing and collaborating in the business management field: anti-crisis strategies and
activities of SMEs, economic security, and SMEs innovation. But also, collaboration on economic studies for the food industry (bakery, confectionery) and food security are welcome. The cooperation should lead to publishing articles in Scopus and Web of science journals in which they can contribute as co-authors without any costs.

- **Contact:** If you have any ideas or suggestions and want to cooperate please contact directly marta.gmurek@p.lodz.pl

**New University of Exile Consortium**

- New University in Exile Consortium programs are meant to instill a sense of belonging to an intellectual community and to decrease the sense of isolation and dislocation which exiled scholars suffer. This initiative provides opportunities for our scholars to connect, and engage with each other and the global academic community. For examples, click [here](#). They also offer professional and publishing support as well as assistance in finding ways for scholars to move beyond time-limited fellowships. They support scholars at risk from Ukraine and can help with contacts and opportunities in New York. You can contact the initiative [here](#).

**Non-Residential Documenting Ukraine Fellowships**

- **Deadline:** the application period is open immediately and applications will be evaluated on a rolling basis.
- **Eligibility:** Non-residential fellowships are offered to Ukrainian scholars, journalists, cultural figures, and public intellectuals who are documenting the war and its consequences. The fellowships can be used to support existing initiatives as well as new projects developed in response to the war. Proposed projects might focus on establishing and preserving a factual record, through reporting, gathering published source materials, or collecting oral testimony; or on bringing meaning to events through artistic interpretation and intellectual reflection.
- **Funding:** one-time stipend of 5000 EUR.
- **How to apply?** Please send a brief (1 paragraph) description of your intended activities, as well as the name and contact details of one person who can comment on your work, to ukraine@iwm.at with the subject “Documenting Ukraine”

**Non-Residential Solidarity Fellowships from the IWM and HURI**

- **Deadline:** the application period is open immediately and applications will be evaluated on a rolling basis.
Eligibility: The fellowships are open to
○ Ukrainian scholars in the humanities and social sciences who hold a PhD or its equivalent at the time of the application.
○ Ukrainian writers, artists, and public intellectuals whose work contributes to deeper international understanding of Ukrainian society.
○ Preference will be given to applicants who intend to remain or must remain in Ukraine for legal, professional, or personal reasons.

Funding: one-time stipend of 5000 EUR to support recipients’ intellectual activities. HURI und IWM will jointly award 17 fellowships.

How to apply? Please submit a CV and brief letter of motivation (max. 1 page), including a short description of your current project to ukraine@iwm.at with the subject “IWM/HURI fellowship”.

New expanded call (same requirements for non-residential support)

Open Society University Network

Deadline: 1 September 2022.

Eligibility: Career academics, graduate students, and independent scholars, as well as writers, intellectuals, and artists whose work relates to teaching, learning, research, and the public mission of higher education, and whose lives or livelihoods are currently at risk.

Funding: Non-Residential Fellowships cover one academic year with the possibility of renewal for an additional year, based on available funding and an evaluation by the scholar and the host institution.

How to apply: Fellows are selected in a variety of ways. TSI prioritizes placements for Fellows at OSUN institutions where there are strong pre-existing ties or significant overlaps in research interests and/or teaching needs. For Threatened Scholars who are interested in a Fellowship but do not not have or cannot develop connections with OSUN institutions that can serve as nominators, TSI also permits self-applications. That process begins with the completion of the registration document

Contact: tsi@opensocietyuniversitynetwork.org

Petro Jacyk Non-Resident Scholars Program – University of Toronto

Deadline: 30 June 2022.
Eligibility: Ukrainian scholars, public officials, advanced PhD students and public intellectuals are invited to check out the opportunity for virtual engagement at the University of Toronto. The Petro Jacyk Non-Resident Scholars Program will bring together Ukrainian scholars, public officials, advanced PhD students and public intellectuals to participate in regular virtual seminars moderated by a member of the University of Toronto faculty on a common theme related to the war and the rebuilding of Ukraine. Under “Ukrainian” we understand individuals who lived/worked in Ukraine and/or had a primary affiliation with a Ukrainian institution at the time the war started. The goal of the seminar will be for scholars, intellectuals, advanced PhD students and/or practitioners to complete and present on a scholarly/artistic/or public policy related project. Preference will be given to applicants who intend to or currently remain in Ukraine.

Funding: Successful applicants will receive an honorarium of $3,000 CAD for their participation in the seminar as well as virtual access to the University of Toronto Libraries.

Duration: Virtual engagements will run September–December 2022 and January–April 2023.

How to apply? Please send a CV and one-page cover letter outlining the proposed project to jacyk.program@utoronto.ca Please indicate in your cover letter your current location (do not specify the city if you prefer not to do so) and preferred dates for participation.

RemoteUkraine

This platform connects international businesses with Ukrainian professionals working remotely. You can register here as a job candidate.

The Hanse-Wissenschaftskolleg – Institute for Advanced Study:

Non-residential fellowships/scholarships

Deadline: Applications are processed and evaluated on an ongoing basis until all scholarships are awarded.

Eligibility: Researchers of all career stages (PhD or equivalent must be completed) and from all disciplines who were working at a university or other research institution in Ukraine at the outbreak of the war and who are prevented from continuing their work due to the war.

Funding: 1.500 EUR per month

Duration: 6-10 months

How to apply?

○ CV (max. 5 pages) which includes an address and email address
○ List of publications (max. 5 pages)
○ Description of research project that will be conducted during the fellowship (2-10 pages)
○ Short description of current work and risk situation (ca. 1 page)
○ If applicable: names of potential cooperation partners and institutions in the Bremen - Delmenhorst - Oldenburg area
○ All documents should be combined to one single pdf file and sent to sekretariat@hanse-ias.de (either in German or English)

The New School | Library Access Initiative

● **Eligibility:** holding a Ph.D. or be in the last year of Ph.D. with no access to research resources due to armed conflict
● **Funding:** remote access to research library resources is provided
● **How to apply?** send an email to Arien Mack, Director of the New University in Exile Consortium, uieconsortium@newschool.edu, providing name, contact information, CV, brief description about your situation (250 words), brief description of your research and how you will use the library (250 words)

University of Erfurt – Remote lecture opportunities

● **Deadline:** Applications with proposals can be submitted immediately.
● **Eligibility:** The University of Erfurt is offering scholars from Ukraine the opportunity to deliver guest lectures. The aim is to provide visibility for our Ukrainian colleagues and their work. The subject of the lecture can be ongoing research in the humanities and social sciences, as well as analyses of the origins and background of the current political and cultural situation in Ukraine. The offer is open to scholars on all career levels. PhD students are encouraged to apply. The participants in the program can give remote lectures via video or podcast – also directly from Ukraine. The lectures should be 15-20 minutes in length. The presentations should be given in English or German, but if this is not possible, we will provide a translation from Russian or Ukrainian. Assistance with the recording of lectures can be provided if necessary.
● **Funding:** The lecturers will receive an honorarium of 250 EUR.
● **How to apply?** An abstract of ca. 250 words and a short CV (1 page) is sufficient to apply. Please send the application by email under the keyword “Ukrainian scholarship” to scholars-at-risk@uni-erfurt.de
Walter Benjamin Programme – Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

- **Deadline:** Proposals may be submitted any time.

- **Eligibility:**
  - Funding abroad can only be provided if researchers are integrated into Germany’s academic research system. This is the case if, immediately prior to submitting a proposal, they have worked as a researcher in Germany for a continuous period of at least three years during their doctoral and/or postdoctoral phase.
  - If researchers are already based abroad, funding can be provided abroad if they have completed the majority of their schooling and higher education in Germany and, as of proposal time, have not spent more than three years abroad for research purposes after completing their doctorate in Germany or abroad.
  - Furthermore, they must not have worked longer than one year at the host institution selected for the Walter Benjamin fellowship as of proposal time.

- **Funding:** Regardless of which funding type is selected, a general allowance for direct project costs (including travel and publication costs) and, where applicable, additional funding associated with high production costs (book format) will be granted. The fellowship amount is made up of the basic allowance and, where applicable, additional benefits such as a foreign allowance, cost of living allowance and benefits for parents.

- **How to apply:** Send an email to one of the programme contacts.
**XII SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR UKRAINIAN STUDENTS**

**Antwerp Academy for Ukrainian Art Students**
- **Eligibility:** art students from Ukraine currently in a difficult situation seeking for help from the Royal Academy of Fine Arts Antwerp
- **Contact:** academie@ap.be

**Bar-Ilan University – Study places**
- **Eligibility:** students are invited to study in any English-degree course
- **Contact:** Bar-Ilan University’s International School at intl.info@biu.ac.il

**Bar-Ilan University – Haim Cohen’s lab of molecular mechanism of aging (opportunities for students)**
- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:** Students from Life-science, Neuroscience and Bioinformatics, interested in research in the field of genetics, epigenetics, metabolism, proteomics and everything in between are welcome to apply. More information about the lab can be found [here](#).
- **Funding:** help with student visa, monthly support, and accommodation, if needed.
- **How to apply?** Send an email to haim.cohen@biu.ac.il with the following documents:
  - 1. CV: Your CV should include relevant information regarding previous research experience
  - 2. Copy of your passport.
  - 3. An official transcript signed by the appropriate authority at your university.
  - 4. One page of a personal note about yourself and your scientific interests.
  - Requests that include partial details will be considered as well. Please fill in the attached table:
    - Personal information
    - 1. Last name:
    - 2. First name:
3. Passport number:
4. Gender:
5. Citizenship:
6. Country of birth:
7. Marital status (Single/Married/Number of kids):

**Contact information**
1. Personal email:
2. Mobile Phone:

**Academic information**
1. Full name of your current university:
2. Current position (BSc, MSc, PhD, Postdoc)
3. Start date of current position:
4. Expected completion date of your current program:
5. Current year in your current program:

---

**Ben-Gurion-University of the Negrev**

- **Deadline:** No deadline
- **Eligibility:** for students from UA for a study semester or research internship at a lab
- **How to apply?** Fill in the [application form](#)
- **Contact:** oiaa@bgu.ac.il

**Charles University | Faculty of Social Science**

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:**
  - students of Ukrainian origin
  - physically in the Czech Republic and entered the country after 24 February 2022
- **Funding:** programme fee 0 EUR
  - as a Free mover student of FSV UK you are entitled for a monthly scholarship to cover living and other costs
  - Free mover students are asked to participate in Czech Intensive Course (starting May 2022, 5x a week, 5 lessons a day for 5 months) - 4800CZK/ monthly paid by the students, with the intention to later study in a Czech programme
Central European University – Support to Refugee Students from Ukraine

- **Deadline:** n.a.

- **Eligibility:** CEU invites students whose studies in the academic fields represented at CEU (social sciences, humanities, legal studies, economics and business, environmental sciences and policy) have been interrupted by the war. CEU offers studies at two sites:
  - **Vienna:** Interested students from Ukraine may register to attend (onsite or online) courses offered on the CEU Vienna campus in the Spring Term (AY 2021-22) for credits. All courses are taught in English.
  - **Budapest:** the Budapest campus welcomes refugee students from Ukraine residing in Budapest:
    - (a) to access the credited courses delivered in Vienna remotely (online), from an intelligent classroom on CEU premises;
    - (b) to attend short informal (non-credited) courses in hybrid mode (up to 4 weeks; joining individual sessions is possible, too) to help refugee students put their ongoing research projects in broad transnational interpretative frameworks;
    - (c) to seek mentoring and academic advising in hybrid mode in CEU’s academic fields, generally and/or with a specific focus on participants’ ongoing but interrupted thesis projects;
• (d) the Vera and Donald Blinken Open Society Archives (OSA https://www.osaarchivum.org/) offers a few archival internships to refugee students with an interest in recent history; Students will receive access to the CEU Library in Budapest: https://library.ceu.edu/.

Participation is free of charge. The language of communication is English, in a few cases other languages may be possible.

- **Duration:** Spring Term 2022
- **Fees:** waived
- **How to apply:** For the admission process, contact Zsuzsanna Bukta, Admissions Coordinator.
- **Contact:** Zsuzsanna Bukta, Admissions Coordinator: Phone: (+36-1) 327 3068, Email: BuktaZs@ceu.edu. Information on courses and their ECTS value is available here: https://courses.ceu.edu/search/course

**Columbia University Scholarship for Displaced Students**

- **Deadline:** Now open. Check the website for details.
- **Eligibility:** Displaced students from anywhere in the world who are unable to complete their higher education. Applicants have to have refugee status living anywhere in the world; have received US asylum or submitted a US asylum application; are in the US under Temporary Protected Status; are Internally Displaced Persons. US permanent residents (green card holders, citizens, etc.) are not eligible for the scholarship. There are no age restrictions.
- **Funding:** Depending on the school and degree program, the scholarship may cover up to full tuition, plus the student’s housing and living expenses. For more information see here.
- **How to apply?** For details and the application form visit this webpage.

**European University Institute – Policy Leader Fellowships**

- **Deadline:** For almost all programmes at EUI, the deadline has passed. The programme “Policy Leader Fellowships” still accepts applications on a rolling basis until all positions are filled.
- **Eligibility:** EUI offers a selection of Master and Doctoral programs (Economics, Law, Transnational Governance, History) specifically to candidates of any nationality who are directly affected by the war in Ukraine: are Ukrainian or live in Ukraine, have been displaced or cannot return to Ukraine because of the war, or who are directly affected for other reasons that can be specified in the application (cover letter).
• **Duration:** 10 months. Fellowships are immediately available, the latest starting date is on 1 September 2022.

• **Funding:** The basis grant is 2,500 EUR per month. More extensive information on funding can be found [here](#).

• **How to apply?** Click [here](#) to find the overview of documents that need to be submitted in order to apply. Click [here](#) to access the application form.

• **Contact:** Contact details can be found [here](#).

**German Historical Institute Paris – Mobility scholarships**

• **Deadline:** 31 December 2022

• **Eligibility:** The German Historical Institute in Paris offers mobility scholarships for history postgraduates and researchers from Ukraine for a research visit. Postgraduate students (advanced master’s and doctoral) and postdoctoral researchers whose research projects are in the field of European, African or digital history can apply. Applicants should have a sufficiently good command of German, French or English to collaborate with colleagues from the Institute.

• **Funding:**
  ○ For holders of a Doctor of Science (or equivalent): 2,500 EUR per month
  ○ For postdoctoral researchers: 2,000 EUR per month
  ○ For doctoral students: 1,500 EUR per month
  ○ For master’s students: 1,200 EUR per month
  ○ An additional monthly family allowance payment may be awarded to Ukrainian research students on presentation of their child’s birth certificate. The applicant will be entitled to this benefit until the child reaches the age of 18.
    ■ For one child: 160 EUR
    ■ For 2 children: 260 EUR
    ■ For 3 or more children: 360 EUR

• **Duration:** up to 3 months (with the possibility to extend for a further 3 months). For master’s students, scholarships are for a max. of 1 to 3 months.

• **How to apply?** Applications may be submitted in German, French or English and should be sent to [foerderung@dhi-paris.fr](mailto:foerderung@dhi-paris.fr)
  ○ Mobility scholarships for research master’s students: Applications for a mobility scholarship as part of a research master should not exceed 10,000 characters (including spaces and bibliography). A letter of recommendation from the applicant’s academic supervisor and a current transcript of records are desirable but not essential.
Mobility scholarships for doctoral students, postdoctoral students and holders of a Doctor of Science (or equivalent): To be eligible for this scholarship the applicant must have successfully completed their undergraduate degree. The application must not exceed 15,000 characters (including spaces and bibliography). A letter of recommendation from the applicant’s supervisor is desirable but not essential.

- **Contact:** For further information or questions, please contact Niels F. May at NMay@dhi-paris.fr

**Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf**

- **Deadline:** on rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** Students, PhD researchers and Post-Docs in the fields of energy, health, matter
- **How to apply?** Fill in the form (in GER)

**Helsinki University – Study places for Ukrainian students**

- University students who escape from Ukraine in the middle of their studies are welcome at Helsinki University to continue their studies. No entrance exam, no fees. Please contact Minna Huotilainen at minna.huotilainen@helsinki.fi

**Hebrew University Emergency Aid for Students from Ukraine**

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:** Master and Ph.D. students and undergraduates
- **Duration:** up to 4 months
- **Funding:**
  - Master and Ph.D: students: 2,00.00 USD/month scholarship plus free accomodation
  - Undergraduates: are invited to attend courses, free accommodation
- **How to apply?** send your CV and a short cover letter in English with a description of your field of research or study and contact information to the International Office, Ms. Ayala Feinmesser-Mizrahi, Program Coordinator, Email: ayalafm@savion.huji.ac.il

**Kent State University – Ukrainian support fund**

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** The support fund helps Ukrainian scientists, scholars and students access higher education opportunities in the US.
● **Funding:** The support fund covers an international visitor stipend, travel costs and the necessary support upon arrival to the US. Visa applications will be expedited, whenever possible, with separate support from Kent State University’s College of Arts and Sciences.

● **How to apply?** Please directly contact Dr. Torsten Hegmann at thegmann@kent.edu or Dr. John West at jlwest@kent.edu

**King’s College London – Support for Ukrainian academics and students**

- The King’s college sanctuary program offers several initiatives to help Ukrainian academics and students, such as the “Homes for Ukraine University Sponsorship Model”, “Support for forced migrant students” and “Sanctuary scholarships”.

**Laurenz Foundation and FHNW Academy of Art and Design (HGK) Basel**

- **Eligibility:** 20 scholarships for art and design students
- **Duration:** 1 year
- **Contact:** help.hgk@fhnw.ch

**Linguistics for Ukraine**

- This website offers an overview of resources for Ukrainian linguists (both students and experienced researchers) affected by the war within German academia. You will find information about scholarships and temporary positions in Germany for linguists and students of linguistics from Ukraine, offers for teachers and students from Ukraine as well as support for networking activities and participation in conferences.

**Masaryk University**

- **Deadline:** N.a.
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian students and current MU students in a difficult situation can apply for scholarships or financial/psychological support. Masaryk University is also offering employment to academic and non-academic university personnel affected by the conflict in Ukraine.
- **Funding:** Masaryk University in Brno (all Faculties) offers:
- Scholarships to Ukrainian students
- Grants and jobs to Ukrainian researchers and scholars
- Psychological support in Russian and Czech
- Accommodation

**How to apply?** For scholarships and accommodation, send inquiries and requests at ukraine@muni.cz. For scholars, the list of current vacancies can be found [here](#). If you are interested in a position at Masaryk University not advertised here, please send us your resume to hrmuni@rect.muni.cz, and specify the field of work.

**Contact:** ukraine@muni.cz, hrmuni@rect.muni.cz

### Mitacs Globalink Research Awards – Internships

- **Deadline:** Ongoing
- **Eligibility:** Mitacs Globalink (Canada) has partnered with the Ministry of Science and Education of Ukraine to offer internships for students and postdocs from Ukraine. Eligible institutions are all universities in Ukraine, themes are open to all disciplines. Full-time senior undergraduates, master’s and PhD students, or postdoctoral fellows can apply.
- **Funding:** 6,000 CAD
- **Duration:** 12-24 weeks
- **How to apply?** If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Aishwarya Mohan at amohan@mitacs.ca

### MSc in Sustainable Forest and Nature Management – SUFONAMA

- **Deadline:** The official deadlines has passed (1 March), but there are still three scholarships available for students from Ukraine
- **Eligibility:** The Erasmus Mundus MSc programme in sustainable forest and nature management is open to students with an interest in forestry. Requirements for applying are:
  - a Bachelor’s degree in Agriculture, Biology, Forestry, Geography and Geoinformatics, Natural Resources, Agrobiology or Landscape Engineering – or an equivalent Bachelor’s degree.
- **How to apply?** Since the official deadline has passed, you are invited to contact the programme directly at sufonama@science.ku.dk They will find pragmatic solutions and an ad hoc process for submitting an application.
NAWA – Polish National Agency for Academic Exchange

- The Polish National Agency for Academic Exchange (NAWA) provides support to Ukrainian refugee students and graduate students on behalf of the Ministry of Education and Science and the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Poland. Ukrainian students and graduate students who arrived in Poland no earlier than February 24 will have the opportunity to start studying in this country, to carry out work related to the preparation of a dissertation, or to participate in other forms of education (language or preparatory courses) in March by September 2022, they will be exempt from tuition and awarded a scholarship. For details, please visit the website (available in Ukraine and Polish). Contact the program at ukraina@nawa.gov.pl

NYU Russian and Slavic Studies – 2 full MA fellowships

- **Deadline:** as soon as possible
- **Eligibility:** The department of Russian and Slavic Studies at NYU offers two full fellowships for Master’s degree starting in September 2022. Ukrainian students displaced by the war are the top priority. General information about the curriculum can be found [here](#). Instruction is in English. Students can take classes not only in our department, but also in other departments (for example History and International Relations) on topics related to Russian and Slavic studies.
- **Funding:** The fellowships will provide all tuition and include a living stipend of around 31,000 USD. For students affected by the war, airfare from Europe and two weeks of free dormitory residence from August 1-15 can also be provided.
- **Duration:** After one semester of taking classes, students may also apply to work as teaching assistants in NYU’s Core classes.
- **How to apply?** You can click [here](#) to go to the application website for NYE Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. Application fees will be waived for students affected by the war. We also understand that it will be difficult for displaced students to send in materials like transcripts, recommendation letters, TOEFL scores; there is flexibility on these points.
- **Contact:** in case of any questions, you can contact rossen.djagalov@nyu.edu
Politecnico di Torino – Help for Ukrainian students, PhDs, researchers and professors

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** Politecnico di Torino is committed to implementing initiatives for the reception of Ukrainian students, PhD students, researchers and professors who wish to temporarily continue studying or carrying out research activities at the university.
- **How to apply?** Please complete the survey to apply for hospitality at the Politecnico di Torino.
  - For Bachelor’s and Master’s degree students, click [here](#).
  - For PhD students, click [here](#).
  - For researchers/professors, click [here](#).

UA – USA Summer Internship Program 2022

- Ukrainian student studying in the US? Need housing or income during the summer? Fill out this [form](#) to get connected paid internship/housing opportunities.

University of Pennsylvania – Emergency fellowships for Graduate students from Ukraine

- **Deadline:** 20 May 2022. Applications submitted after this date will be accepted but may be too late for consideration for a fellowship, depending on levels of interest.
- **Eligibility:** Current graduate students from Ukrainian institutions of higher education are invited to apply for a Visiting Student Fellowship. Students will be hosted administratively by the Russian and East European Studies Department. The program welcomes students who focus disciplinary focuses in anthropology, art history, demography, environmental studies, film studies, history, international business studies, international relations, energy policy, Jewish studies, comparative literature and literary theory, literary and cultural history, medieval studies, political science, and sociology (if your field is not listed, please inquire).
- **Funding**: Tuition-free access to University of Pennsylvania courses and programs, living stipend, health insurance, support for visa application.

- **Duration**: 1 year

- **How to apply?** Applications should be sent to Kevin M. F. Platt at kmfplatt@sas.upenn.edu. The application should include, if possible:
  - CV
  - Copy of your passport
  - Transcript (with your university’s logo)
  - Personal statement (max. 2 pages) explaining your educational aspirations and interests, your current situation and needs.
  - At least one or preferably two letters of support from mentors or supervisors
  - The [form](#) on the website.

- **Contact**: For more information, please contact Kevin M. F. Platt at kmfplatt@sas.upenn.edu

## Students at Risk

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: Belarusian students who cope with the consequences of the reprisals or have been expelled because of their political persuasion.

**Funding – Material support for students:**
- financial assistance for students who were forced to make up for lost class time due to temporary detention
- scholarship compensation
- rental assistance

**Funding – Material support for expelled students:**
- lump-sum payment of 200 EUR
- scholarship compensation lost upon expulsion from university: 400 BYN
- rental assistance: 1,200 BYN
- For material help fill in the [form](#)

**Funding – Academic support:**
- fill in the [form](#)
- After confirmation, BeSSA mentors will contact you, select a suitable program and tell you about the conditions for admission; BY Linga Help tutors will help you to improve foreign language skills.
University of Sheffield – Sanctuary scholarships

● **Deadline**: 4 July, 1 p.m.

● **Eligibility**: The University of Sheffield offers Sanctuary Scholarships for those who have sought refuge in the UK – for example, students who have been displaced or affected by the Russian invasion of Ukraine, a conflict in their home country, or have another reason for their forced migration to the UK. To be eligible for this scholarship you must:
  ○ Have been granted humanitarian protection or limited leave to remain in the UK, be a dependant or partner of someone with humanitarian protection or limited leave to remain, or you or your parent/guardian or partner are an asylum seeker and have submitted a claim within the UK for refugee status and have not yet received a decision from the Home Office on that application.
  ○ Have applied for asylum on arrival in the UK, and before you have applied for a place at university.
  ○ Currently attend a school, college or community/voluntary group that will provide a reference in support of your application.
  ○ Hold an offer from the University of Sheffield to study an undergraduate or postgraduate taught course starting in September 2022.
  ○ Be studying at degree level in the UK for the first time (applicable to undergraduate students only)*.

*Please contact the Student Fees and Funding Team if you have withdrawn from a previous course. You are not eligible to apply for the scholarship if:
  ○ You have exhausted all appeal rights and have not submitted a fresh claim for asylum or an application to remain in the UK under another immigration category. If your status changes at any stage of the application process you must notify us immediately.
  ○ You have a ‘no study’ immigration bail condition or a ‘restricted study’ condition that prohibits study in higher education.

● **Funding**: The scholarships cover the cost of tuition and provide a 9,840 GBP award to support living costs for each year of study.

● **How to apply?**
  ○ To apply, complete this application form.
  ○ Provide a supporting statement from your referee from the school, college or community/volunteering group you currently attend. You can attach this to the application form or submit by email. Please consult the website for further details on this supporting statement.
Send documentation you have received from the Home Office in relation to your asylum claim and your referee’s statement. These can be attached to the application or emailed.

- **Contact:** For questions, get in touch with funding@sheffield.ac.uk

### Study in the Czech Republic

- The website offers aggregated information for Ukrainian students and scientists who wish to study or work in the Czech Republic.
- **Contact:** ukrajina@dzs.cz

### Taiwan Scholarships for Ukrainian Students

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:**
  - **Students (BA, MA, PhD):** Ukrainian citizens studying Humanities and Social Sciences, Mathematics and Physical Sciences, Life Sciences until all slots are filled
- **Duration:** 3 months with possibility of extension
- **Funding:**
  - **Students:** Flight tickets (round trip), (2) Accommodation and (3) Living expenses (NT$15,000/month for undergraduate students; NT$20,000/month for master and PHD students)
- **How to apply?** via application form

### Tartu Ülikool – Scholarships overview

- On this [website](#), you can find an overview of scholarships and funding opportunities offered in different research fields (Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences, Science and Technology, Medicine, Interdisciplinary scholarships, new scholarships) by the University of Tartu.

### TAU Emergency Fellowship Fund for Ukrainian Graduate Students

- **Deadline:** Application can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: Any student of a Ukrainian university on either master or doctoral levels whose studies have been suspended due to war, is invited to spend a semester with all costs covered at Tel Aviv University.
- **Duration**: 6 months
- **Funding**: covered tuition and living expenses, university will help administratively with visas for getting into Israel.

**How to apply?** Send the following materials to: intlprojects@tauex.tau.ac.il
- 1-page (up to 500 words) statement describing research
- Letter of recommendation from advisor
- Document showing active status at home university in Ukraine.

### The Estonian Academy of Arts – Study and accommodation opportunities

- The Estonian Academy of Arts offers Ukrainian students free study opportunities at their four faculties of Fine Arts, Design, Architecture, and Art Culture. Free accommodation is available until June 2022.

### UAF – Support for refugee students in the Netherlands

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: UAF provides support to refugee students and professionals in their studies and in finding their employment on the Dutch labor market.
- **Funding**: coaching, financial support, advocacy
- **How to apply?**
  - You have a Dutch residence permit because you applied for asylum.
  - You received your residence permit less than five years ago (date of the decision).
  - You are following a Dutch language course (level B1).
  - You attended school in your country of origin. Your level of education is comparable to the Dutch havo 5 level or 12 years of preliminary education.

**Other conditions apply to asylum applicants whose procedure is still ongoing:**
- You have applied for asylum in the Netherlands and an asylum procedure is ongoing.
- You are in your first asylum procedure.
○ You have had the second interview with Nader Gehoor with the IND and you are still waiting for a decision from the IND.

Or

○ After a negative decision from the IND, you have received a positive decision from the court. (Your first procedure is again being processed by the IND.)

*If there is a repeated asylum application (HASA) or an appeal, you cannot apply.

○ You speak English or Dutch at an intermediate or high level

○ You have completed prior education in your country of origin comparable to the Dutch havo 5 level or 12 years of previous education.

○ Without a residence permit you cannot get support from the UAF to start work.

● Register [here](#) for support

UBB – Babeș-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca

● Students enrolled at universities in Ukraine who have been forced to leave conflict areas and are currently in Romania may participate as auditors to didactic activities related to their fields of study according to the curricula of Babeș-Bolyai University.

● Procedure [click here](#).

● Further information and the call, [click here](#).

● Contact person: Corina Todea, corina.todea@ubbcluj.ro

ULB Bruxelles – assistance to UA, RU, BE academic community

● ULB offers diverse forms of emergency assistance to members of the academic community and administrative staff members of UA universities fleeing Ukraine and being of Ukrainian nationality or benefiting from international protection, as well as to Russian and Belarusian opponents of the war who are in danger.

● **Eligibility:** This emergency help is offered to students, (post)doctoral students, academics or administrative staff of the universities who have no country of origin in which to take refuge and who can no longer study or work in their country of origin because of the war in Ukraine.

● **ULB offers:**

  ○ Housing
  ○ French language classes
  ○ Study programs for students at risk
  ○ Jobs for scholars and administrative staff members at risk

Università di Bologna – Fellowships for students and researchers

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** The University of Bologna offers a range of opportunities for Ukrainian PhD students, post-docs, researchers and professors, refugees in Ukraine or holders of a permanent residence in Ukraine. The following fellowships are offered:
  - Visiting PhD in different research areas.
  - Research fellowships for graduates and post-docs in different research areas.
  - Visiting researcher for graduates, PhD students, post-docs and researchers/professors in different research areas.
- **Funding:** For the position “Visiting PhD”, no funding is offered (the guest must have third-party financing). The research fellowships and visiting researcher positions are funded.
- **How to apply?** For submitting an application, choose 1) the fellowship you are interested in and 2) the research area. The calls for application are not available yet, but you can contact the person listed per research area.
- **Contact:** Click on the type of fellowship and the research area you are interested in and you will find a contact person / email address listed in the information.

University of Haifa – Special Visiting Program

- **Deadline:** Applications can be submitted now, no deadline.
- **Eligibility:** Graduate students (Master and PhD), postdoctoral researchers and visiting scholars and faculty affected by the war in Ukraine can apply for the Special Visiting Program.
- **Funding:** Scholarship and accommodation
- **How to apply?** Fill out the form [here](#).
- **Contact:**
  - For PhD and Postdoctoral researchers: Ms. Laurence Cohen at [clarence@univ.haifa.ac.il](mailto:clarence@univ.haifa.ac.il)
  - For Master’s degree students and visiting scholars: Ms. Liel Shahar-Drufin at [lshahar@univ.haifa.ac.il](mailto:lshahar@univ.haifa.ac.il)
University of Humanistic Studies – Study places for Ukrainian students located in the Netherlands

- **Deadline:** no deadline.
- **Eligibility:** Ukrainian students who are currently located in the Netherlands and need a place to study in Utrecht
- **Funding:** The University of Humanistic Studies offers study places and access to the internet at the University in Utrecht as well as a mentor to help students with their next steps.
- **How to apply?** If you are interested, send an email to Thomas Kampen at t.kampen@uvh.nl with a short CV.

University of Latvia – Internships for Ukrainian researchers and PhD researchers

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** The Institute of Literature, Folklore and Art of the University of Latvia welcomes Ukrainian researchers and PhD candidates from the fields of folklore and heritage studies, ethnomusicology, cultural heritage archives, comparative literature, musicology, theater studies, environmental humanities, digital humanities. Currently, we offer funded internships within the state support programme.
- **Funding:** Funded internship of 900 EUR per month. Our welcoming staff will also assist you to find housing, sort out other issues and get to know the Latvian research community.
- **Duration:** The internships run until the end of August 2022.
- **How to apply?** Contact Ieva Tihovska at ieva.tihovska@lulfmi.lv
- **Contact:** Ieva Tihovska at ieva.tihovska@lulfmi.lv Communication languages are English, Russian, and we will do our best to answer also in Ukrainian.

University of South Carolina – Displaced scholar inquiry form

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** To support graduate students and scholars who have been impacted by the war in Ukraine and who wish to continue their studies or academic work in the US, the University of South Carolina has implemented a process to admit students into a select number of graduate
or professional programs and/or to support the work of visiting scholars in a research or teaching capacity.

- **How to apply?** If you are a displaced scholar or student in search of a new academic home, please fill out this [form](#) to initiate the process. Scholars for whom there appears to be a good fit with available programs will be invited to complete a more formal application.

- **Contact:** In case of questions, please contact the Office of the Provost at provost@mailbox.sc.edu

**University of Toronto – Special Exchange Program**

- **Deadline:**
  - 2022 Summer start – Monday, May 23, 2022
  - 2022 Fall start – Monday, July 25, 2022
  - Winter start – Monday, November 7, 2022

- **Eligibility:** Post-secondary students with Ukrainian citizenship OR Post-secondary students with any nationality attending a university located in Ukraine. Undergraduate, Graduate (Masters, Doctoral).

- **Program Period:** 2022-23 Summer (Summer 1: May-Jun & Summer 2: July-Aug), Fall (Sep-Dec) and Winter (Jan-Apr) terms (Up to 12 months)

- **Fees:** Admitted students’ program and incidental fees are waived.

- **How to Apply:**
  - Complete the [2022-23 Special Exchange Program – Ukraine: Intake Form](#).
  - Email your 1) statement of intent, 2) transcript (format: pdf), 3) English test results (TOEFL, IELTS Academic, Duolingo, etc.) and 4) proof of citizenship (e.g. passport) to inbound.exchange@utoronto.ca.
  - If you are unable to provide a required document, please explain why in your email.

**University of Zagreb**

- **Deadline:** no deadline (however, the deadline for language courses has passed.)

- **How to apply?** Students can send all requested information (full name, parent institution, and the programme, course and year of study) to ukraine@unizg.hr and will receive support from the university, incl. language courses
The Institute of Sociology of the University of Warsaw invites Ukrainian students to participate in their courses (as “free listeners”). In order to do so, please get in touch with Agnieszka Jasiewicz (ajasiew@is.uw.edu.pl).

The Weizmann Institute of Science | Feinberg Graduate School

- **Deadline:** no deadline
- **Eligibility:** advanced undergraduate, graduate students, and postdoctoral researchers from Life Sciences, Mathematics & Computer Science, Chemistry, Physics, and Science Teaching

**Application requirements:**
- **CV:** Your CV should include information about prior experience with experimental or theoretical research, where relevant.
- **Copy of your passport** (i.e., copy of the page that displays your details and photo).
- **Transcript** (with your university's logo): You should submit an official transcript signed by the appropriate authority at your university.
- Up to **one page of a personal note** about yourself and your academic aspirations and scientific interests.
- plus an extra table from the website

- **Funding:** monthly support of 5000 NIS for up to six months + accommodations + airfare.
XIII EMERGENCY FUNDING PROGRAMS FOR RUSSIAN AND BELARUSIAN SCHOLARS AND STUDENTS

BASEES Support for UK-based Postgraduates from RU/BY

- **Deadline**: no deadline
- **Eligibility**:
  - Postgraduate Students based in UK from Russia/Belarus who are unable to return, and must be registered at an institution of higher education for the academic year 2021/2022 in the UK
- **How to apply?** Fill in the application form

Bridging Fellowships for Scholars at Risk from Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia – Freie Universität Berlin

- **Deadline**: n.n.
- **Eligibility**: Refugee scholars from Ukraine as well as scholars who are at risk due to the domestic political situation in Russia and Belarus and who have to leave the country. The fellowships enable the applicants to work out an application for funding in a program for Scholars at Risk or a project proposal in the context of externally funded research in a protected space. Formal requirements are:
  - The sponsored person comes from Ukraine, Belarus or Russia;
  - The sponsored person has previously worked as a (junior) researcher in one of these countries;
  - There is a connection to a research area at the Institute for East European Studies;
  - For applicants from Belarus and Russia: there is a risk situation.
- **Duration**: 3 to 6 months
- **Funding**: For docs the scholarships are 1200 EUR per month, for postdocs 1500 EUR per month.
• **How to apply?** The application is submitted by the head of the relevant department of the Institute for East European Studies who supports the fellowship (click [here](#)). An application for a fellowship should include:
  ○ a curriculum vitae
  ○ a list of the most important publications (max. 15 titles)
  ○ information on the expected research topic
  ○ a certificate of the degree or doctorate
  ○ for applicants from Belarus and Russia: a brief description of the applicant's own vulnerability.

• **Contact:** For questions about the program, you can contact the Institute Secretariat Anja Locascio at [Anja.Locascio@fu-berlin.de](mailto:Anja.Locascio@fu-berlin.de) or contact one of the working areas of the Osteuropa-Institute at [https://www.oei.fu-berlin.de](https://www.oei.fu-berlin.de)

### Columbia University Scholarship for Displaced Students

• **Deadline:** Now open. Check the [website](#) for details.

• **Eligibility:** Displaced students from anywhere in the world who are unable to complete their higher education. Applicants have to have refugee status living anywhere in the world; have received US asylum or submitted a US asylum application; are in the US under Temporary Protected Status; are Internally Displaced Persons. Displaced Afghan students on Humanitarian Parole or with Special Immigrant Visas are also now eligible for the scholarship. US permanent residents (green card holders, citizens, etc.) are not eligible for the scholarship. There are no age restrictions.

• **Funding:** Depending on the school and degree program, the scholarship may cover up to full tuition, plus the student’s housing and living expenses. For more information see [here](#).

• **How to apply?** For details and the application form visit this [webpage](#).

### Freedom Degree / Диплом свободы for Russian students

• This [project](#) is an independent community project which provides assistance to Russian college applicants and university students who experience difficulties in obtaining higher education in Russia due to their social activities, beliefs and views. On this website, you can find information on how to prevent or challenge expulsion from a university, but if the measures to protect your rights and freedoms are almost exhausted, this community will advise you on the topic of admission and transfer to a study program abroad, including the possibility of distance (online) learning. You can contact the project via the [website form](#).
Hestia – Impulse for Refugees in Science

- **Deadline:** 27 September 2022
- **Eligibility:** NWO introduced the ‘Hestia – Impulse for Refugees in Science’ pilot call to give academics, who had to flee their homeland due to war or another threatening situation, the chance to join ongoing Dutch research projects so they can expand their network and increase their knowledge and skills. It is also an opportunity for them to actively share knowledge and expertise, to get to know the Dutch science system, with the ultimate aim of enabling them to continue their careers/lines of research in their homeland. These academics will also enrich Dutch science and society with their expertise. Project leaders and main applicants of a research project already funded by NWO or ZonMw can use this programme to apply for funding to enable a refugee to join their project. The refugees must have an academic background (a master or PhD degree) and be appointed for a maximum of 18 months on a full-time or no more than 24 months on a part-time basis. Here is an overview of projects that are open for candidates.

- **How to apply?** You can access the interest form for specific groups here:
  - Interest form project leaders
  - Interest form refugee academic

IIE Scholar Rescue Fund

- **Deadline:** No deadline, applications are assessed on a quarterly basis
- **Eligibility:**
  - professors, researchers and public intellectuals from any country/any discipline who face threats
  - hold a Ph.D. or highest degree in their field and have significant teaching and/or research experience at a university, college, or other institution of higher learning;
  - have an established record of published research;
  - demonstrate superior academic accomplishment or promise;
  - are facing or have recently fled from immediate, targeted threats to their lives and/or careers in their home countries or countries of residence;
  - will benefit their home and/or host academic communities.

- **Funding:** 25,000€
- **Duration:** 1-year at any institution of higher education
- **How to apply?**
Application Form, CV, academic statement, personal statement, reference letters, copy of Ph.D. degree, sample of most recent research publications for details see here

- Apply via the application form
- Contact: srf@iie.org

Jean Monnet Fellowships | European University Institute

- **Deadline:** review of applications start on March 28th
- **Eligibility:** 3 fellowships for postdoctoral researchers of any nationality affected by the war in Ukraine in Social Science or Humanities; doctorate has to be obtained within the past 5 year prior to start the grant, working fields: economics, law, history, political and social sciences, or related field; The research done should lead to a publication
- **Funding:** 2,500.00 EUR basic allowance
- **Duration:** start between now and September 1st, latest end August 31st 2023
- **How to apply?**
  - Prepare your CV with a list of publications in PDF.
  - Prepare a **letter of motivation** (1-2 pages) in PDF, which describes your research, your academic trajectory, and your personal (professional and non-professional) circumstances following the war in Ukraine.
  - Prepare a **research proposal** (2-4 pages) in PDF.
  - Applicants should provide the names of two academic referees and ensure that the letters of reference are submitted online directly by the referees. We understand, however, that due to the exceptional circumstances, referees may have difficulties in submitting, and applications are accepted also without reference letters. References from current full-time or part-time EUI professors will not be accepted.
  - Send your application via the application system

Leipzig-Institut für Geschichte und Kultur des östlichen Europas – Scholarship program for refugee academics from Ukraine, Russia and Belarus

- **Deadline:** n.a.
- **Eligibility:** PhD students, postdocs and senior academics in the humanities and social sciences who do research on the history and culture of Eastern Europe from the Early Middle
Ages up to the present. Academics from Ukraine (independent of their nationality) as well as from Belarus and Russia (if they distance themselves from the regime) can apply.

- **Funding:** 1,500 EUR per month. Additional subsidies (for families or materials) are possible.
- **Duration:** up to 6 months
- **How to apply?** Send a project description of 2,500 to 5,000 characters (including spaces and bibliography) and information for your motivation and reasons to apply to foerderung@leipniz-gwzo.de. The application can be sent in German, English, Russian, Polish or Ukraine.

**Leibniz Institute for Educational Media – Fellowships**

- The Leibniz Institute for Educational Media | Georg Eckert Institute provides fellowships and research stipends to both young and established academics, as well as authors of textbooks. The institute offers quick and unbureaucratic support to researchers from Ukraine and to persecuted Russian researchers. The website offers an overview of available fellowships. You can send a request to Katharina Baier at baier@gei.de / +49 (0)53159099226.

**LSE Scholars at Risk Scheme**

- **Deadline:** n.a.
- **Eligibility:** LSE Scholars at Risk is a centrally funded initiative to support scholars at risk by enabling them to be hosted at LSE in a visiting fellow or senior visiting fellow status. For the purpose of the scheme, a “scholar at risk” is a scholar who faces or has recently fled from an immediate, targeted threat to their life and/or career in their home country or country of residence. The School is open to hosting candidates with a strong academic or research core at various stages of their career. In order to be granted a place as a hosted scholar at LSE, a person would need to satisfy the usual criteria of academic merit applied to all LSE visiting fellows/senior fellows.
- **Funding:** The visitor status comes without an employment contract, but the School is open to financially assisting hosted fellows through arrangements with external partners.
- **Duration:** max. period of 2 years
- **How to apply?** Contact directorate.sar@lse.ac.uk for application details.
Special Fellowships for Russian Researchers – Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities

- **Deadline:** 10 emergency fellowships throughout the year
- **Eligibility:**
  - The fellowship program is open to candidates of Russian Nationality who left the Russian Federation in the course of the invasion of Ukraine and who reside outside Russia at the time of their application.
  - The fellowship program is open to candidates from all academic disciplines.
  - The candidates must hold a PhD degree.
  - The candidates should be researchers affiliated with a Russian university or research institute, or members of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
  - Candidates are required to have been accepted as visiting researchers at one of the following Israeli universities (in alphabetical order): Ariel University, Bar-Ilan University, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Open University of Israel, Reichman University, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Tel Aviv University, University of Haifa, Weizmann Institute of Science.
  - The fellowships will be awarded based on academic excellence, without regard to religion, gender, age or ethnicity.
- **Funding:** The fellowship will cover international travel costs and lodging and living expenses, up to a total of at most 25,000 NIS (ca. 7,600 USD) per researcher for a three month period.
- **Duration:** up to three months, with an option for an extension of two more months
- **How to apply?** The following materials should be submitted by the rector of the host institute, in English, in a single PDF file per candidate, in the following order:
  - Letter of commitment on formal letterhead to host the candidate for up to 3 months
  - CV and list of publications
  - One page description of the candidate’s proposed research
  - The submission file should be sent to Mrs. Batsheva Shor, The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, at the following address: Russians@academy.ac.il with the subject “Application Material for Dr./Prof. NAME OF CANDIDATE”.
  - For further information, please contact Mrs. Batsheva Shor at batsheva@academy.ac.il
Students at Risk (STAR)

- **Deadline**: applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility**: Belarusian students who cope with the consequences of the reprisals or have been expelled because of their political persuasion
- **Funding – Material support for students**:
  - financial assistance for students who were forced to make up for lost class time due to temporary detention
  - scholarship compensation
  - rental assistance
- **Funding – Material support for expelled students**:
  - lump-sum payment of 200 EUR
  - scholarship compensation lost upon expulsion from university: 400 BYN
  - rental assistance: 1,200 BYN
  - For material help fill in the [form](#)
- **Funding – Academic support**:
  - fill in the [form](#)
  - After confirmation, BeSSA mentors will contact you, select a suitable program and tell you about the conditions for admission; BY Linga Help tutors will help you to improve foreign language skills.

Texas Tech University – Shelter offer for scholars at risk

- **Eligibility**: Texas Tech University (USA) will shelter Ukrainians, Russians, Belarusians from all disciplines (STEM, History, Sociology, Anthropology, etc.) who are in danger in Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus. Please spread this information. If you need such help, please send a CV to [dr.volchenkov@gmail.com](mailto:dr.volchenkov@gmail.com)
- **How to apply**? Texas Tech University will support scholars via the Scholars Rescue Fund initiative. To apply, look at the IIE criteria on the website. You can state that you are interested in coming to Texas Tech University.
- **Техасский технический университет (США) приютит УКРАЙНИЦЕВ, РУССКИХ, БЕЛОРУСОВ – всех ученых (естественных наук, истории, социологии, антропологии и т.д.), которые находятся в опасности в Украине, России и Беларуси. Главное добраться до нас. Пожалуйста, распространите эту информацию. Если вы знаете людей, которым нужна такая помощь, попросите их прислать мне резюме dr.volchenkov@gmail.com**
Университет будет поддерживать ученых через инициативу Фонда спасения ученых – пожалуйста, подайте аппликацию в Фонд и укажите, что заинтересованы работать в ТТУ.

**ULB Bruxelles – assistance to UA, RU, BE academic community**

- ULB offers diverse forms of emergency assistance to members of the academic community and administrative staff members of UA universities fleeing Ukraine and being of Ukrainian nationality or benefiting from international protection, as well as to Russian and Belarusian opponents of the war who are in danger.

- **Eligibility:** This emergency help is offered to students, (post)doctoral students, academics or administrative staff of the universities who have no country of origin in which to take refuge and who can no longer study or work in their country of origin because of the war in Ukraine.

- **ULB offers:**
  - Housing
  - French language classes
  - Study programs for students at risk
  - Jobs for scholars and administrative staff members at risk


- **Contact:** solidarityfund@ulb.be

**University of Sheffield – Sanctuary scholarships**

- **Deadline:** 4 July, 1 p.m.

- **Eligibility:** The University of Sheffield offers Sanctuary Scholarships for those who have sought refuge in the UK – for example, students who have been displaced or affected by the Russian invasion of Ukraine, a conflict in their home country, or have another reason for their forced migration to the UK. If you do not meet the criteria below but have been displaced or affected by conflict or persecution in your home country, for example by the Russian invasion of Ukraine, please get in touch to discuss your eligibility (see email under ‘contact’). To be eligible for this scholarship you must:
  - Have been granted humanitarian protection or limited leave to remain in the UK, be a dependant or partner of someone with humanitarian protection or limited leave to remain, or you or your parent/guardian or partner are an asylum seeker and have submitted a claim within the UK for refugee status and have not yet received a decision from the Home Office on that application.
○ Have applied for asylum on arrival in the UK, and before you have applied for a place at university.
○ Currently attend a school, college or community/voluntary group that will provide a reference in support of your application.
○ Hold an offer from the University of Sheffield to study an undergraduate or postgraduate taught course starting in September 2022.
○ Be studying at degree level in the UK for the first time (applicable to undergraduate students only)*.

*Please contact the Student Fees and Funding Team if you have withdrawn from a previous course. You are not eligible to apply for the scholarship if:

○ You have exhausted all appeal rights and have not submitted a fresh claim for asylum or an application to remain in the UK under another immigration category. If your status changes at any stage of the application process you must notify us immediately.

○ You have a ‘no study’ immigration bail condition or a ‘restricted study’ condition that prohibits study in higher education.

● **Funding:** The scholarships cover the cost of tuition and provide a 9,840 GBP award to support living costs for each year of study.

● **How to apply?**
  ○ To apply, complete this application [form](#).
  ○ Provide a supporting statement from your referee from the school, college or community/volunteering group you currently attend. You can attach this to the application form or submit by email. Please consult the [website](#) for further details on this supporting statement.
  ○ Send documentation you have received from the Home Office in relation to your asylum claim and your referee’s statement. These can be attached to the application or emailed.

● **Contact:** For questions, get in touch with [funding@sheffield.ac.uk](mailto:funding@sheffield.ac.uk)

**WWU Münster – 5 fellowships for academics fleeing Ukraine, Belarus or Russia**

● **Deadline:** n.n.

● **Eligibility:** Five fellowships are offered within the Cluster of Excellence “Religion and Politics: Dynamics of Tradition and Innovation” to academics fleeing Ukraine, Belarus or Russia. More information on the Cluster can be found [here](#).
• **Funding:** Financial support to 2.100 EUR per month will be provided to help academics fulfill their research tasks and cover living expenses. The Cluster will organize accommodation and use its funds to cover costs incurred for travel to Münster. In addition, fellows will be provided with a workspace in the Cluster of Excellence, as well as access to its infrastructure.

• **Duration:** up to 6 months

• **How to apply?** To apply, please submit the following documents:
  - an application for a fellowship (addressed to the Executive Board of the Cluster of Excellence)
  - A brief description of your research interests and their relevance to the research questions of the Cluster of Excellence “Religion and Politics”
  - A CV
  - References

• **Contact:** if you have any questions, you can contact Ms Judith Grubel (+49 251 83 23307) at judith.grubel@uni-muenster.de

---

**Zimin Foundation – Help for Russian students, scholars and teachers at risk**

• **Deadline:** no deadline

• **Eligibility:** Emergency financial aid project for students, graduate students, teachers who have left Russia and face persecution for their opposition to the war in Ukraine.

• **Funding:** The foundation offers a small amount of money, enough to finance the first period abroad.

• **How to apply:** Fill out the form. All applicants are verified, so the foundation asks you to fill in all the fields with as much detail as possible.

• **Contact:** emigrantstudenthelp@gmail.com
XIV EMERGENCY FUNDING FOR ARTISTS AT RISK (UK/RU/BE)

AiR Tilburg – SEA Foundation Emergency Residency for Ukrainian Arts Professionals

- **Eligibility:** The SEA Foundation offers a funded emergency residency of 3 months to a Ukrainian curator, curator collective, or curator/artists duo who are displaced or who are fleeing the war. Up to 4 persons are welcome in the residency in Tilburg.
- **Funding:** The foundation provides sustenance, accommodation and curatorial and artists practice support. Our priority is to respond to the urgent need for shelter and support.
- **How to apply?** You can click [here](#) to contact the foundation.

Artists at Risk

- **Deadline:** applications are accepted at any time
- **Eligibility:**
  - art-practitioners from all over the world who face sustained persecution, involuntary displacement, unjust imprisonment, torture or ongoing death threats
  - Artists at Risk offers emergency resources for artists and cultural workers at risk. This organization has compiled an extensive list for emergency temporary relocation which you can find [here](#). The list is regularly updated. It also contains a full list of humanitarian resources for Ukrainian refugees and other useful lists with relocation, study and work opportunities.
- **Duration:** AR’s residencies are temporary (3 months); Artists at Risk should not be regarded as a government-type guaranteed welfare provider
- **Funding:** AR-Safe Haven Residencies usually include accommodation (and in some cases a studio), and a monthly living grant. Travel, visa and travel-insurance and a limited budget for production and legal costs are also included. Each residency, however, offers different conditions. Some residencies can support families.
- **How to apply?:**
  - Application form for Ukrainian applicants or send an e-mail to ukraine-applications@artistsatrisk.org
Artmargins

- Artmargins has compiled an overview of funding opportunities for scholars and artists from Ukraine.

Contacts for Ukrainian Artists

- An aggregated list of useful contacts for Ukrainian artists worldwide (primarily in Europe). The list also includes information on housing and transport.

Conservatorium van Amsterdam Reach out

- **Deadline:** n.a.
- **Eligibility:** CvA Reach Out aims to help musicians who endeavor to start or continue their professional music education, but no longer have the opportunity to do so within their country of origin. The programme is open to all refugee music students. Our range of support includes free music lessons, extended application deadlines and late auditions, assistance with the application process, and assistance with English language courses. The CvA Reach Out is available for Registered Refugees residing in the Netherlands who were previously enrolled in professional music studies in their country of origin and prospective students applying for studies at the Conservatorium of Amsterdam.
- **How to apply?** Fill out this application form.
- **Contact:** For questions, please write an email to conservatorium@ahk.nl or call +31 20 5277580.

ELIA – Resources for Ukrainian art historians and artists

- The European Network of Higher Arts Education provides an overview of opportunities for exchange, research and collaboration for Ukrainian students, art historians and artists in several European countries (Austria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, UK).

Emergency fund for filmmakers at risk

- **Deadline:** n.n.
Eligibility: The International Coalition for Filmmakers at Risk (ICFR) has launched a special emergency fund for filmmakers who are in danger due to the war in Ukraine. Ukrainian filmmakers at risk as well as independent critical filmmakers from Russia and Belarus who oppose the war are eligible to apply.

Funding: The emergency fund provides small sums (500, 1000 or 1500 EUR) to filmmakers to help finance relocation costs, administrative or legal costs such as for visa or other emergency expenses.

Contact: Filmmakers can directly contact ICFR at contact@icfr.international

Emergency Temporary Relocation Resources for artists and cultural workers

- Extensive list of the residencies/relocations offered to (especially) Ukrainian artists and cultural workers. Indexed via nations. Being updated every day: List of Residency Offers

Fedor Stepun-Fellows at Ruhr University Bochum

- Deadline: on rolling basis
- Eligibility: Ukrainian citizenship, Postgraduate or PhD student of any scientific field
- Duration: 3-4 months
- Funding: workplace, access to library, support with accommodation, visa etc.
- How to apply: Send to osteuropa-kolleg@rub.de
  - short description of research field and topic of interest
  - CV and publication list
  - PhD certificate or Master certificate
  - short statement about the risk situation
  - Providing one academic contact from European Universities (if applicable)
  - Signed data protection form

Fondation Jan Michalski

- Deadline: Applications are assessed on a running basis within 6 months
- Eligibility:
○ financial support for literary projects in a broader sense and research, e.g.: Literary events: literature festivals, readings, debates, conference; Writing and literary translation workshops; Exhibitions devoted to literature and writers; the publication of literary archives, re-editions of rare works that are out of print; Literary manifestos; Literature prizes; Assistance for publication
○ Applications can be made by non profit-making bodies, associations and foundations, well-known actors in cultural circles and, on an exceptional basis, individuals who show talent that is worthy of encouragement.

● How to apply? List of required documents for the application can be found [here](#).

**European Cultural Foundation**

- **Deadline:** applications are processed on a rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** Cultural initiatives that work in the following areas are invited to apply:
  ○ disinformation, misinformation, propaganda filter bubbles, fake news, ongoing war ‘infodemic’ by supporting independent, alternative, and trusted (digital) media
  ○ individuals fleeing their homes and looking for shelter in Ukraine or in exile by providing safe cultural spaces
  ○ forces of fragmentation by investing in artistic and cultural expressions withstanding the harsh realities of conflict and acting for a peaceful future of Ukraine and Europe

● How to apply?
  ○ Please send a short description of the activities and argumentation with the amount requested to cos@culturalfoundation.eu

**Helsinki International Artist Programme**

- **Deadline:** Applications can be submitted now, no fixed deadline
- **Eligibility:** This is an open call for emergency residencies for artists and art professionals who are fleeing from or have been displaced due to the war in Ukraine. The residencies are located at the residence of the Helsinki International Artist programme in Helsinki and at the Saari Residence in Mynämäki in Southwest Finland.
- **Duration:** 1 week up to 3 months
- **Funding:** Travel and living costs of the residents. The family residency can be extended to four people.
- **How to apply?** Fill out the form on the [website](#).
In Solidarity with Ukraine – Offers for Ukrainian Cultural Workers and Artists

- In Solidarity is a joint initiative of Artists at Risk Finland, Res Artists (providing emergency residencies across Europe), On the Move (aggregating opportunities for Ukrainians), Pen America’s Artists at Risk Connections providing support to Ukrainian artists.

- This document (scroll down) contains a list of emergency (work/study) opportunities for cultural workers and artists from Ukraine.

Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet Theater

- contact jurgita.norvaisiene@opera.lt if you are a dancer, orchestra musician or singer and have been displaced.

KONE Foundation – Emergency residencies for Ukrainian artists and art professionals in Finland

- **Deadline:** Open for requests as long as there are available places in the two residencies. The priority is to respond to the urgent need for accommodation for artists and art professionals.
- **Eligibility:** For artists and art professionals who are fleeing from or have been displaced due to the war in Ukraine. Both short and long stays in Finland are provided for individuals and families.
- **Funding:** The residency covers the travel and living costs of the residents. The family residency can be extended to four people. More information can be found on the website.
- **Duration:** 1 week up to 3 months.
- **How to apply?** For information about the available options, please contact the foundation at ukraineaid@hiap.fi

Office Ukraine. Shelter for Ukrainian Artists

- Offers a central point of contact for artists at the Museumsquartier in Vienna (tranzit.at) offering online and on-site help like mediation coordination, support with finding work, project opportunities, grant application and accommodation in Austria.
- If you need support, please fill out this form.
- Contacts:
○ Vienna, Lower Austria, Upper Austria: office@artistshelp-ukraine.at
○ Styria, Carinthia, Burgenland: office.graz@artistshelp-ukraine.at
○ Tyrol, Salzburg, Vorarlberg office.innsbruck@artistshelp-ukraine.at

Porin kulttuurisäätö

- Offers Letters of Invitation for artists and cultural workers fleeing from Ukraine and Russia. The letters are needed to cross the border with Finland. Contact porinkulttuurisato@gmail.com

Stand for Art

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** the applicant must be an artist or a cultural creator; originate from an Arab country; be in peril or face a tangible and verifiable threat
- **Funding:** the amount is determined in each individual case by a number of clear criteria such as the severity of the risk, the urgency of the case, the program’s budget, and living costs in the country of residence or in the host country
- **How to apply?**
  - Send an email to artist@mawred.org explaining your case.
  - Once the program team ascertains that you meet the eligibility criteria, they will send you an application form which should be filled out in Arabic only.
  - Prepare the required supporting documents (as explained in the application form) and include them with the form as attachments. For further inquiries, please contact the program’s team: artist@mawred.org

State of the Art – Open call for a virtual Kunsthalle

- **Deadline:** 30 June 2022
- **Eligibility:** The war in Ukraine has devastating consequences, destroys livelihoods and attempts to destroy the cultural identity of Ukraine and its citizens. These dramatic and frightening developments in the cultural region of Eastern Europe provide an urgent reason to address the situation of cultural workers and artists. Together with the Austrian Federal Ministry for European and International Affairs and in the spirit of the already established prize for “Digital Humanism”, we are inviting artists, creatives, and activists from the Ukraine and beyond who are at risk politically and do not have the human right of freedom of speech,
to submit their works and projects. This initiative is aimed at creatives from the Ukraine and beyond to provide concrete financial support and visibility artists living in oppressed political systems. But it also wants to take the urgency of the drastic Ukrainian situation as a starting point to ask the global question of where else political influence and aggression are preventing artists from taking their role for and in society. Artists, creatives, curators, writers, critics, scientists, entrepreneurs, associations, public institutions, NGOs, or private enterprises (not limited to), no matter if individuals or groups, can enter the open call. Submission can be made either personalized or anonymously, but we require one contact email address. Commercial or propaganda projects are not eligible for the competition. Click here for examples of projects that can be submitted.

- **Funding:**
  - An international board of experts, consisting of renowned personalities from the international media art and curatorial world, representing international institutions, will not only make a qualitative selection, but also provide the social contact opportunities to advance the careers of the artists.
  - The 15 winning projects will be presented in the virtual Kunsthalle, curated by the invited experts. All other works will be presented on the website of Ars Electronica, linked to the archive. The virtual Kunsthalle, an online documentation and action space is freely accessible during the festival and beyond, inviting international experts to explore the works.
  - The Festival TV Channel will highlight the winners of the open call. Curated lectures and talks, artistic presentations and surprising interventions will be live-streamed through the channel and freely accessible online via the festival website and online exhibition space.
  - The curators as well as the selected artists are invited to visit us in Linz and to actively participate in the festival program. The ones that cannot join us will be part of the program through hybrid and digital media. Experienced moderators will guide through the program.

- **How to apply?** Click here to submit your application.
- **Contact:** You can submit questions to stateoftheartist@ars.electronica.art

**TransArtists – Emergency Opportunities for Ukrainian Artists**

- This website offers an overview of emergency opportunities for Ukrainian artists, such as residencies and shelter options, funding opportunities and support networks.
Ukrainian Emergency Art Fund

- **Deadline**: not mentioned, applications are open
- **Eligibility**:
  - **Survival/emergency needs**: Support for cultural workers who have remained in Ukraine and urgently need support to ensure a basic standard of living and security.
  - **Development needs**: Support for cultural workers and artists in Ukraine and those who relocated abroad after the start of the war.
- **Funding**: one-time financial aid or stipends for up to 3 months for cultural workers (limited number of stipends is available). For more detailed information, click [here](#).
- **Duration**: up to 3 months
- **How to apply?** Fill in this [form](#).

Ukrainian Filmmakers, Artists and Academics at Risk –

**Honorarium Opportunities at American Universities**

- **Eligibility**: This form is intended for those of you who could give a screening or presentation on Zoom to the North American universities. The idea is that the universities would be able to pay you a honorarium for this presentation and help you in a small way. A warning, sometimes it takes a while to process all the paperwork to get paid. Please note, there is no institution behind this, it is just friends helping friends. But it works! We know that people are getting invited and paid.
- **Funding**: Honorariums of ca. 200 to 300 USD
- **How to apply?** Sign up via the [form](#).

Ukrainian Refugee Writers and Artists Support

- This extensive [database](#) offers emergency funding opportunities to refugee writers and artists from Ukraine per country.

Vilnius Academy of Arts

- **Deadline**: n.a.
- **Eligibility**: Ukrainian visual art students and lecturers from Ukrainian art (design) higher education institutions whose work or studies were interrupted by the invasion.
● **Financial matters:** Students can continue your studies at Vilnius Academy of Arts free of charge.

● **Contact:** ukraine@vda.lt

**Additional Lists for Artists and Cultural Workers at Risk**

● This [document](#) provides an overview on Emergency Temporary Relocation Resources for artists and cultural workers updated by cultural workers; Contact: [info@artistsatrisk.org](mailto:info@artistsatrisk.org).
**Boris Nemtsov Fellowship Program**

- **Deadline:** will be announced on the official webpage of the Foundation
- **Eligibility:** individuals who are persecuted for reason of their political persuasion or/and involved in various forms of assistance, either professional (lawyers, journalists, etc.) or non-professional (human rights defenders, activists, etc.) and, therefore, were forced to leave their home country
- **Duration:** 6 months
- **Funding:** the Foundation provides fellowship awards contingent upon availability of financial resources

**Application requirements**
- Application form

**Democracy Fellowship Call for Applications (Russia)**

- **Deadline:** Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis.
- **Eligibility:** The Center for European Policy Analysis (CEPA) invites applications for a Democracy Fellowship for highly qualified independent journalists, scholars, and activists from Russia who are no longer able to continue their work due to Putin’s war in Ukraine. CEPA will select candidates based on their situational urgency, qualifications, and ability to contribute to the public discourse through writing, analysis, and commentary to be in-residence with CEPA in Washington. Applicants must meet the following minimum qualifications to be considered:
  - Presently be an independent journalist, scholar, or civil society activist from Russia (e.g. Russian national);
  - Demonstrated expertise in proposed area of research;
  - Minimum bachelor’s degree or equivalent;
  - Exceptional research, writing, and communication skills in English;
  - Eligibility to acquire a US visa.
• **Funding:** In-residence fellowship. The Democracy Fellowship offers a monthly stipend to support Fellows’ research as well as travel and provide in-residence office space at CEPA’s headquarters in Washington. An overview of Democracy Fellowship Activities can be found here.

• **Duration:** 1 year

• **How to apply?** Applicants must submit the following application form in English. The application requirements include:
  - Completed application form.
  - Resume/CV
  - Answers to 3 short application questions
  - Contact information for 3 references

**Digital Defenders Partnership – Incident Emergency Fund**

• **Deadline:** Applications can be submitted at any time

• **Eligibility:** Human rights defenders, journalists, activists, or organizations facing digital threats and attacks.

• **Duration:** 4 to 6 months

• **Funding:** up to 10,000 EUR. Examples of what can be covered:
  - Replacement of hardware or software that has been taken, lost or stolen
  - Purchase of more secure hard- and/or software and costs related to installation of the new systems
  - Technical or non-technical activities to respond to urgent issues such as internet blockages
  - Training or accompaniment on digital or other security issues
  - Measures to improve physical security
  - Measures to address the psychological and psychosocial impact of digital threats and attacks

• **How to apply?** Fill out the secure application form on the [website](#). Here, you can also find more information on the application process and guidelines before applying. By filling out the application form, you will get an account to submit and track the progress of your application.

• **Contact:** team@digitaldefenders.org

**Freedom House**

• **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
Eligibility: Human rights defenders, civil society organizations and survivors of severe religious persecution

Funding: Freedom House meets the specific needs of each individual or organization (such as legal defense, resilience grants, preventive security training, access to medical treatment).

There are two key emergency assistance funds:

- **The Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund** provides emergency financial assistance to civil society organizations under threat or attack and rapid response advocacy and resilience grants to support CSOs in responding to broader threats against civic space. Lifeline is a consortium of 7 international NGOs and receives contributions from a Donor Steering Committee of 19 governments that support democracy and human rights.

- **The Dignity for All: LGBTI Assistance Program** provides emergency funds to human rights defenders and civil society organizations under threat or attack for their work.

**How to apply?** to inquire about submitting an application for assistance, please contact info@csolifeline.org

---

**JX Fund – European Fund for Journalism in Exile**

- **Deadline:** n.n. The JX Fund will be launched in April 2022.

- **Eligibility:** The JX Fund is helping media workers quickly and flexible to continue their work after they have fled war and crisis zones. It aims to strengthen independent media in exile beyond a current phase of high attention and to support the building of sustainable media outlets accessible for their home countries. The JX Fund enables journalists to continue editorial work after they had to leave their country, whether that may be in Germany or third countries within Europe.

- **Funding:** The Fund offers several help offers outlined on the website, ranging from relocating editorial offices, setting up editorial structures, relocating journalists as well as advocacy, advice and support.

- **How to apply?** If you are a journalist or an independent medium who needs support, you can get in touch via the form on the [website](#) (scroll down)

- **Contact:** jxf@reporter-ohne-grenzen.de
Media Makers Fellowship – Media Cooperation and Transition in Berlin

- **Deadline:** n.n.
- **Eligibility:** A fellowship for Ukrainian, Russian, Belarussian Media Practitioners at MiCT’s Pop-Up Hub. A safe haven for media practitioners who had to flee due to Putin’s Invasion of Ukraine. A community where they can continue their work, collaborate with other like-minded colleagues and create a new temporary exile home for themselves. The fellowship program is for media producers such as a journalist, editor, photographer, visual artist or illustrator who had to flee due to Putin’s aggression and are currently in Berlin. To be eligible, the applicant must already have an audience in Ukraine, Belarus or in Russia and/or to be affiliated with an existing media outlet from one of those countries.
- **Duration:** 3 months with a possibility of extension
- **Funding:** Fellows will receive monthly tax-free stipend of 1000 €
- **How to apply:** Please send your letter of motivation, a sample of your work and a CV via secure Protonmail or normal mail to contactmict@protonmail.com.
- **Contact:** info@mict-international.org

Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship (NED)

- **Deadline:** next application will be open Summer 2022
- **Eligibility:**
  - practitioners from developing and aspiring democracies, and those from non-democratic countries;
  - proficiency in the English language;
  - propose a project focusing on the political, social, economic, legal or cultural aspects of democratic development;
  - be available to work in residence at the International Forum for Democratic Studies in Washington, D.C. during the 5 month fellowship period (October 1–February 28 or March 1–July 31)
  - have substantial practical experience working to promote democracy or human rights in the country of your origin or interest
  - be mid-career professional
- **Duration:** 5 months
Funding:
- Each fellow receives a monthly stipend for living expenses, plus basic health insurance and roundtrip travel to and from Washington, D.C., at the beginning and end of the fellowship period.
- Fellowship payments are calculated to cover the cost of a short-term, furnished rental apartment, plus ‘cost of living’ for food, local transportation, and other necessities.
- Fellows are provided with a fully equipped office, plus a limited budget for long-distance phone calls and professional travel within the United States.
- Please note that fellows who wish to bring family members with them to Washington, D.C., will be expected to cover the costs of their dependents’ roundtrip travel and stay within the United States.

How to apply?
- To apply, first create an account through the online portal. Click here for detailed instructions. Once you have set up an account, submit the following documents in English:
  - Applicant information
  - Project proposal
  - Letter of recommendation
  - Resume/CV and Biography

Reporters Respond

Deadline:
- Email to reportersrespond@freepressunlimited.org. The fund will do the utmost to provide the support as soon as possible. In the most urgent cases, support can be offered within 24 hours.

Eligibility:
- Media professionals in distress
- You represent a media organization or you are a media professional practicing individually (i.e. employed or freelance journalists, fixers, bloggers, or other media-related professionals);
- Your emergency situation is a direct result of your work in journalism;
- You recognise that this assistance is not structural but provided on an incidental (one-time) basis;
- You recognise that the aim of our support is to resume your work as soon as possible;
- Your situation can be confirmed by at least two trusted sources outside of yourself.
Funding:

- Medical assistance: for injuries sustained in the course of the journalists work;
- Subsistence costs: short term support for journalists who are not able to work, or costs to temporarily flee an unsafe or vulnerable situation;
- Legal defense support: legal representation for journalists facing prosecution, disputable lawsuits, or any other form of legal intimidation related to their work; cover the costs of judicial proceedings; assist media workers that have been arbitrarily detained or imprisoned (and their families);
- Psycho-social support: advice, referral, and funds to seek psychosocial assistance;
- Work provisions: replacement of confiscated or destroyed equipment due to a work-related emergency;
- Family support: temporary support for family members of journalists who are unable to work, who are imprisoned, or who are deceased;
- (Preventive) safety measures: security advice, digital tools such as VPNs for digital protection, PPE protection materials like face masks, and safety equipment like bulletproof vests.

Application form

Reporters Without Borders

- **Deadline**: requests for help can be sent at any time
- **What do we offer**:
  - the victims of violence connected with their reporting to obtain appropriate medical care
  - wrongfully prosecuted journalists to pay their legal fees
  - threatened journalists to find a safe refuge
  - journalists to resolve their most urgent needs if they decide to flee abroad because of threats and persecution
  - families of journalists to cope with the consequences of the reprisals to which their loved ones have been exposed.
- **How to apply?**
  - requests by individuals, NGOs or media outlets for assistance should be sent to: Reporters without Borders, Assistance Desk, CS 90247, 75083 Paris Cedex 02, France
- **Contacts**: 
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assistance@rsf.org (+33 1 4483 6056): for NGO and media outlet requests for assistance
assistance2@rsf.org (+33 1 4483 8466): for individual requests for assistance

Rory Peck Trust

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** Professional freelance journalists working in news and current affairs whose only source of income comes from journalism. For the General Eligibility criteria, please look here. You must meet all the criteria to apply to any of the funds.
- **Funding:** The Rory Peck Trust offers the following funds:
  - **Crisis Fund** (helps with costs associated with an immediate crisis, either personal or in cases of force majeure such as natural disasters or political and civil unrest); simplified application process for Ukrainian journalists!
  - **Recovery Fund** (provides grants to freelance journalists and their families who are facing financial hardship as a direct result of their work.
  - **Trauma Therapy Fund** (covers the cost of treatment for those who would like professional psychological support).
- **How to apply?** click on the link of the fund to which you want to apply to get access to the application form.
Boris Nemtsov Fellowship Program

- **Deadline**: will be announced on the official webpage of the Foundation
- **Eligibility**: individuals who are persecuted for reason of their political persuasion or/and involved in various forms of assistance, either professional (lawyers, journalists, etc.) or non-professional (human rights defenders, activists, etc.) and, therefore, were forced to leave their home country
- **Duration**: 6 months
- **Funding**: the Foundation provides fellowship awards contingent upon availability of financial resources
- [Application requirements](#)
- [Application form](#)

CEELI Institute – Judicial Workshop Training Series

- **Eligibility**: judges from Central and Eastern Europe who are members of the CEELI Institute’s Judicial Exchange Network or who wish to join

**Workshop #3: Adjudication Skills for Complex Fraud and Corruption Cases** (the course will also look at existing examples of systems in place to deal with fraud and corruption crimes, such as the High Anti-Corruption Court in Ukraine)

- **When**: 24–26 June 2022
- **Where**: Prague
- **Registration not open yet**
- **Simult. translation provided**

**Workshop #4: Adjudication of Transnational Crimes: Environmental Law Crimes in Central and Eastern Europe**

- **When**: September 23–25, 2022
- **Where**: Prague
● Registration not open yet
● Simult. translation provided

Crisis Response Fund

● **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
● **Eligibility:** The Crisis Response Fund provides urgent funding to civil society actors who are facing crises of freedom in assembly and association to conduct advocacy activities or looking to respond proactively to threats to civic freedoms through resiliency activities.
● **Funding:** The CRF provides funding for either advocacy or resiliency grants for 3–6 months for civil society actors, for up to US $ 10000.00 (for individual applicants) and US $ 20000.00 (for two or more applicants).
● **Application requirements**

Digital Defenders Partnership – Incident Emergency Fund

● **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
● **Eligibility:** human rights defenders, journalists, activists, or organizations facing digital threats and attacks
● **Duration:** 4 to 6 months
● **Funding:** up to 10,000 EUR. Examples of what can be covered:
  o Replacement of hardware or software that has been taken, lost or stolen
  o Purchase of more secure hard- and/or software and costs related to installation of the new systems
  o Technical or non-technical activities to respond to urgent issues such as internet blockages
  o Training or accompaniment on digital or other security issues
  o Measures to improve physical security
  o Measures to address the psychological and psychosocial impact of digital threats and attacks
● **How to apply?** Fill out the secure application form on the [website](#). Here, you can also find more information on the application process and guidelines before applying. By filling out the application form, you will get an account to submit and track the progress of your application.
● **Contact:** [team@digitaldefenders.org](mailto:team@digitaldefenders.org)
**Euro-Mediterranean Foundation**

- **Deadline:** urgent grant requests are assessed on a rolling basis
- **Eligibility:** requests for emergency funding are considered when applicants can show that an intervention by the Foundation will help counter threats against their lives and/or those of members of their family and reinforce the visibility and pursuit of their activities at a strategic timing; the request is such that it cannot be fully supported on an emergency basis by another national, regional, or international organization
- **Funding:** the amount of funding requested may not exceed 5,000 EUR
- **How to apply?** send your application in a WORD-format to the following email address: grants@emhrf.org. Application form can be downloaded here.

**Freedom House**

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
- **Eligibility:** human rights defenders, civil society organizations and survivors of severe religious persecution
- **Funding:** Freedom House meets the specific needs of each individual or organization (such as legal defense, resilience grants, preventive security training, access to medical treatment. There are two key emergency assistance funds:
  - **The Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund** provides emergency financial assistance to civil society organizations under threat or attack and rapid response advocacy and resilience grants to support CSOs in responding to broader threats against civic space. Lifeline is a consortium of 7 international NGOs and receives contributions from a Donor Steering Committee of 19 governments that support democracy and human rights.
  - **The Dignity for All: LGBTI Assistance Program** provides emergency funds to human rights defenders and civil society organizations under threat or attack for their work.
- **How to apply?** to inquire about submitting an application for assistance, please contact info@csolifeline.org

**Frontline Defenders**

- **Deadline:** applications can be submitted at any time
● **Eligibility**: human rights defenders at risk

● **Funding**: grants are for amounts up to a maximum of 7,500 EUR
  ○ improving physical security of an organization or individual, digital security and communication security
  ○ supporting legal fees for HRDs who are being judicially harassed
  ○ paying for medical fees for HRDs who have been attacked or who have suffered a medical condition as a result of their peaceful human rights activities
  ○ providing family assistance for imprisoned HRDs or family members who are at risk because of a HRDs activities

● **Application form**

## Resources for Human Rights Activists in Danger

● This [extensive database](#) is an initiative of the Forum Solidarity Task Force and contains information on different types of emergency resources for Human Rights Defenders (HRDs), including journalists, artists, lawyers and researchers. The majority of assistance programmes in this database are designed for HRDs from Russia, the EU and the countries belonging to the Commonwealth of Independent States.

● For help and/or questions you can contact [solidarity-eu-russia-csf@protonmail.com](mailto:solidarity-eu-russia-csf@protonmail.com)

## Reagan-Fascell Democracy Fellowship (NED)

● **Deadline**: next application will be open Summer 2022

● **Eligibility**:
  ○ practitioners from developing and aspiring democracies, and those from non-democratic countries;
  ○ proficiency in the English language;
  ○ propose a project focusing on the political, social, economic, legal or cultural aspects of democratic development;
  ○ be available to work in residence at the International Forum for Democratic Studies in Washington, D.C. during the 5 month fellowship period (October 1–February 28 or March 1–July 31)
  ○ have substantial practical experience working to promote democracy or human rights in the country of your origin or interest
  ○ be mid-career professional

● **Duration**: 5 months
• **Funding:**
  o Each fellow receives a monthly stipend for living expenses, plus basic health insurance and roundtrip travel to and from Washington, D.C., at the beginning and end of the fellowship period.
  o Fellowship payments are calculated to cover the cost of a short-term, furnished rental apartment, plus “cost of living” for food, local transportation, and other necessities.
  o Fellows are provided with a fully equipped office, plus a limited budget for long-distance phone calls and professional travel within the United States.
  o Please note that fellows who wish to bring family members with them to Washington, D.C., will be expected to cover the costs of their dependents’ roundtrip travel and stay within the United States.

• **How to apply?**
  o In order to apply, first create an account through the [online portal](#). Click here for detailed instructions. Once you have set up an account, submit following documents in English:
    ■ Applicant information
    ■ Project proposal
    ■ Letter of recommendation

---

**University of St. Gallen | School of Law**

• **Deadline:** application are accepted on a rolling basis

• **Eligibility:**
  o Research assistant with focus on Ukraine
  o enrolled or have recently been enrolled in a study program at a university in Ukraine in the field of law or affiliated fields, ideally international law or
  o be a recent graduate (bachelor or master or equivalent) from a University in Ukraine in these fields.
  o The applicant should also be able to communicate in English, German, or French and be present in St. Gallen within a reasonable time, depending on the circumstances.

• **Funding:** standard salary of a research assistant (1750-2000CHF/month) plus help with accomodation

• **How to apply?**
  o If the circumstances permit, applications should include a cover letter, a CV (no photo) and documentation (university degree).
  o interviews via the phone or online if the circumstances permit are planned
○ send your application and questions you may have to juliaann.nigg@student.unisg.ch
○ Professor Dr. Thomas Burri is responsible for this position.